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I
Summary

In all cases of discontinuous SiC/Al metal matrix it was pre-

viously shown that classical composite strengthening mechanisms

could not be used to explain the data. A high dislocation

density model was proposed to account for the strengthening,

but other factors such as residual stress and texture could

contribute. These were investigated and it was shown that

texturc had no effect and residual stress reduced the tensile

yield stress. The fracture process is matrix controlled up to

SiC particle sizes of 20 um and above where fracture of SiC

begins to dominate. The matrix is influenced by residual hydro-

static tension and high density of dislocations generated at

SiC/Al interfaces. Crack initiation fracture toughness does

not depend on SiC particle size. Crack growth fracture tough-

ness increases as the size of the SiC particles increases.
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ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION AT INTERFACES IN
METAL-MATRIX COMPOSITES

R. J. Arsenault
University of Maryland

College Park, MD 20740, USA

C. S. Pande
Naval Research Laboratory

Washington, DC 20375-5000. USA

ABSTRACT several investigations of the reaction of A and
SiC to determine the conditions under which A14C3

A basic premise of most theories of composite will form (7-9). AlI of these investigations
strengthening is that a bond of some type exists were conducted at temperatures above the melting
between the matrix and the reinforcement. Such point of Al, and in most cases reactions were
bonding, in two composites, Al-SiC, and Cu-W was reported. Iseki et al conducted a systematic
investigated by high resolution electron micros- investigation of the reaction molten Al with two
copy and scanning Auger microprobe analysis. The different types of sintered SiC (5). In one
chemistry and microstructure of the interfaces case, they observed a reaction with the formation
were investigated in detail. Surprisingly high of particles of A14C3 of about 0.1 to 1 tim in
penetration of the matrix into the reinforcement diameter. In the other case (which had excess Si
was detected by the Auger analysis. Independent in the SiC) A14C3 did not form, but they did
x-ray analysis in thin films of the composites in find, by means of transmission electron micros-
STEM confirmed the Auger results in Al-SiC. copy (TEM), that cracks had formed in the SiC due
Observed penetration depths were several order of to the difference in thermal coeficient of expan-
magnitudes higher than that predicted by a bulk sion.
diffusion mechanism. The purpose of this investigation was to

determine whether a reaction between Al and SiC
% had occurred during the fabrication of commercial

SiC/Al composites produced by ARCO-Silag and DWA.
IN ORDER TO HAVE OBSERVABLE PENETRATION of one We also wanted to determine if any Si or C had
element (A) into a solid block of a second ele- diffused into the Al matrices or if the highly
ment (B) at least two requirements have to be unlikely case of Al diffusion into SiC had
satisfied: first, there has to be some solu- occurred.
bility of A in B, and second, the rate, i.e., the
diffusivity, has to be rapid enough so that the RESULTS

S investigation can be completed in a reasonable
amount of time. Because of the considerable A scanning Auger microprobe analysis* was
interest in composites consisting of SiC in Al undertaken of fractured SiC/Al samples from com-
alloys matrices .(1,2), thenature of the inter- posites purchased from ARCO-Silag. These samples
face between SiC and Al is important. were produced by hot pressing Al powder and SiC

There have been several investigations of whiskers, followed by hot extrusion. Although
the diffusion of Al into SiC (3,4), where Al is the exact maximum temperature to which the corn-
used as an agent in the sintering of SiC. Al has posite was exposed is not known, it was less than
also been used in the joining of SiC pieces (5). 933 K. These samples were fractured in the scan-
Chang et al (3) and Tajima et al (4) obtained the ning Auger microprobe and examined shortly there-
activation energy of diffusion and D0 . However, after. There were no differences in signal as a
these investigations were conducted at high tem- function of position; in other words, a 100% Al
peratures (-2000 K). A solubility limit of i wt% signal was obtained from the matrix as well as
Al in SiC at 2073 K was determined by an ion from all possible areas on the SiC whiskers, as
implantation investigation (6). There have been

_ _ _ _*The Auger microprobe analysis was performed at
Research support in part by the Office of Naval the Center for Research in Surface Science and
Research under Contract No. NOOl4-85-K-0007 Submicron Analysis, Montana State University.
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shown in Figure 1. A possible explanation of the In order to determine whether this is a realessentially IUO% Al content on the whisker is effect and not a sputtering artifact, several
that the Al could just be mechanically adhering, samples, which were metallographically polished,
This is analogous to having a coating of butter were examined in the Auger microprobe. The data
on a knife when it is pulled out of a tub of from a platelet of SiC sample from DWA, are shown
butter. Therefore, a series of etching experi- in Figure 3. The samples were produced by hot
ments were conducted in the microprobe, but it pressing Al alloy powder with platelet SiC, and
was only after considerable sputtering (which is again, the exact temperature at which the hot
basically an Ar ion milling operation) that a Si pressing occurred is not known. In the SEM the
and C signal could be obtained. The sputtered scanning Auger probe traces are superimposed:
etching was interrupted at intervals and surfaces one for Al and the other for Si. This shows that
of the whiskers were examined, there were no A has penetrated or diffused inte the SiC, but
indications of SiU 2, A1203, A14C3. The fracture there is no Si or C in the matrix. When the-e
surface had to be sputter etched to a consider- sample was sputter etched and the process
able depth before Si or C was detectable. Figure repeated, the result was basically the same. In
2 is a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) taken order to determine the effect of sputtering
in the microprobe after sufficient sputter (i.e., could the sample surface become cross-
etching had taken place so that SiC could be contaminated by the sputtering operation), the
detected. This result led us to the belief that sample was removed, etched slightly with Keller's
the Al had diffused into the SiC. etch, and then put back into the microprobe. The

process was then repeated and again the same
results were obtained. Figure 4 is the detailed
Auger probe analysis of the Si and Al traces; the
C trace superimposes right on the Si trace. The
interface is then defined as having finite width
which is the maximum probe size that is associ-
ated with the scanning microprobe apparatus.

Fig. 1 - A SEM micrograph taken in the Auger
microprobe of the fracture surface of a whisker
SiC-Al composite.

4r.

k Fig. 3 A SEM micrograph taken in the Auger
microprobe, on which the Al and Si Auger probe
traces have been superimposed.

A scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM) analysis was conducted on SIC/Al samples

k. L in order to further validate these results, and
Figure 5 is a result of an energy dispersive X-
ray analysis from the STEM using a thin foil of
the composite. It is obvious that again there is
evidence of Al diffusion into the SiC. In this

- . particular case the probe size is much smaller
(-5.0 nm) than that in the scanning Auger analy-

D] V 01 1 sis. The thickness of the specimen was 100-150
nm (accelerating voltage, of the electrons 200

Fig. 2 - A SEM micrograph taken in the Auger kV); thus, the spatial resolution of the tech-
microprobe of the surface of SiC-Al composite nique was about 30 nm, several times times smal-
after sputter etching (Ar ion milling). ler than the range of penetration observed.

Arsenault & Pande



II i significant concentration of A] in the SiC. The! nature of the Al in SiC, i.e., whether it is
6i I, interstitially, substitutionally, or nonuni-

formally distributed, is not known. It may be
possible that very small microcracks occur along5 the microtwin boundaries in the SiC. Figures 6

, and 7 are TEM of a SiC whisker and a SiC plate-
4Ii , let, respectively. The stirations in the SiC

have been identified as microtwins (10). It
3 Al I I:j should be kept in mind that Iseki and co-workers

'il (5) has reported the existence of microcracks in

s, i SiC due to difference in coefficient of thermal
I expansion between Al and SiC.

0 2 3 4
MICRONS

Fig. 4 - An Auger microprobe analysis of SiC-Al
The relative intensities of Si and Al are plotted
across the matrix, a particle of SiC and again
the matrix.

4 -
Vo

-3 I

, -.,

2,%

Al Sic Al Fig. 6 - A TEM micrograph of SiC whisker produced
by ARCO-Si lag.

-. 0, ul j

600 400 200 0 200 400 600

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF PARTICLE (nm)

Fig. - A STEM EDAX analysis of Al concentration
as a function of location (IAl/ISi plotted in
arbitrary units).

DISCUSSION

In the Introduction, it was mentioned that a
s olubility limit of 1 wt% Al in SiC had been
measured at 2073 K. However, the maximum temper-r- ature .to which these samples were exposed was
less than 933 K. Warren and Anderson have

,. theoretically produced two constant temperature
i: terniary diagrams at 773 K and 1073 K for SiC-

Al-C. In both of these diagrams there is zero
solubility of Al in SiC. However, from the Fig. 7 - A TEM micrograph of a SiC platelet which

" second law of thermodynamics the presence of Al was produced by DWA.
in SiC can be explained, for is a reduction in
the free energy due to entropy of mixing, but if As stated above, the observations of Al
the solubility limit is 1 wt% at 2073 K it is penetration into SiC to the extent observed are
very difficult to understand how the solubility unexpected. There have been at least two

• could be greater at less than 933 K. If an investigations of Al diffusion into SiC (3,4),
L approximation is made for the relative intensi- and from those investigations it is possible to

ties of SiC and Al, it appears that there is a calculate the mean diffusion distance X at 773 K,



X = ()
where 0 = Doe -Q/RT, t is the time of diffusion,
Q for Al-SiC system is 471 kJ/mol, and Do equals
1.8 cm2/sec. The value of X is less than 0.1 nm
per year. (The values of DO  and Q given in
literature vary substantially from each other.
However, all of these values give a value of Xorders of magnitude lower than the observed pene-
tration.) Obviously, this does not agree with
the present data.

CONCLUSIONS

From a consideration of the experimental
results, the following conclusions can be made:

1. It is highly unlikely that the presence
of Al in SiC can be explained by a conventional
diffusion analysis.

2. It is possible that the penetration
observed is due to the presence of Al along
microcracks which may occur at the microtwin
interfaces. The microtwin interfaces themselves
should not act as short circuit diffusion packs.

3. It is possible that the observed pene-
trations of Al into SiC are experimental arti-
facts.
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An In Situ HVEM Study of Dislocation Generation 8

at Al/SiC Interfaces in Metal Matrix Composites

MARY VOGELSANG. R. J. ARSENAULT, and R. M. FISHER

Annealed aluminum/silicon carbide (AI/SiC) composites exhibit a relatively high density of dis-
locations, which are frequently decorated with fine precipitates, in the A] matrix. This high dislocation
density is the major reason for the unexpected strength of these composite materials. The large
difference (10: 1) between the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of Al and SiC results in
sufficient stress to generate dislocations at the AI/SiC interface during cooling. In this in situ
investigation, we observed this dislocation generation process during cooling from annealing tem-
peratures using a High Voltage Electron Microscope (HVEM) equipped with a double tilt heating
stage. Two types of bulk annealed composites were examined: one with SiC of discontinuous whisker
morphology and one of platelet morphology. In addition, control samples with zero volume percent
were examined. Both types of composites showed the generation of dislocations at the AI/SiC
interface resulting in densities of at least 10",, -:. One sample viewed end-on to the whiskers showed
only a rearrangement of dislocations, where, the same material when sectioned so that the lengths
of whiskers were in the plane of the toil, showed the generation of dislocations at the ends of the
whiskers on cooling. The control samples did not show the generation of dislocations on cooling
except at a few large precipitate particles. The results support the hypothesis that the high dislocation
density observed in annealed composite materials is a result of differential thermal contraction of Al
and SiC. The SiC particles act as dislocation sources during cooling from annealing temperatures
resulting in high dislocation densities which strengthen the material.

I. INTRODUCTION creasing to 4 x 10'2 m -2 at the interface of W and Cu, and
o p n iconcluded that the dislocations were caused by the differ-%.' THE incorporation of 20 vol pet discontinuous SiC whisk-N TE inorpor ation ences (4: 1) in CTE of Cu and W. Recalling that the CTE

ers into a 6061 Al matrix increases the yield strength of difference between Al and Si is 10: 1, i.e., more than twiceannealed powder compacted 6061 Al alloy b~y more thana asgetsthCuW ytmoewldxpcterl

0: factor of two. This increase in strength cannot be explained as great as the Cu/W system, one would expect thermal

directly by continuum mechanics theories. Continuum me- stresses in AI/SiC to be sufficient to generate dislocations in
dirctl b cotiuum mehancs herie . ontnu m m - this composite.

chanics formulations developed by Piggott' and applied to Other causes may also contribute to the high dislocation
the case of discontinuous AI/SiC composites by Arsenault O density observed in annealed AI/SiC material. Dislocations' '" predict an ultimate strength of only 186 MPa for Arsenalt destpbevenanaetA/i aeil.Dsoain

f ultimate are introduced into this material during the plastic defor-,LSiC composite, whereas the measured value of ultimate mation processes of manufacturing, such as extrusion. Dur-
strength for this material is 448 MPa. Arsenault and Fisher3  in pres aing, s uch as e r sinpropsedtha theinceasd srengh culdbe acoutedfor ing annealing, the dislocations introduced during processing
proposed that the increased strength could be accounted for may not be annihilated; they could be trapped by the SiC,by a high dislocation density in the Al matrix which is resulting in a high dislocation density after annealing.
observed in bulk composite material annealed for as long as It is important to determine the origins of the high d-
12 hours at 810 K. location density in the composite since the strength of the

The dislocation generation mechanism proposed by composite depends on the high density. If the differen-
Arsenault and Fisher to account for this high dislocation tial te condson the cau s If the dicai n

density is based on the large difference (10: 1) in coefficients tial thermal contraction is the cause of the dislocations, as

of thermal expansion (CTE) of Al and SiC.4 When the Arsenault and Fisher' suggest, then dislocations should be
composite is cooled from elevated temperatures of an- observed being generated in a composite thin foil sample

L. cmposte rm teperaureson cooling frmannealing temperatures inan i iu
nealing or processing, misfit strains occur due to differential HVEM experiment.

thermal contraction at the AI/SiC interface which are suf- In situ dynamic VEM experiments have certain advan-

ficient to generate dislocations.
Chawla and Metzger, in an elegant investigation of Cu/W tages over other experimental techniques. The major advan-

composites using etch-pitting techniques, observed a high tage is that direct observation of a dynamic process altering
d ites desig et-tetCuWingteacue, whhered ig a microstructure is possible while the deforming force, in
dislocation density at the Cu/W interface which decreased this case a thermal stress, is operating. Operating at higher

, with increasing distance from the interface.5 They observed voltages allows penetration of thicker samples so that sur-
that if the volume fraction of W was 15 pct, the minimumdislcaton ensty i th marixwas X ollM-2in- face effects are minimized and bulk behavior is more closely
dislocation density in the matrix was 7 X 10l m -2 in- approximated. Also, a high voltage microscope can better

accommodate special stages required for in situ work be-
MARYVOGLSAG ad R.1. RSEAUL. Drectr, re iththe cause of the large pole piece region.

Metallurgical Materials Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, Numerous in situ HVEM heating stage investigations of
MD 20742 R M. FISHER is with Center for Advanced Materials, Law-
rence Berkeley Laboratory. University of California, Berkeley. CA 94720 Al have been performed. Hale et al.' and Caillard and

Manuscript submitted April 8, 1985. Martin 7 investigated dislocation motion during creep at

Mt4TALI.RGICAL TRANSACTIONS A VOt.tME 17A. MARCH 196 I7N



elevated temperatures using HVEM. Kivilahti et al.' ob- I1. MATERIAL 9
served an AI-2 pct Mg alloy in situ during recovery Three types of material were examined. The first was a
processes at elevated temperatures recording dislocation Thr typs tera w r m The It ws a
interactions on videotape. Shimotmori and Hasiguti' ob- SiC whisker composite purchased from ARCO-Silag. It is a
served in situ prismatic punching of dislocation loops at powder mietallurgy product: 6061 A alloy powder is com-
second phase precipitates in an Al- 1.3 pet Li alloy. Electron pressed with SiC whiskers to for a billet; then the billet isi iradatin f A ateleatd tmpeatueshas been exten- extruded to align the whii~ker', ;.,d torm a 12.5 mm diameter
irradiation of Al at elevated temperatures rod. Three different volume fractions of SiC were consid-
sively studied using lIVEM1..... ered: 0 pct, 5 pet, and 20 pet. The zero vol pct materialThere have been several non-dynamic, non-in situ TEM ered 0 a controoi
investigations of dislocations about particles in a metal ma- The second type of composite was purchased from DWA.
trix. Weatherlv' 2 observed multiple slip mode dislocation and con SiC of pla te morph a ets A
tangles around silica in Cu, and concluded they were caused and hain n ae ct rhooy .Th s
by differential thermal contraction of the two materials on cto 7 pm long and have an aspect ratio of two to :hree. This
quenching. Ashby et al. 3 observed dislocations about pres- composite is also a powder metallurgy product supplied in
surized silica-Cu, noting a critical size dependence for dis- the form of a plate, and the third type of material was
location generation. Williams and Garmong t' reported a wrought 1100 grade Al in the form of a 12.5 mm diameter
high incidence of dislocations at the Ni/W interface in this rod, and it was in the as-received condition. This material
directionally solidified eutectic composite. also served as a control.

SCalculations of the dislocation density in Al/SiC due to
thermal stresses predict high dislocation densities. The mis-
fit strain which develops at the circumference of a 1 /m III. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
diameter SiC particle due to differential thermal contraction EXAMINATION PROCEDURE
during cooling is approximately I pet. The plastic strain at An ion milling technique was required for the production
one-half the interparticle spacing, obtained from Lee of TEM samples due tohe SiC in the Al matrix.

et al.,"5 ranges from I to 2 pct. The dislocation density can Tes opes o te n the l etcotl
[' ,': be simply calculated from the following equation: These two types of composite and the 0 vol pt control

b l u f e w uwere machined into rods (12 mm in diameter, 4 cm long),

E, = pLb. [II annealed for 12 hours at a solutionizing temperature of
dislocation 810 K, and furnace cooled. After annealing, slices of

ds (- where s te , L is the plastic sisttaie p)d bisy 0.76 mm thickness were cut by electric discharge machin-
density (m) generated, L is the average distance moved by ing (EDM) at 80 to 100 V. Deformation damage from EDM
the generated dislcations, which was taken to be 1/2 the is estimated to extend 0.20 mm beneath the surface. ?... The
inter-whisker spacing, i.e., 2 Am, and b is the Burgers slices were fixed to a brass block with double-sided tape and
vector of Al. The p obtained is 1.8 x 103 m-2. surrounded by brass shims, then mechanically thinned on a

its Consideration of another type of dislocation described by rotating water flooded wheel covered with 400 then 600 grit
Ashby"6 predicts additional dislocations in the matrix. These paper to remove the EDM damage and reduce the thickness
dislocations are called "geometrically necessary" disloca- to approximately 0. 127 mm. Final thinning was carried out

* tions by Ashby, and occur in order to allow compatible de- using argon ion plasma bombardment, operating at 6 k
formation of a system with geometrical constraints such as and ion current of 50 micro amperes and a sample inclina-
hard particles which do not deform as the surrounding duc- tion of 15 deg to the ion beam. For these operating parame-
tile matix. These geometically necessary dislocations are ters the projected range, or average distance the argon ion
required if the deformation takes place without the for- travels into the foil, is only 20 nm. - Dupuoy" conducted
mation of voids about the hard particles. Slip dislocations an in situ ion thinning experiment on Fe and Al-Ag speci-are a function of the material properties of the system, and mens using a 3 MV microscope. Dislocation arrangements
are not dependent on the microstructural constraints. Ac- and microstructures in Al-Ag and Fe were not altered by ion
cording to Ashby, the density of geometrically necessary thinning even though some point defects are introduced into
dislcations, pC,, is given by: the near surface region of the sample by ion bombardment.

=G 4 y Therefore, it can be concluded that ion-milling does not
, A.b 121 introduce or remove dislocations in the TEM foils.

SbThe 1100 grade Al control samples were prepared from
where A' is the "geometrical slip distance" analogous to t'ie the as-received wrought rod in the same manner as the
slip distance in pure crystals. For platelet particles, A' is composite samples, except electro-polishing was employed

equal to the length of the plate and y is the shear strain. For instead of ion-thinning.
a I pet shear strain and A' = 4 t.m, pc equals approxi- The thinned samples were then observed in the HVEM
mately 3 x 101" m-2 . Taking these dislocations into account operating at 800 kV with a beam current of 2.3 AA. A[, results in a further addition to the predicted dislocation den- double tilt, side-entry, furnace type heating stage was used

sitv in the Al matrix, to heat the specimen. While being observed in the micro-
The purpose of this investigation was to determine if scope, the samples were heated to 800 K and held for 15

dislocation generation occurs at the Al/SiC interface on minutes, then cooled to ambient temperature. Subgrains
cooling a composite from anoea!ig temperatures, and to exhibiting dislocations in contrast were chosen for obser-
determine if the observed densities of dislocations generated vation. During heating and cooling, thermal drift of the
during cooling are in agreement with densities predicted by stage and thermal expansion and contraction of the sample
theoretical calculations. caused the chosen subgrain to move. In order to maintain the
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same subgrain in the field of vie% at the same crystal- and 2(b)). Thicker regions containing few precipitates were
lographic orientation, it was necessary to slightly translate chosen for observation. On heating, most of the dislocations
and tilt the specimen almost continuously. Since changing to had disappeared upon reaching 673 K. At this temperature,

• SAD conditions during cycling to monitor orientation would the heating stage mechanism failed; therefore, the sample
have resulted in loss of the chosen area from the field of never reached 800 K. but heating was sufficient to remove
view, the orientation was maintained constant by monitoring the dislocations from the area under observation. Thc dis-
the contrast of microstructures such as a subgrain boundarv locations in this area did not return on cooling, except a few

* or SiC/Al interface in the bright-field mode. One thermal which were connected to precipitate particles (Figures 3(a)
cycle required about one hour. and most of the samples were and 3(b)).
observed throughout several thermal cycles. The thickest B. 5 Vol Pct - Transverse and Longitudinal Whisker SiC
regions of the sample penetrated by the beam were chosen
for observation, and at operating voltage of 800 KV the The 5 vol pet whisker sample, sectioned transverse to the
beam will penetrate 0.8 .m thick Al. 22 The dislocation den- whiskers so that the hexagonal whiskers are viewed end-on
sit,, p. was determined by a line intercept method adapted in the microscope, had a small subgrain size, 2.0 .m, and
from Hale. 23 A grid of lines is placed over the TEM micro- a high dislocation density, 4 X 1013 M 2 , in the subgrains
graph, then the intersections of dislocation lines with the (Figure 4(a)). In this case, on heating the dislocations did
grid lines are counted. The dislocation density, p, is given not disappear but straightened from an initially bowed con-
b figuration and became more regularly spaced: a polygonized

configuration. These dislocations did not disappear at high
2 temperatures (Figures 4(b) and 4(c)). On cooling, the dis-

= LT locations again bowed away from the Al/SiC interface but
here .",' i,, the number of dislocation intersections with the the density of dislocations did not increase; if anything, the

thdi nnumber slightly decreased (Figures 4(d) and 4(e)). Several
.,, grid lines. l is the length of the grid lines divided by the of the subgrains appeared to change shape during the ther-

nagnitication. r is the thickness of the sample (0.8 p.m), mal cycle; however, their boundaries did not move past the
and th," ",th of the lines on the grids was 0.58 m. Each
reported dislocation density is an average value obtained surrounding SiC whiskers.

denoi t The longitudinal 5 vol pet sample, sectioned parallel tofrom 3 ro It) micrographs, the SiC whisker axis so that the whiskers could be viewed

lengthwise, did show the characteristic disappearance of dis-

IN'. RESULTS locations at high temperatures, and then the return of dislo-
cations on cooling, especially at the ends of the whiskers

The discussion of the experimental results will be divided (Figures 5(a) through (f)). The parallel lines in the whiskers
into three parts: 0 vol pet, 5 vol pet, and 20 vol pet of SiC. have been previously identified as microtwins. 24

In all cases, typical results will be described. A total of 800
micrographs were taken. C. 20 Vol Pct Whisker and Platelet

.A. Controls. 0 Vol Pet SiC, 6061 Al. and 1100 Al The microstructure of the 20 vol pet whisker sample be-
fore heating is characterized by a small subgrain size of the

The 0 vol pet 6061 Al control sample had a large sub- order of 2 to 3 pm and also by a dislocation density of about
grain size (approximately 5 .m) and a low dislocation den- 1013 m - 2 (Figure 6(a)). The sample was heated while focus-

i sitty (8 x 10' m--) (Figure l(a)). A few of the larger ing on a single subgrain surrounded by several SiC whisk-
second phase precipitate particles (Mg 2Si) were surrounded ers. The dislocations began to move and rearrange, some
by dislocation tangles bowing out from the precipitate inter- moving very quickly, and eventually disappearing. Upon
face (Figure I(b)). On heating, the dislocations began to reaching 470 K most of the dislocations had disappeared.
move in the sample, migrating away from the particles. The sample was heated further to 800 K (Figure 6(b)), held
Other dislocations were also generated in other areas of the for a few minutes, and then cooled. On cooling, dislocations
subgrain and moved through the matrix, occasionally being reappeared and emanated from the whisker interface form-
pinned by precipitate particles. Eventually, at elevated ten- ing a tangle of dislocations in the small subgrain. Although
peratures (670 K), all of the dislocations disappeared. Slip some dislocations began appearing on cooling at about
traces left behind when the dislocations moved also disap- 473 K, a great number of them formed at temperatures less
peared at temperatures close to 700 K, possibly due to sur- than 373 K. The dislocation density after cooling was com-
face diffusion. The sample was held at 800 K for about parable to the dislocation density before the thermal cycle
15 minutes. (Figures 6(c), 6(d), and 6(e)). When black spots began ob-

The image tended to be out of focus at high temperatures scuring the picture, another area free of the black spots was
due to thermal drift of the stage (Figures 1(b) and I(c)). On moved into the field of view.
cooling, dislocations reappeared at the large particle inter- The 20 vol pet platelet sample (Figure 7(a)) exhibited be-
face at about 500 K, sometimes moving faster than could be havior similar to the whisker sample, in that most of the
seen. The dislocations formed tangles in the vicinity of the dislocations disappeared upon reaching 650 K (Figure 7(b)),
precipitate; however, most of the matrix did not accumulate and then on cooling, dislocations reappeared (Figures 7(c)
any dislocations (Figure I(d)). There were a few disloca- and 7(d)). However, certain aspects of the microstructural
tions generated at subgrain or grain boundaries, alterations on cooling were peculiar to the platelet sample.

The I100 Al sample had a dislocation density initially of In the first cycle, the dislocations disappeared and then
4 x 10': m 2, and a large subgrain size, 5 Azm (Figures 2(a) reappeared on cooling. An unusual subgrain was observed
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(a)
(a)

-W /,
(b)

Vig 2 -(a) Wrought 1100 Al control sample, as-received condition. Be-(b
* . - fore instou thermal cycling. this control sample with no SiC had a high

dislocation density. Like the 6061 Al control, this sample has a large grain Fig. 3 -(a) The same areas in Fig. 2(a) after in situ thermal cycling. In
size. a~nd the dislocations present are often associated with precipitates. The the absence of SiC, few dislocations reappear in a thermally cycled sample
white Struit~re is a corrosion tunnel from electropolishing. (h) Low mag- the few dislocations present are associated with second phase precipi-

* . nification view~ of 1100 control sample including area of Fig. 2(ai. tate particles.(b) Low magnification view of area in Fig. 3(a) after ther-
mal cycling.
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of generation is lowest for small, nearly spherical particle. sometimes preferentially associated with interfaces and
As the particle size increases. i.e., from I Am to 5 pm, the grain boundaries (Figures l(d) and 7(d)).
intensity of generation increases significantly. Also the in- Beam heating is another factor to be considered. For our
tensity is much greater at the comer of a particle than along operating conditions, beam heating of the sample is approxi-
the sides as is evidenced in the longitudinal whisker and mately 10 to 15 K, and this could have had an effect on
platelet composite samples. The relationship between the dislocation generation in the sample due to the thermal gra-
size of the particle and the plastic zone has been qual- dient which is induced."'J But examination of the same
itatively described by Lee et al., and they predicted that as composite samples without thermal cycling did not result in
the particle size increases the plastic zone size increases, dislocation generation at the Al/SiC interface, and these
Also, L 6 las shown that the plastic strain about the comer samples were exposed to the same beam conditions.
of a pan te is greater than along the side (which should be Due to the difficulty associated with tilting a very fine
intuitively obvious). subgrained material to the various diffracting conditions

Experimental conditions which may influence the results required to image all of the dislocations in the subgrain, the
must be recognized and considered in an HVEM experi- reported densities could be 1A to /2 below the actual number.
ment, because the sample is exposed to high energy elec- Although more rigorous tilting would give more precise
trons, and thin foil samples are used to approximate bulk values, a good idea of the relative densities in the samples
behavior. Surface effects are among the most important can be obtained by imaging dislocations in many subgrains
effects to be considered, since it is easy for dislocations for each material and assuming that the value will be sys-
generated at the Al/SiC interface to move out of the sample tematically low for all the samples.
through the surfaces ofa TEM foil. Thick sections of the foil The net result of considering all of the experimental fac-
were examined in the HVEM in order to reduce surface tors which may influence the experimentally determined
effects; nevertheless, dislocation relaxation out the surface dislocation densities after a thermal cycle, is: (1) the dis-
occurred, and resulted in a reduction of the observed dis- location generation observed during cooling can be readily
location density. This effect is most apparent in the attributed to differential thermal contraction of the Al and
20 vol pet platelet sample where the slip traces, indicating SiC, (2) the observed densities are lower than the densities
that dislocations have moved out of the sample, nearly cover which would be observed if bulk samples could be exam-
the entire surface of the sample. In bulk specimens, dis- ined and if diffracting conditions were controlled to image
locations would accumulate in the subgrains until the en- all dislocations.
suing backstresses due to the pile-up exceeded the local It should also be pointed out that slip line generation
yield stress surrounding the particle. Also, the geometry of about a SiC cylinder in an Al disk due to thermal cycling has
a thin foil specimen allows elastic relaxation of stresses on been demonstrated by Flom and Arsenault."0
cooling by buckling, also giving an artificially low value of VI. CONCLUSIONS
the dislocation density.

The effects of irradiation of the samples by the high From a consideration of the experimental results, the
energy electrons of the beam must also be considered. Elec- following conclusions can be drawn:
tron irradiation of the sample can result in the formation of I. The high dislocation density (10" m-2 ) previously ob-
vacancy clusters and small dislocation loops which appear served in bulk annealed composites is due to differential
as black spots and then grow to form dislocation tangles." thermal contraction of Al and SiC on cooling from the
The observation of black spots on some of the samples elevated temperatures of annealing.
(Figures l(d) and 6(d)) indicated that electron irradiation 2. The density of dislocations observed in this experiment
damage most probably occurred. as a result of thermal cycling is lower than the actual

The control samples were invaluable in determining that density generated during thermal cycling because dis-
the dislocations generated on cooling were not artifacts due locations are lost through the surfaces of the thin foil
to the effects of electron irradiation. In the 6061 0 vol pet samples during cooling.
SiC control sample a few dislocations were generated at a 3. The densities of dislocations observed (10" m-2) would
few large precipitates. be equal to the high densities previously observed in

The 1100 control samples were also exposed to the high bulk annealed composites if it were not for dislocation
energy electron beam and substantial formation of dis- loss through the surfaces, and the observed densities
locations did not occur (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). Also the would be closer to densities predicted by calculations
intensity of dislocation generation can be correlated with the 4 x 10" m-2 , if it were not for dislocation loss through
size, volume fraction, and shape of the SiC or second phase the surfaces.
precipitate particles present, indicating that the particles and 4. Thermal cycling causes the disappearanc, of dislocations
not the electrons of the beam were the cause of the dis- at high temperatures and the generation of dislocations at
locations being generated. A more likely explanation of the Al/SiC interfaces and precipitates on cooling. Subgrain
appearance of the black spots is beam contamination. The growth is hindered by the presence of SiC particles.
decontaminator was not always operating, and beam con- Transformation strains also cause dislocation generation
tamination usually condenses on samples at temperatures at precipitates, and polygonized configurations prevent
less than 473 K which coincides with our observations. 2 ' the disappearance of dislocations at high temperatures.
Some of the black spots could also be due to second phase 5. Precipitation occurs on the thermally-generated dis-
precipitation in the samples on cooling, since the spots were locations during cooling.
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AABSTRACT annealing temperature. The mechanical

Plasic trans nd he eten oftheplatic properties of the composite should be
Plasdutic striffnsaeetn of thalepastic affected by the magnitude and extent of the

zonedueto iffeental herml epanionplastic deformation that takes place in the soft
were experimentally determined in an AI-SiC matrix around a hard particle as a result of
composite. The combined plastic shear the misfit relaxation in the interface region.
strains at the Al-SiC interface for Recent investigations [1-4] have indeed
furnace-cooled, air-cooled and quenched shown the important role of the interfacial
samples were found to be 1.32%, 1.23% and regions in the composite strengthening. Thus,'
0.99% respectively. Profiles of -y,, were knowledge of the maenitude of plastic strains
plotted versus distance from the interface and and the size of the plastic zone as well as
compared with the theoretical distribution of other characteristics of the interfacial region
effective strain e. The theoretical extent of (the bond strength, the microstructure etc.)
the plastic zone measured from the interface should contribute to the understanding of the
was found to be 1.3 multiplied by the particle mechanism of composite strengthening.
radius. This value was slightly less than the The experimental determinations of plastic
observed value. The plastic deformation onstanadpltizoeriibutaatce
the heating half of the thermocycle was found in the matrix due to the difference between
to be at least equai to the deformation on the the coefficients of thermal expansion of the
cooling half. A theoretical treatment of the phases, to our knowledge, have not been
local plastic deformation in a short composite reported in the literature.
cylinder was suggested, from which the effec. Several theoretical investigations have been
tive plastic strain E' and the extent of the undertaken to predict the magnitude of the
plastic zone were determined, plastic strain in the plastic zone around a

particle. The relaxation of the misfit caused
1. INTRODUCTION by the introduction of an oversized spherical

particle into a spherical hole in the matrix
When a composite material is subjected to a has been analytically described by Lee et al.

temperature change, local plastic deformation 151]. Using the misfitting sphere model, they
can occur. The plastic deformation is due to a calculated strains in the plastic zone that
stress created by the difference between the surrounds a hard sphere and also the plastic
coefficients of thermal expansion of the corn- zone radius. Hoffman [ 6] calculated the
ponent phases, and this stress is at the matrix - overall total strains in the tungsten-fiber-

-'.4reinforcement interfaces. The magnitude of reinforced 8ONi-200r matrix, using a thick-
the stress is equal to Aa A T where Aa is the wall long-cylinder approach and assuming
difference between the coefficients of thermal that a hydrostatic stress state exists within
expansion of the phases under consideration each constituent.
and LtT is the temperature change. The rela- Garmong 17], assuming uniformity of the
tively large (10 to 1) difference between the stresses and strains in the matrix, calculated
coefficient of thermal expansion of SiC and deformation parameters for a hypothetical
that of aluminum should result in the creation eutectic composite and reported values of
of a substantial misfit strain at the Al-SiC matrix plastic strains that were of the order
interface during cooling from the fabricating or of 0.4%.

0025-54161851$3.30 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Dvorak et al. [81 developed a new axi- model of the plastic zone around the short
symmetric plasticity theory of fiberous corn- cylinder.
posites involving large thermal changes. The
long-composite-cylinder model was adopted
as a composite unit cell, and the microstress 2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

N, distribution as well as the yielding surfaces
were obtained for A-W composites. The small particle interspacing (several

Mehan [9] calculated the residual strains in micrometers) in a commercially available
an AI-a-A120 3 composite due to cooling from Al-SiC composite makes it impossible to
the fabricating temperature. He considered an measure the local plastic strain at the Al-SiC
idealized composite consisting of a long interface directly. Thus a composite model
sapphire cylinder surrounded by an aluminum consisting of an SiC cylinder embedded in an
matrix. This is equivalent to the long-compo- aluminum matrix was fabricated so that direct
site-cylinder model used by Dvorak et al. This strain measurements could be attempted.
model implies that the thermal strain along Aluminum of 99.99% purity (to eliminate
the cylinder axis is a constant, i.e. that the influence of the alloying elements) and

"dl commercial carborundum were used to pro-
e, constant duce the composite model. Selected properties

I of these materials are given in Table 1.

where I is the length of the cylinder. This sim- Platelets of SiC were separated from
plifies the procedure of obtaining the radial e, carborundum conglomerates that are used in
and the tangential es strains which was done the production of abrasives. These platelets
using incompressibility and boundary condi- were spark planed on an electric discharge
tions. The effective strain i at the Al-a-A120 3  machine to plates approximately 1 mm thick.
interface was found to be 1.6%. These flat plates were cut into rectangular

However, the above-mentioned composite rods approximately 1 mm X 1 mm. After this,
models do not give an accurate description each rod was spark machined to cylinders of
of the plastic strain state in the short-compo- about 1 mm diameter.
site-cylinder model. A short-cylinder model Pure aluminum rods, 12.5 mm in diameter

" nearly duplicates the situation in the whisker in the as-received condition, were cut into
. and platelet Al-SiC composites at present studs 37 mm long. Two aluminum studs and

produced, one SiC rod were assembled together and put
The purpose of this work was to determine in a specially built compaction die, where

experimentally the magnitude of the local they were hot pressed to produce one com-
plastic strain produced in the aluminum pact. Compaction was done on the Instron
matrix around a short SiC cylinder during a testing machine. During the entire compaction
thermocycle and also to estimate the extent cycle (Table 2), a vacuum of about I0 - 3 Torr

.' of the plastic zone around the cylinder. Also was maintained using a mechanical vacuum
an effort was made to develop a theoretical pump.

TABLE 1

Selected properties of the aluminum and SiC used in this paper

.Material Yield Elastic Bulk Poisson's Thermal expansion Melting Reference
strength modulus modulus ratio coefficient point
(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (m m- 1 K- 1 ) (K)

in the temperature
range 293-773 K

Al 11.73 62x1()3  57.5 x 10 3  0.31 28x10 - 6  933 (10,111
SiC 34.5 + (tension) 483 x 103 96.6 x I03 0.19 3 x 10 - 6 3373 [12, 13]

13804+
(compression)
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TABLE 2 duced where y, is equivalent to the product
Flow chart of the compaction of an AI-SiC composite of slip band density N and the amount of slip
cylinder S, i.e.

Heating "tcpss = KNS (1)

Heating time - 1 h where K is a coefficient which takes into
Temperature - 843 K consideration different crystallographic situa-
Compression tions. A detailed treatment of fp. is given in
Cross-head speed 0.1 cm rin

- 1  Appendix A. Thus, the method reduces the
Total travel 10 mm data collection to the measurements of slip
Holding at constant load band densities and their heights in the area of
Time 2 h interest.
Pressure 2.28 MPa The electropolished A1-SiC disks were
Incremental cooling under pressure separated into three groups: A, B and C. Each
Time 12 h group was heated to about 823 K and then
Pressure 2.28 MPa cooled as foUows: group A, furnace cooled;

group B, air cooled; group C, quenched in
9alcohol.

Since the surface of each disk had a high
quality polish, slip bands could be observed

AI~ around the SiC in an optical microscope.
Slip band density and height measurements
were obtained using a Zeiss interference

S-C .. - -  - microscope. Areas containing slip bands were
photographed in white light and in green

[-] 7 monochromatic light. Pictures taken in whiteIF] light gave the actual image of the slip bands.E Li Pictures of the same areas taken in mono-
(a) (b) (c) (d) chromatic light gave interference fringe
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the fabrication patterns (Figs. 2-4). Thus, the correlation

sequence of the A]-SiC composite model.betweenslip bands and interference fringes
was established.

When a furrow is present in the plane
surface of the object, the straight interference

The central portion of the compacted bands are deflected by the furrow and the

sample was sliced in the transverse direction furrow depth t can be determined from the

into disks 1 mm thick using the electric deflection:

'JO discharge machine, set at a low power, and d X
each disk contained an SiC cylinder very close t - - (2)
to the perfect center (Fig. 1). All AI-SiC b 2

disks were metallographically and then where d is the deflection of the interference
electrolytically polished to remove the thin band, b is the band interval, taken as the
cold-worked surface layer of aluminum, distance from the middle of one band to the

The method adopted for the evaluation of middle of the next band and X/2 = 0.27 lim
plastic deformation was based on the direct for the thallium light. Band deflection can be
observation of slip bands on the polished estimated to be one-tenth of the band interval.
surface of the sample around the SiC particles. Thus the height measurements can be as
The amount of slip is a characteristic of the accurate as ± 0.1 X 0.27 = ± 0.027 pim.
amount of plastic deformation (when defor- The slip band density was determined by
mation occurs by slip) in a crystalline solid, using the "mesh" method which consisted of
The plastic strain can be evaluated if the the following. Pictures of slip band images
number of slip bands and the displacement on and interference patterns were enlarged to
each band are known The concept of com- 10 cm X 12.5 cm on high contrast photo-
bined plastic shear strain yp. has been intro- graphic paper. After that, a transparent plastic

9N

5 I
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SiC Al

L/

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Slip bands and (b) interference fringe patterns of different areas around the SiC. (Magnification, 32x.)

SiC (a) Al

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Slip bands and (b) interference fringe patterns of different areas around the SiC. (Magnification. 32x.)
'p
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Al (a) SiC

I ""

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Slip bands and (b) interference fringe patterns of different areas around the SiC. (Magnification, 32x.)

film with a square mesh of a specific size a Leitz optical microscope. A reduction in
(1.0 cm X 1.0 cm square for pictures with a size was necessary in order to fit the holder
magnification of 80X and 2.5 cm X 2.5 cm into the hot stage. The entire thermocycle
square for pictures with a magnification of was recorded on videotape using an RCA
200X) was overlaid on the photograph and the industrial television camera. The time was
total length of the slip bands within each recorded by means of a digital generator
square along the radial direction was measured, interfaced to the recording unit, and the
If M is the magnification of the picture, L (m) temperature was recorded on the sound track
the total length of slip bands in one square and of the tape at 20 K intervals. The total
A (mm 2 ) the area of the square, then the slip length of the thermocycle was approximately
band density N is 8 min. The maximum temperatures were

L around 873 K. The heating and cooling rates
N = M- X I - pm -  (3) were around 100 K min - '.• , A

The accuracy of slip band density measure-
ments is much higher than that of height 3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
measurements. Therefore, the main source of
error in combined plastic shear strain y,p, 3.1. Combined plastic shear strain
evaluation is the height of the slip band (pro- The experimentally determined values of
vided that, of course, the assumptions and combined plastic shear strain "ycps are presen-
results of discussion given in Appendix A are ted in Tables 3-5. These combined plastic
reasonably correct). shear strains yp. are plotted versus distance

in the form of a histogram in Fig. 5. In the
2.1. Hot-stage experiment same figure we have a plot of effective strain

Two Al-SiC disks were reduced in diameter E which was determined theoretically (see
to 7 mm and thermocycled in the hot stage of Appendix B). The histogram represents the
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TABLE 3

Combined plastic shear strain ^Y-PSS for group A samples (furnace cooled)

Sample Path* Combined plastic shear strainb / ss (%) for the following distances from the Al-SiC interfacec

6.25 x 10-2mm 18.75 x 10-2 mm 31.25 X 1O- 2 mm 43.75 X O-2mm 56.25 x lO-2 mm

1 1 0.86 0.35 0.18 0.09 0.026
I 2 0.61 0.40 0.22 0.06 0.07
1 3 0.41 0.140 0.24 0.08
1 4 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.16
1 5 0.42 0.32 0.32 0.13 0.03
1 6 0.51 0.41 0.30 0.08

2' 1 0.30 0.21 0.06
2 2 0.45 0.28

3 1 0.43 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.22
3 2 0.26 0.27 0.22 0.11
3 3 0.39 0.22 0.26 0.16
3 4 0.46 0.18 0.23
3 5 0.45 0.26

4 1 0.43 0.24 0.04

Average 0.44 0.24 0.21 0.16 0.05

aThe path is the route in the radial direction from the Al-SiC interface into the matrix, which was selected for

W " slip band density and height measurements. Selection was based on the amount of slip that occurred, and those
routes were selected in which the amount of slip bands appeared to be the greatest.
b The given strain is actually the result of the product NS. It does not include the coefficient K which was found
to be equal to 3 (see Appendix A). Values of ycps, that incorporate K are given in Table 6.
C The distance given here is the distance from the Al-SiC interface to the centers of the first, second etc. squares.
Therefore, values of ycps represent the strain over the entire square.

TABLE 4

Combined plastic shear strain fcpss in group B samples (air cooled)

Sample Patha Combined plastic shear strainb yc (%) for the following distances from the Al-SiC interfacec

6.25 x 18.75 x 31.25 x 43.75 x 56.25 x 68, 75 x
10 - 2 mm 10 - 2Mm 10-2mm 10-2 mm 10-2mm 10 - 2 mm

1 1 0.34 0.32 0.35 0.13
1 2 0.25 0.25 0.17 0.19 0.13 0.11
1 3 0.56 0.31 0.19 0.11

r 1 4 0.47 0.55
1 5 0.25 0.07 0.014 0.08

2 1 0.23 0.17

4 1 0.65 0.41
4 2 0.47 0.22
4 3 0.54 0.29 0.1
4 4 0.31 0.21 0.25
4 5 0.48 0.25
Average 0.41 0.27 0.18 0.12 0.13 0.11

aThe path is the route in the radial direction from the Al-SiC interface into the matrix, which was selected for
slip band density and height measurements. Selection was based on the amount of slip that occurred, and those
routes were selected in which the amount of slip bands appeared to be the greatest.
b The given strain is actually the result of the product NS. It does not include the coefficient K which was found
to be equal to 3 (see Appendix A). Values of tcpss that incorporate K are given in Table 6.
c The distance given here is the distance from the Al-SiC interface to the centers of the first, second etc. squares.

, Therefore, values of ?cpss represent the strain over the entire square.

t-- N.

L%.. .. .. ... .. . .. . . . .. . . . .
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TABLE S

Combined plastic shear strain 7cpss in group C samples (quenched)

Sample Path' Combined plastic shear strainb yc 3 (%) for the following distances from
the Al-SiC interfacec

6.25 x 10- 2 mm 18.75 X 10-2mm 31.25 x 10- 2 mm

1 1 0.40 0.16
1 2 0.19 0.27
1 3 0.Q9

1 0.37 0.29 0.16
2 2 0.31 0.11 0.05
2 3 0.22 0.24 0.12
2 4 0.55 0.23 0.14

N-

3 1 0.31 0.18
3 2 0.44 0.24 0.23

4 1 0.25 0.21 0.08
4 2 0.25 0.10 0.04
4 3 0.18 0.13 0.05

Average 0.33 0.20 0.1

'The path is the route in the radial direction from the Al-SiC interface into the matrix, which was selected for

slip band density and height measurements. Selection was based on the amount of slip that occurred, and those
routes were selected in which the amount of slip bands appeared to be the greatest.
bThe given strain is actually the result of the product NS, It does not include the coefficient K which was found
to be equal to 3 (see Appendix A). Values of - that incorporate K are given in Table 6.
c The distance given here is the distance from the Al-SiC interface to the centers of the first, second etc. squares.
Therefore, values of fcpss represent the strain over the entire square.

_cp. obtained from the increment of the area
'°I of the specimen.

The largest combined plastic shear strain
". ycp. of 1.3% was observed at the Al-SiC

interface in group A samples; group C showed
2C the smallest amount of strain, 0.99% (Table

.-6). In addition, the extent of the plastic zone
, 12 (i.e. the largest distance from the interface at

- which slip bands can still be measured) was
smaller in samples from group C than in

-' , O__-iCAL PLASTIC samples from groups A and B. This result
--- corresponds to the effect of strain rate05 -I, ----- (which is proportional to the cooling rate) onZ. ~ ~ITE1iFACE t

the relative amount of plastic and elastic
5 os06 OT o 09 Ic 1 ,z 12 ,, strains during deformation. Generally, higher

) DIST C FrROM TME CErNTER Of
r 

THE DISK r (rMM)

U IS.A-C heating and cooling rates will cause the elastic

Fig. 5. Theoretical I vs. r and experimental -t... vs. r stresses to be larger, and lower heating and
profiles around the SiC in Al-SiC composite disks cooling rates will allow greater plastic relaxa-

e, thermocycled between 298 and 823 K (p is the tion [7].
'- plastic zone radius): - - -, group A; -, group B;)group A The height of the slip bands was measured

-. group C. to ± 0.1 of a band interval. This gives an error

of ± 0.1 X 0.27/am = ± 0.027 pm in the
actual discrete character of the measurements height values. As was mentioned before, the
of 7p.,. Each horizontal portion of the slip band density measurements introduce
histogram corresponds to the average value of much less error. Therefore, the error range for

.• .~ d . . ... ___..._____._.-._ _.-_. . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 6

Values of tcps, incorporating K for group A, B and C samples

Group Combined plastic shear strain ycps (%) for the following distances from the Al-SiC interface

6.25 x 18.75 x 31.25 x 43.75 x 56.25 x 68.75 x
10

- 2
mm 10

- 2
mm 10

-2
mm 10

- 2
mm 10

- 2
mm 10

-2 
mm

A 1.32 0.72 0.63 0.48 0.15
B 1.23 0.81 0.54 0.36 0.39 0.33
C 0.99 0.60 0.3

mop, determination can be evaluated as 4. DISCUSSION

-(0.027/0.135) X 100 - 20% where 0.135 Mm
is taken as the average slip band height. This is Composite models discussed in the litera-
obviously a large error range. ture for the theoretical determination of

IR 3.2. Hot-stage observations stresses and strains in the matrix (sphericalq,3.2. Htg particle in a matrix, long composite cylinder

Slip bands began to appear even before the etc.) cannot be applied to a short composite

temperature reached 373 K and were forming disk. Therefore, an attempt was made to
as ideperaraced 373 Kl ndeines. Asthetempeevaluate the radius of the plastic zone and theas widely spaced deep lines. As the tempera- plastic strains around the SiC particle using
ture increased, the density of the slip bands the approach described in Appendix B.
increased also, reaching an apparent maxi- The resultant profile of the effective plastic
mum at around 573 K. At around 533 K a strain o around the SiC particle and the extent

-' new group of broken lines began to form with of the plastic zone are shown in Fig. 5. As
no relation to the previously formed slip can be seen, p - 1.15 mm, and 9 = 2.5% at
bands. The development of these lines became the interface. The theoretical plastic strain is
more intensive at higher temperatures. When higher than the observed plastic strain, and
the temperature approached about the 653 K the theoretical plastic zone radius is smaller
mark, the separation between the matrix and than the observed plastic zone radius. The
the SiC became fairly visible. At approxi- theoretical plastic zone size is estimated on
mately 693 K, slip bands began to fade and the assumption that deformation is homogen-
disappeared almost totally by the time the eous, i.e. uniform around the SiC particle. In

axutemperatur es the surface di ot the real case we have "bursts" of plastic flow
maximum temperatures, the surface did not in accordance with a particular crystallographicappear as flat as it did at the beginning. situation. Thus, the extent of the burst of

3.2.2. Cooling plastic deformation can be larger than that of
On cooling, previously formed slip band homogeneous deformation since the same

patterns began to show up again but they did amount of metal flow must be accommoda-
not reach the size and extent of the former ted. The explanation of the difference between
slip band patterns. The development of the observed and calculated strains can be given as
slip bands in new areas was not observed. follows. On heating, because of the differen-

The broken line which encircled the entire tial expansion between the aluminum and the
SiC particle began to develop radial spokes SiC, the aluminum matrix tends to pull away
that connected this line to the interface. from the SiC. If the bonding between the
When the sample cooled to room temperature, aluminum and the SiC is sufficient to resist
the surface of the sample remained rippled. the pulling action, the matrix undergoes de-

Subsequent thermocycles did not show any formation proportional to AT of the cycle. If,
changes in slip band morphology. A broken however, the bonding is weak, the matrix
line around the SiC cylinder became much breaks away from the SiC at a certain temper-
more clearly defined with repeated thermo- ature TB, and subsequent temperature in-
cycles. The matrix appeared to be separated crease has no effect on matrix deformation
from the particle all the time. since it is now free to expand.

"-e, 
°

1
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Hot-stage observations showed that slip (1) A new experimental technique for
band formation started at a temperature of measuring local plastic strains was developed
less than 373 K. Accurate evaluation of the and utilized in the Al-SiC system.
temperature at which slip became visible was (2) The theoretical treatment of the short
not possible because the thermocouple in the composite cylinder gave the distribution and
hot stage was not sensitive enough in the extent of the plastic strains, which are in fair
temperature range between 298 and 373 K. agreement with the experimental results.
It was noticed that more slip bands were There is a disagreement, however, between
formed on the heating half of the thermocycle the experimental and theoretical values of
than on the cooling half. The slip band plastic strains immediately at the Al-SiC
arrangement on the cooling half repeated the interface.

arrangement developed during the heating (3) An Al-SiC bond is a very important
half. When the temperature approached about factor influencing the plastic deformation
773 K, slip bands began to disappear. This can around SiC particles.
be explained from the surface tension point
of view.
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The broken lines that form around SiC to be published.
appeared to be the boundaries of recrystal-
lized grains. If this is indeed the case, re- APPENDIX A
crystallization took place at the interface and
occurred very rapidly (2-3 min). A.1. Combined plastic shear strain tp,,

The relation between the slip band density
N, the amount S of slip or displacement on
the band and the plastic strain y' has been

5. CONCLUSION discussed in a number of publications [AI -
A3]. In their classical works, Yamaguchi et

From the experimental data and the theo- al. [Al] and Brown [A2] found direct pro-
retical model the following conclusions were portionality between the strain and amount
obtained, of slip during plastic deformation. Cottrell

S-'-. -.. -.
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[A3 1 summarized their results and arrived at where S, is the slip or the displacement in the
the expression y = NS for the case when there ith band*. (Here S, is analogous to the furrow
is only one slip system in operation. depth t in eqn. (2).) If n is the total number

For a multiple slip-6ystem case, however, of slip bands involved in the slip and S, is
this expression must be modified to take into the average value of slip per one band, then
account the different crystallographic orienta-

% tions of the slip systems. ASy = S,
The attempt to carry out this modification

is offered in the present work and consists of
the following: the highlights of the one-slip-

system case; a description of the rigorous As can be seen from Fig. Al, n is the number
approach for multislip cases; a simplified of intersects that the z axis makes with the
approximation with the introduction of the slip bands and is equal to the total number of
combined plastic shear strain -tp= concept. slip bands along the z direction. If the number

Let us assume first that slip occurs in one N of slip bands per unit length along z is
slip system only. Let us consider an imaginary known (i.e. the slip band density), then
block (Fig. Al) that is cut out of material in n = Nz
such a way that slip planes are perpendicular
to the facets of the block. This block is where N (cm - 1) is the slip band density along
oriented in such a way that its height is the z direction. Now the total strain y, can
measured along the z axis. be expressed [A3] as

Let us suppose that a shear stress ry, is ASY
applied to the block which causes the block - =
to slip as shown in Fig. Al. z

By definition, the shear strain in this case = .
is expressed as (Al)z (I

AS, NzS;,
Z

z
where ASy is the total displacement in the = NSy
y direction and Z is the height of the block.

The total displacement AS, is equal to the N can be evaluated as the total slip band
sum of the displacements on each slip plane, length divided by the total area. To do this
i.e. we can take eqn. (Al) and multiply the

numerator and the denominator by the widthL ofthe block:

i-i AS",

z
z.-- Y

ng,,
Z Y

nS,

~I Zz L

-V (nL )S,,

zL

.k___________________

asv TR, *Generally, the slip direction does not have to be
perpendicular to the y plane as shown in Fig. Al.

Fig. Al. Hypothetical block with one slip system. However, despite this and other rather crude assump-
S i is the displacement on the slip plane; ASy is the tions that are made later, the purpose is to show the
total displacement along the y axis. complexity of the rigorous treatment.



(3) Combine the terms determined in step

(3) with the terms from step (1) having the
2 Z2 same indices. Now we have obtained the total

--------- strain tensor ci in the x1,y,1 , z, coordinate

a system due to all slip systems:

0 0

"'" 

0u  0 0 y

-12
(4) Determine the principal components of

Lthe strain tensor Ej, solving the following
' YZ equation:

Fig. A2. Hypothetical block with two operational slip = 0 (M)

sys' rns I and 2.

for X. The three roots X1 , X2 and X3 are the
Here, nL is the total length of the slip bands three principal strains e1 , E2 and C3 respec-
on the side of the block, zL is the total area tively.
of this side and NA (cm - 1 ) = nL/zL is the slip (5) Determine the effective strain
band density. Thus, 22

, = N S y E = 3- { ( e 1  - 2 ) + ( E2  - s)2  + ( Es - )2 } /2

In the case when more than one slip system is As a result of all these steps we finally get
involved in plastic deformation, slip bands one data point on the plot e = f(r). This
are not parallel but instead each slip system procedure is simple in principle but compli-
has its own orientation* (Fig. A2). In this cated to implement, since the crystallographic
situation the equation for shear strain has to orientation has to be determined for each
be modified to take into account the different grain. As an alternative way of estimating the
orientations of the slip bands. The rigorous amount of plastic deformation that occurred
way to do this would be as follows. around the SiC particle, the following approxi-

(1) Determine the plastic strain yz using mation is offered.
the same approach described previously for First, the concept of combined plastic
slip system 1. shear strain -cp, is introduced. We shall define

(2) Rotate the coordinate system xj, Yi, z, ycps as
to align it with system x 2 , Y2, z 2 where z 2 is

- the direction perpendicular to slip bands in %P, = KNS
slip system 2. In the coordinate system x 2 , Y2, where 9 is the average step height. In general,
z 2 , determine t,,,, using the relation the slip plane is not perpendicular to the

.,= ay, 17,1 (A2) surface and therefore the coefficient K is
incorporated. K is a coefficient which will be

where a,,,a,,j is the rotation matrix and evaluated later. N is the slip band density,
-." is the strain tensor in the xI, y1 , zI coordi- which is obtained from the total slip band
nate system and is given by length of all slip systems divided by the area

[0 0 01 where the total slip band length is the length

0 =10 0 of all the slip bands enclosed in a selected
_YYZJ area (e.g. a square mesh of some net). The

, -"., 0 Jselection of the size of the area is based on
_ _ considerations of the scale. It is realized that

*Here, the hypothetical assumption is made that the combined plastic shear strain . has no
slip planes from the second slip system are also direct correlation with the effective strain t,
perpendicular to the facets of the block, the octahedral shear strain %ot or any other
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specific strain. However, the relative simplicity Now we shall assume that the amounts of
in the determination of -tp. and the fact that strain NISMl, N 2 SM2 and N3SM3 are approxi-
tcpu takes into account direct proportionality mately equal because of the symmetry of the
between the amount of plastic deformation specimen and provided that no voids or cracks
and the slip band density makes it very attrac- are created. Furthermore,
tive for use as a criterion for plastic deforma-

tion in our case and in other similar cases in 7?. + + sin )

general. si 01 sin 02

A.2. Determination of the coefficient K or

The coefficient K takes into account the
different crystallographic orientations of slip KNSM
systems. Let us consider the case when we where
have three slip systems operating, i.e. we see
three slip band groups. The individual slip K - + +
systems contribute the strain NIS 1 , N 2 S 2 and sin 0 sin 02 sin 03

p N3 S3 to the total -c,., i.e.
Let us evaluate the range within which K can

7Cp5 = N1,-1 + N 2S 2 + N3.9 3  change by considering a unit triangle (Fig.

where N1 , N 2 and N3 are the slip band densities A3). Let the directions shown on the triangle
and S , S2 and S3 are the average displace- correspond to the poles of the surface of the
ments on the band within each slip system, sample. Then the values of K would be as

given by shown in Table Al. The average value of K
is about 4.5 when three slip systems are

S%11 operating. Thus, the average correction factor
sin 01 per one slip system is 4.5/3 = 1.5. In general,

slip band densities were measured along
SIM directions going through areas where two slip
sin 02  systems,.i.e. two sets of slip bands, were

present. Thus for, two slip systems, K 2 X
and 1.5 =3.

S.Ma

sin 03

where gM1, gM2 and 9M3 are the average
heights of the slip bands in the three slip
systems, measured perpendicularly to the 221
surface, and 01, 02 and 03 are the angles

between the slip planes and the surface
plane. Thus, 1

siSnI + 100 2101
sin 01 sin 02 310 a 20_10

310 320

N 1Fig. A3. Some orientations of the sample for which
SM3 sin 03 values of K were determined.

TABLE Al

Values of K corresponding to the orientations shown in Fig. A3

Surface plane pole (111) (110) (100) (210) (211) (221) (310) (311) (320) (321)

K for (I11) lip plane 3.2 3.7 3.7 3.66 5.1 5.9 3.6 4.2 3.1 4.9

-................................................................................................................
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PIN References for Appendix A SiC and aluminum. If we did not have SiC in
A I K. Yamaguchi, Sci. Paper Inst. Phys. Chem. Res. the center of the aluminum disk, the alumi-

Tokyo, 8 (1928) 289;))1 (1929) 151. numn ring would shrink without any restraint
A2 A. F. Brown, J Inst. Met., 80 (1951) 115. and the size of the bore would be reduced by
A3 A. H. Cottrell, Dislocations and Plastic Flow in

Crystals, Clarendon, Oxford, 1965, p. 157.

APPENDIX B where a is the radius of the SiC, Aa ( -25 X

Among the several composite models des- 10-6 K 1 ) is the difference between the co-
cribed in the literature, there is one that efficient of thermal expansion of aluminum
appears to be close to our case; this is known and that of SiC, AT (z 500 K) is the tempera-

as the long-composite-cylinder model. It ture interval and U. is the displacement at the
consists of long continuous fiber surrounded interface. The reduction in the radius of the
by the metal matrix. This model implies that bore does not occur when SiC is present in
plastic strain in the direction of the fiber (the the center of the aluminum disk. The amount

N z direction) resulted from unequal expansion of aluminum that is not allowed to go towards
or contraction of fiber and that the matrix the center of the bore would cause plastic
is a constant, i.e. c, = dl/l = constant where I flow of the adjacent matrix in all directions
is the length of the fiber, away from the SiC. Thus, some of the matrix

Therefore, the total plastic strain state will spill out (as shown in Fig. Bl). As we go
becomes a plane strain case which enables two further away from the interface, the plastic
other plastic strains Er and ee to be found flow is restricted by the matrix that surrounds
without difficulty. Although short composite the central portion. Two regions can be
cylinders have the same symmetry as long considered: the plastic region that we assume

composite cylinders, the strain in the z is adjacent to the SiC and the elastic region
direction is not a constant but is in general a that encloses the plastic region. Let us make
function of two variables: (1) the distance the following assumptions.
from the interface and (2) the position along (1) In the plastic zone the matrix is a per-
the z axis. Since e, 4 constant, the long- fectly plastic material, i.e. no work hardening
cylinder approach cannot be used in our case. occurs.

We shall discuss the case shown in Fig. B1. (2) At the starting temperature T of 773 K,
" Let us consider an Al-SiC disk that cools SiC and aluminum are just in contact with

from a temperature T. As a result of cooling, one another.
a certain amount of aluminum will be pushed (3) The profile of the aluminum which has

back because of the differential shrinkage of spilt out is a straight line.

Ah. H" PLANE

I pH
I \

0H "0" PLANE

dA I
: I

Fig. BI. Schematic representation of the plastic-elastic shell around the SiC.

4.

.4
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(4) The plastic-elastic front is also a (B2) with a general expression for p (eqn.
straight line. ( B1)) when z = HSNow let us consider the radius pof the

plastic zone. It is a function of the vertical = Ah PO - (Po - PH) _ r
position of the transverse plane in which p Po - 2 (Po -Pt) -a
is considered. According to our assumption, Ah = ', A AT

p = Po - qz and
the equation of the straight line) where p0 is p 2(p P 1) r

the plastic zone radius in the "0" plane, U, = iH Aa AT __3

which is the plane of symmetry between the 2Po -2(Po -PH)j -a
upper and lower halves of the composite If we simplify eqn. (B3) it reduces to eqn.
disk. To determine q we let z H, i.e. the (B2), but let us leave eqn. (B3) in its form and
top of the "H" plane is considered. When examine it in more detail. First let us substi-
z = 1H, p = PH. Therefore tude H = 1 mm in eqn. (B3), since this is a

9 PH = Po - q 1 convenient way of simplifying this expression
Ho 2 n and H = 1 mm happens to be the actual

From this height of our composite disks. Now we can
q ( 1 rewrite eqn. (B3) asq : 2(po -P

H. -AtA 2(B4)P)U= Aa AT 2__ (134)

and now po -2(po -P) - a
for z = 1H or if we normalize z' = z/H -

z 22
P = P0 - 2 (Po - PH) - (B1) Let us check the values of U, at different zH values. First, let z = ("H" plane), and so

Let us consider now the portion of the matrix* that spills out. From the triangle shown in U, = ,A&AT p o - 2(P0 - PH)21 - r

Fig. B2 we can write Po - 2 (Po - PH)! - a

r Then, when r = a,
" - U, = Ah PH (B2)

PH -a U, = AaAT=Ah

where U, is the vertical displacement. Gener- and, when r = PH,
ally speaking, the vertical displacement U, is U, = 0
a function of z and r, i.e.

U iLet z = 0 ("0" plane), and so U, =0, since
U= f the "0" plane is the plane of vertical sym-
Equation (B2) gives only an expression for metry. At this point we can see a certain
U, when the "H" plane is considered. The logic in eqn. (114), which enables us to suggest
problem thus is to find a general expression the general expression for U. in the following

. for U,. To do this, let us replace PH in eqn. form:

U, =z' AaATp ° -2(Po -PH)W - r (B5)-.. po -- 2(Po --PH )Z' -- a

(since H = 1). It is realized that eqn. (B5)
lacks rigorous proof. However, since it in-

" LAE corporates our boundary conditions and
S/H' PL AN E since we do not have any additional informa-

tion, it is reasonable to adopt eqn. (B5) and
z - 1/2 H to see what results we can obtain and then to

judge the validity of this expression. Let us
consider the cylindrical coordinate system inPH: which the z axis coincides with the z axis of

Fig B2 "Spill-out" portion of the aluminum matrix our sample. By definition

S.....,4-................... .......
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d U, To find the constant C we use the boundary
,,.E -condition U,. = Uo= a Ac AT:"I " dr

,Ur M C N
-U= U = a Aa AT -- a + - + -a 2

r 2 a 3

dU, M N
- C = aUo +-- a 2 - a3

P% dz 2 3

d U, Now eqn. (B10) becomes
. M dzaMMa 2  Na3  N

SATPo - 2(po-pH)Z-r + ) U + - +- r2 (B1I)
Au= AT- + (B5)* 2 r 2r 3r 3

. , ~Po - 2(Po - PH )z -a
Now we can find the strains e,., e0 and e, for

+ z Aa AT 2(po -pH)(a - r) the "0" plane:
[otPo --pPH)Z -a ] dUr M Uoa Ma2  Na2  2

Incompressibility requires that Er - _ - 2 - - + - + - NrIr dr 2 r 2  2r2  3r 2  3
e + C' + E, 0 U,. M Uoa Ma2 Na 3  N

or E = - + + -- +-r.oJr 2 2 r 2 2

~~dU U (12dU+ -- + 0 (B6) E, M-Nr (B12)
dr rd" rLet us consider the tip of the plastic-elastic
Let us consider the "0" plane, where z = 0; interface, i.e. r = Po. Then (c, = 0 from eqn.
then (B7))

a = POT (B- r7) 66
Po -- a U (B13)

Equation (B6) then becomes -po

", dU, U, PO -r+ - + aAT 0 (B8) where Up. is the displacement of the tip of the

dr r PO -a plastic-elastic front:

r+ -- + M-Nr Ur (B9) ,.- 0  u
dr r Each point of the plastic-elastic front is in

where the state of incipient yielding, i.e.
"e = CO

M = Aa AT PO
Po -a where C' is the effective strain at the interface

and and eo is the yielding strain taken from the
yielding condition of the tensile sample in

1 uniaxial loading:.. N = &Ac AT -

P -a y = Ee0

The solution of eqn. (B9) is Therefore
* u, M c N

=-- r + - +-r 2  (BIO) =O°• ."2 r 3 0  -=E

*From here on we omit the superscript prime in z' = 11.73
and use z instead to prevent confusion, but it should 62 X 10 3

be borne in mind that the value z is normalized with
respect to H - 2 X 10-4

VI .
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1.

where cy = 11.73 MPa and E = 62 X 103 MPa metrical about the "0" plane, it goes through

for pure aluminum. Thus we have a system its local maximum or minimum point when it
- of equations: crosses the "0" plane and therefore dU,/dz = 0

when z = 0. Thus we found that, within the
U- 0 "0" plane, all the shear components of the
PO strain tensor are equal to zero, which means

.that er = el, fE = E2 and e, = 63 for the
(.o - - (B14) "0" plane. Thus, if we go back to the von

PO Mises condition of yield, the effective strain

= 0 4 can now be expressed as

2112
Applying the von Mises yielding condition, 2 1R eC -- 6) 2 + (e0 - E. )2 + (er - fE) 2 }' 2

2
= 2 ( -e 2 ) + (E1 -C 3 )2 + (E 2 - 3)2 }1 2  and, from eqn. (B14),

3 2I2,/ ,2 (Uo2 2 1/2

where fl, e 2 and E3 are the principal strains. i-=- tyU--'.) ( ±+

Generally speaking, the strains e,, cg and e, do 3 P0 P
not coincide with the principal strains E, E2  UP
and e 3 , because of the existence of the shear = 1.155 -
component in the total strain tensor, which is PO

given by However,

d U d Ur I = 6o

dr dz = 2 X 10 - 4

The components -y, and yt are equal to zero Upo
because of the symmetry around SiC. = 1.155 -

dU, Ac AT z Therefore

dr po - 2(po -pH)Z -a

for the "0" plane; when z = 0, dU,/dr = 0. To UP, = 1.7 X 10 - 4  (B15)
evaluate dU/dz, let us consider the region of PO
the matrix adjacent to the "0" plane as shown From eqn. (BI) we get
in Fig. B3. Point A is displaced to point A',

and point B to point B'. (B is a mirror image U M Ua + Ma 2  Na+ N 2
of A.) The displacements UAA and %B, are = -- p0 + +--2 Po + 3 p0

equal because of the symmetry and from the
assumption that no voids are created. The and, substituting for M and N, we obtain

displacement U, varies as we go along the z Aa AT{Po2 +apo +a 2  (a + Po)pO
axis and presents a continuous function of z. UP, = '

Since the function is continuous and sym- Po 3 2
'-(1316)

Equations (B15) and (B16) can be solved as a

A' system of two equations with two unknowns,
U . and po. Solving them, we obtain po = 1.15

A -m mm. In order to find PH we can follow the
U.

same procedure. However, for the "H" plane
"0" PLANE case the strains E,, e0 and e, are not equal to

sic ,C 1 , e2 and e3.Therefore the procedure has to
Urv ,be modified. The new procedure would be to

L efind an expression for

Fig. B3. Displacements AA' and BB' of the matrix +', d dU,.
symmetrical about the "0" plane. dr dz

% A

.- .. . ' . ' . . .. ..- U..- . *, ' -%' ,- z - ;- ' ,. "
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for z = i and then to solve the equation an idea of the extent of the plastic zone on
the surface of the sample. Additionally, if

[ErX 0 the magnitude of 7,r is small, the deviation of

00 0 e,, Ee and e, from fl, E2 and C3 will also be

'Yzr 0 E X small.
Now, considering z and using the

This is a cubic equation. Three roots give the yielding condition at the plastic-elastic
values for the principal strains: front, we can follow steps similar to those

that we used for the "0" plane. As a result
X, =El PH = 1.11 mm. It is useful to find a general

IX2 2 expression for i in the "0" plane. After
substitution of the numerical values for a

and and p, eqn. (B12) becomes, for z = 0,

X3 = E3  1.15- r
, = - Aa AT

This is simple in principle but very complex 0.65
to implement for the following reason. The
individual components of this tensor are of 0.513r + 0.407 - 0.885r

the type expressed by eqns. (B11) and (B15). r2

If the coefficients of the cubic equation were
numerical, then we could solve it using the 0.667r 3 - 0.575r 2 - 0.265

trial-and-error method. In our case, all the 0.65r2 Aa AT

coefficients have a general expression. The
general solution of the cubic equation has the E 9.077 X i0 -3 x

, form ( 0.531
f o r (3) 3 } 2] j3  

X 4668r2- 10.35r + 5.952 - 0-.5
: - +  x 2 2+

+ 2() + (P3 s 0.42)112
I 2) + (03

This effective strain is plotted as a function of
Each q and p would be a combination of the r in Fig. 5. When E = co = 2 X 10 - 4 is substi-
expressions for Er, E0 , e. and -Yr. Because of tuted in the expression above, the theoretical
the difficulty of determining PH in a rigorous plastic zone radius can be obtained from r =
way we can use an approximate solution by p = 1.15 mm. The radius of the fiber is 0.5
treating strains Er, e0 and e, as the principal mm. Thus p = 1.15/0.5 = 2.3 X fiber radius.
strains E1 , E2 and E3 . This implies that we This radius includes the fiber size. Thus the
ignore the influence of the shear strain -Yr extent of the plastic zone measured from the
It is realized that the resulting value for PH interface is (2.3 - 1) X fiber radius = 1.3 X
will not be a true value but it will at least give fiber radius.

.1*%

°-
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Interfacial Bond Strength in an Aluminum Alloy 6061 - SiC Composite
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U ABSTRACT high (109-01° cm - 2 ), which significantly
contributes to the overall composite strength.

An investigation was undertaken to eval- Interestingly, when an Al-SiC system is
uate the strength of the interfacial bond subject to heating, the Al-SiC interface also
between SiC and the aluminum alloy 6061 generates dislocations (provided that the
matrix. Approximate bounding analysis Al-SiC bond is quite strong) [7]. If the bond

. provided the conditions for separation of the is weak, the aluminum just pulls away from
inclusion from the ductile matrix under the the particle and is free to expand without
local negative pressure (the triaxial tensile any restrictions on the part of the SiC and,
stress). The experimental data were analyzed in the subsequent cooling, no dislocations
to determine the local interfacial stresses at are generated. Therefore a good bond is
the particle-matrix interfaces. The lower required to produce the high dislocation
bound value of the bond strength was deter- density.
mined to be equal to at least 1690 MPa. Several investigators have reported that
Debonding of SiC particulates from the the Al-SiC bond is generally good [8, 9],
matrix was found to be a rare event, but a systematic evaluation of the bond

strength has not been, to our knowledge,
reported in the literature. Direct measure-

1. INTRODUCTION ments of the interfacial shear strength in
metal matrix systems have been made using

The quality of the interfacial bond flat plate and fiber pull-out tests [10]. The
between aluminum and SiC is important in fiber pull-out test, which is of more interest
composite strengthening, independent of for this investigation, was used to determine
the strengthening mechanism that is assumed the interfacial shear strength in Cu-W and
to be operative. One of the key elements in Cu-Mo systems [11]. Several attempts were
the continuum mechanics treatment of the made to carry out a direct measurement of
composite strengthening is that tht interface the interfacial bond shear strength in Al-SiC
transfers the load from the matrix into the using the pull-out test because of its apparent
reinforcement [1-3]. The rule of mixtures simplicity. However, all these attempts
that emerges from continuum mechanics resulted in the brittle failure of SiC (single-
relates a given property of the composite crystal, very-large-grain and sintered SiC were
to the properties of its constituent materials, used) at very moderate loads.
The credibility of this approach depends on, In addition, an effort was made to perform
among other factors, the bond integrity and a punch test using aluminum disks with
the efficiency of the load transfer from the pieces of the SiC embedded in the center.
matrix to the reinforcement. This effort also resulted in premature failure

Recently it has been shown [4-6] that in of the SiC.
Al-SiC systems the interfaces are a major Another way to evaluate the interfacial
source of the dislocation generation (on bond strength is based on the general under-
cooling from fabricating temperature beca,:se standing of the mechanism of the ductile
of the difference in the coefficient of thermal fracture [12-15] and was applied for the
expansion). The resultant dislocation den- determination of the interfacial bond
sities at the Al-SiC interfaces can be very strength in spheroidized type 1045 steel,

0025-5416186153 50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Cu-0.6%Cr alloy and maraging steel contain-
ing Fe 3 C, Cu-Cr and TiC particles [16, 17].
Provided that the ductile fracture starts by
void nucleation at the inclusions and second-
phase particles, the theoretical bounding
analysis [151 allows the evaluation of the A-A
interfacial strength in the systems with the E

, small volume fraction of the second phase. E
The purpose or tnis investigation was to

determine experimentally the bond strength 5.5 mM
between SiC and aluminum in a commercial
composite material using the analysis of
separation of the inclusion from the matrix
under the negative pressure.

(a)
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE A-A

A 1 vol.% SiC particulate in an aluminum
alloy 6061 matrix composite purchased from Z
DWA was used for this investigation. The low
volume percentage of the particulate was
necessary in order (1) to provide favorable
conditions for ductile fracture and thus to Z:O a: 2.25 mm
activate the mechanism of a void nucleation 0

* and growth type of failure and (2) to satisfy - -

criteria of non-interacting particles [17]. R :0.1 rm
At higher volume concentrations the Al-SiC

h composites exhibited very little ductility.
The theoretical analysis of the inclusion
separation from the matrix that was used max

" in this investigation was based on the T
assumption that there is no interaction (b)
between the particles, which is a reasonable Fig. 1. A schematic view of (a) the specimen and
statement for a small-volume concentration. (b) an enlarged portion of the groove showing the

The composite material was machined to groove geometry and the location of the maximum
standard tensile test specimens. In order to triaxial stresses.

introduce a local triaxial stress state, a
circumferential groove was electricodischarge
machined in the center of the specimen
(Fig. 1). Subsequently, the specimens were machined, cut longitudinally (parallel to the
solution annealed at 823 K for 12 h and tensile axis) and mechanically polished. Final

- iced water quenched in order to keep the polishing was done using a colloidal silica
Mg 2Si phase in the solution and thus to suspension as abrasive (Buehler's Mastermet)
limit the presence of particles other than on the special moderate-length nap cloth

, SiC. After quenching, the samples were (Buehler's Mastertex). Since this suspension
placed in the freezer of a commercial refrig- has a slightly alkali reaction, the final polish-

, , erator where they were stored at 265 K, and ing was accomplished both mechanically and
within a few minutes the samples were chemically. Therefore the surface was ready
warmed up to the testing temperature of for inspection without the necessity of
295 K. The specimens were tested in tension etching to delineate the SiC particulates.
to fracture using the Instron testing machine Polished sections were examined for void
at a cross-head speed of 0.05 cm min-'. The and particle separation using scanning electron
fractured halves were electric discharge microscopy.

'r W -
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" Fig. 2. Electron micrographs of the different areas of the longitudinal cross sections of the fractured AI-lvoL%SiC

-. specimens: (a), (b) taken in the vicinity of the bottom of the groove (no apparent debonding is present at the
position of maximum triaxial stress); (c)-(g) taken below the fracture surface away from the groove; (h)-(j) taken

far away from the fracture and representing the bulk of the specimen. (Magnifications: (a) 428 x ; (b) 540 x ; (c)
500 x ; (d) 490 x ; (e) 930 x; (f) 6 23 x; (g) 720 X; (h) 4765x ;(i) 598 x ;(j) 4 28 x.)

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION of the second phase is small. Also, it can
,. be mentioned that SiC is rigid and unde-

The experimental technique adopted in formed. This physical property agrees very
this work was based on the determination of well with the assumption of rigidity of the
local stresses duigpatcdeformation inclusions [16].

under a triaxial stress state [16]. The bonding The distribution of the triaxial tensile
analysis (161 showed that the interfacial stress along the radial line in the plane of the

-" stress or, can be expressed as groove was obtained from the theory of
• .', stress concentrations on circumferentially

o0. = UT + Y(RP) () grooved elastic bars originally considered by

% where OT is the local negative pressure (the Neuber and then expressed [16] as

P%, triaxial tensile stress) and Y(j) is true flow T C(2
stress in tension corresponding to the local 00 -- a)2}1 (Z = 0)()

S average plastic strain, had the second-phase o i- r }1

particle been absent This analysis was based where UT /o 0 represents the triaxiality, OT is
on the assumption that (1) particles have an the negative pressure, Oo is the flow stress or
equia-xed shape and (2) the volume fraction average ligament stress, z is equal to the

1%
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*Fig. 3. Electron micrographs of the areas below the fracture surface (a) at the bottom of the groove and (b)-(e)
away from it where debonding was observed. (Magnifications: (a) 576x ;(b) 450x ;(c) 495x ;(d) 720x
(e) 768)

vertical distance along the z axis, i.e. the at the bottom of the groove, r should be
tensile axis center-line of sample, and r is equal to a where 2a is the diameter of the
the distance from the z axis. Since the tri- ligament (see Fig. 1). The parameters c and
aXiality GT/a 0 reaches its maximwn value Cz are defined as follows:
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1 + a/R + (1 + a/R)112  specimen could be approximated to a linear

2{2 + a/R + (1 + a/R)1"2} (3) body.

0(1 + a/R)a a/ (4) 4. CONCLUSIONS
a/B

where a is the radius of the ligament and R Provided that the above-mentioned assump-
is the radius of the groove (see Fig. 1(b)). tions are reasonable (and there is no reason to
The longitudinal sections of the tested speci- question the assumptions if a lower limit of
men are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the the bond strength is determined), it can be
number of voids associated with the debond- concluded that the bond strength between
ing of SiC particulates was much smaller aluminum alloy 6061 and SiC is at least
than the total number of voids related to 1690 MPa. (This is 40 times higher than the
the fracture. Several examples of the areas yield stress of the annealed aluminum alloy
where debonded SiC particulates can be 6061.) It is thought that debonding can be
observed are shown in Fig. 3. The debonding attributed to the defects during fabrication
shown in Fig. 3 is a rather rare event and is of the composite material. The ductile fracture
not typical of Al-SiC fractured samples [18]. of Al-SiC composite with a low volume per-

*-. According to the Neuber analysis, the centage of SiC occurs by void nucleation at
largest negative pressure occurs at the outer SiC particulates and also at the matrix imper-
surface of the groove (see Fig. 1). Since, in fections (pre-existing voids, inclusions, MgSi 2

%J general, no separation between the SiC etc.). A separate investigation, however, is
particulates and the aluminum matrix was required to determine explicitly the origin
observed, it is reasonable to assume that, for of the ductile fracture in AI-SiC systems. It
the Al-SiC bond, is realized that the assumption of equiaxiality

;" )of the SiC is rather poor. This results in
, -> OT"' + Y(RP) further underestimation of the bond strength

The value of Y(iP) was obtained from the since, under the same macrostress state,

ii stress-strain curve as irregularly shaped particles would have
higher stress concentrations and, thus,
separation from the matrix would be expected

)A to occur at an earlier stage than for a spherical

o (5) particle. If the irregular shape of the particle
could be taken into account, the lower limit

where Pf will equal the load at failure which would increase.
will be 750 kgf and Af will equal the area
across the grooved region. The values of c
and 6 can be obtained from eqns. (3) and ACKNOWLEDGMENT
(4) respectively. At the bottom of the cir-
cumferential grove (z = 0), these values are This research was supported through
c = 0.48 and d = 2.3 mm. Grant N00014-85K-0007 from the Office of

Substituting eqns. (5) and (2) into eqn. Naval Research.
(1), we obtain
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THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENCES IN THERMAL COEFFICIENTS OF

EXPANSION IN SIC WHISKER 6061 ALUMINIM COMPOSITE*

Richard J. Arsenault

Metallurgical Materials L-aboratory

University of Maryland

College Park, MD 20742 lISA

Minoru Taya
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

University of Delaware

Newark, DE 19716 USA

Summary

When a metal matrix composite is cooled down to room temperature from
the fabrication or annealing temperature, residual stresses are induced in
the composite due to the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients
between the matrix and whisker.

An investigation was undertaken of the extent of the thermal residual
stresses by an X-ray diffraction technique as well as of the difference of
the yield stresses An between tension and compression resulting from the

y
thermal residual stresses. A theoretical model based on the Eshelby's
method was then constructed for the prediction of the thermal residual
stresses and 6o . The agreement obtained was very good between theY

experimental results and the theoretical predictions.

9-

'm
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..r Metal matrix composites (MMCs) incloding eut ect ic compositve; . art,

becoming important in their application to structural components which ar.,I

to be used at intermediate and high temperatures. Wh1en t !Cs are fabricated
at high temperature or annealed at a ce'tain high temperature and cooled

down to room temperature, undesirable results, such as low tensile yield
stress and strength of the HIC upon mechanical testing at room temperatur,,,

are produced. These results are mainly due to residual stresses that artv

caused by the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients between the

matrix and fiber. This subject has been studied by a number of researcher,,

(for examples see references 1-13). The residual stresses so induced have
Sbeen observed in tungsten fiber/copper composites ( 7 ) and in SIC whisker/6061

Al composites ( '9 ). Most of the models purposed to estimate the residual

stress were based on one-dimensional analysis ( - 3 ) , continuous fiber

(4.5) (10)system (
' , or spherical particle system

The md! based on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method ( 7 ) has been

(12-14). avnj-e
used to solve the problem of thermal residual stress The advantages
of the Eshelby's model are that it can solve a three-dimensional composite

system such as short whisker composite and also can take into account the

effect of the volume fraction of whisker (Vw) easily.

Eshelby's method has been used also for predicting the yield stress and
• (15-19)

work-hardening rate of metal matrix composites The effect of the

thermally induced residual stress on the yield stresses has been discussed

by Wakashima et al. ( 1 8 ) who predicted that the yield stress in compression

( cc) exceeds that in tension (a t) for continuous B fiber/Al composites which

were cooled down, although no comparison with the experimental data was
-'- made.

In this paper we focus on the residual stresses induced in a short

whisker KMC due to the temperature drop and its effect on the yield

stresses. The target short whisker '1C is SiC whisker/6061 Al composite.

Experimental Procedure

Materials

The target short fiber ttMC was SiC whisker/6061 Al composite and was

purchased from ARCO/SILAG. The composite was in the form of an extruded rod

15.5 mm in diameter. Three different volume fractions of whisker (Vw ) were

used: V = 0, 0.05 and 0.2. The composite was supplied as-fabricated (no
~W

heat treatment made), was machined into samples (Fig. la and Ib), annealed

for 12 hours at 810 K, and then furnace cooled.

Testing Methods

Tension and Compression Tests. The testing was performed in an Instrom

testing machine using a liquid metal container as the lower gripping device.

This method of gripping was employed to ensure very good alignment of the
- (20)

sample. This test procedure is described In greater detail elsewhere
Samples of two different gauge lengths were used to determine If there was a
gauge length effect (there was none). The effective gauge length of the

p.;%
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samples was determined by glue ing stra in guges on tile center portion of the.

sample and comparing the results obtained from a clip on an extenfs(moter
which mounted into the "V" grooves. If the extensometer is mounted dirctlv
to the uniform gauge section, there is a high probability that the sample
will fracture where the "knife" edge 'of the extensometer makes contact with

the sample. Several tests in the low stress range were conducted using both
the extensometer and the strain gauge: from these tests the effective gauge
length was determined. Subsequent tests were conducted using only the
extensomenter. The samples, which were tested in the range from

8 0 sec to 2 x10 sec . showed no effect on strain rate.

Ix

114.3

3. - 38.1 38.1

25 .41

9.40 DIA.(TYP)

" 6.35 DIA.(TYP)

9.53 R (TYP)

4.76 R (TYP

101.6

- 38.1 25.4 38.1 -

12.71

-

THREAD 
(TYP)

V GROOVE 0.25

OEEP (TYP)

Figure I - A schematic diagram of the
sample configuration which was used in

the tension and compression testing.
The dimensions are in millimeters.

Residual Stress Measurement by X-ray Diffraction. The X-ray
diffraction technique was used to measure residual stress. Two components
of the residual stress were focused on: the stress along the extrusion

direction (longitudinal direction), which coincides with the whisker axis of
a majority of whiskers (O), and the one in the transverse direction (aT).

L T
The data were obtained and reduced by standard techniques as outlined by

Cohen et al.(21)
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Ex per I mnit i I Result ts

Thes~res-s rin uresof -fl 0.05 and 0.2 composites ar plotted

in Fig. 2a , 2b, and 2c , respectitve ly. The solid and dashed curves denote
the tenstIe and compress ive test resil ts , respect ively. The yield stress
was measured as (1.2% off set strain and is indicated in the figures by
a r rows.

90

60-

b

O -O V %. W ANNEALED

- TENSION

%- COMPRESSION

~-YIELD STRESS

0 1
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16(103

Figure 2a - The absolute stress vs. strain curves for tension
and compression test of 0 volume Z whisker material in the

annealed condition.
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- YIELD STRESS
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Figure 2b - The absolute value of stress vs. strain for
5 volume X whisker composite in the annealed condition.
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Figure 2c - The absolute value of the stress as a function
of strain for 20 volume % whisker material in the

annealed condition.

The residual stresses were measured by X-ray diffraction on three dif-
ferent values of Vw (0, 0.05, and 0.2) and are tabulated in Table 1 where

the range of scattered data is also showm. It is noted that the values of

a and aT represent the volume average quantity in the matrix (6061 A1). It

should also be noted that a compressive residual stress was found for all

cases.

Table I

Residual Stresses X-Ray Determination

Sample Designation Trans. a Long. a
V % MPa T MPa L

0 -37 to -44 -18 to -22

5 -17 to -41.4 -29 to -41.4

20 -49 to -57.3 -24 to -44.2

- compressive residual stress

Theoretical Procedure

The theoretical model used here is based on Eshelby's equivalent

inclusion model. Mori and his co-workers(15 - 17 ) extended Eshelby's method
to predict the yield stress (a ) and work-hardening rate of aligned short

y
whisker composites. Wakashima et al. ( 18 ) extended the above approach to

predict a by considering the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients

of the matrix and fiber. Following the above models, Takao and Taya ( 1 4 )

. . .. . . ,. . . ..
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have recently computed the stress field in and arotnd a short fiber in a

short f iber composite where the f iber is antsotropic both in st if fnes; and

thermal expansion.

In this paper we focus on the average thermal residual stress induced

in the matrix by the cool-down process and also the yield stresses in ten-

sion (a ) and compression (a ) when the composite is tested at the room
y y

temperature. The former case is essentially based on the model by Takao and

Taya 14), and as the latter case, we extend the model by Wakashima et

al.(18) to account for the bi-linear stress-strain curve of the matrix.

Formulat ion

Consider an infinite body (D) which contains ellipsoidal whiskers (12)
aligned along the x3 -axis (Fig. 3). This composite body D is subjected to

the applied stress field ao.. The stiffness tensors of the matrix (D-02) and

whisker (2) are denoted by Cijke and Cw*k, respectively. Following

Eshelby, the transformation strain 1 1  or eigenstrain (22) is given in
the fiber domain 12 as

0 aj, where a is the

strain due to the mis-
match of the thermal ex-
pansion coefficients and
the uniform plastic

p
strain e~ is pre-

scribed in the mat-

- "rix(.5) As far as the
stress field is con-

" cerned, the model of Fig.
W~CWj~ a*. ) 4 is equivalent to thatof Fig. 3. Thus, the

present problem is re-

duced to "inhomogeneous

inclusions problem" (Fig.

4)(22) The model of

Fig. 4 will be used not
X3x only to predict the yield

VA1 2  stresses and work-harden-
.. ing rate, but also to
V/ Acompute the thermal resi-

dual stress. For in the
latter case, we will set

a j =0.

'4', 0
Fr;

-'. Figure 3 - Theoretical model; actual case

• " -~~~~~~~... ........ -"--......'- -"-"''.--'-- ''"i"-2 -""-.",".
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0

ij-i (C ij ~

a (C.. x e
'V.,..j J

0Ei

Figure 4 -The equivalent inclusion model
converted from Figure 3.

Following the Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method modified for a
(22,23)finite volume fraction of whiskers' the total stress field in the

fibers Go+ a~ is given by

'Pj 0 CijkttekL + C kt + kE- \k. ekx

P Ciikt~e~kt + C kE + C~ - (akt e) -i OkX1 M

where

0 0 
2

ai Cik k in D 2

j0jtk
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<ij >m = ijkXekt In D-0 (3)

In Eq. (1), Q is the fictitious eigenstran(22 ) Which was introduced to

connect the present problem to "inclusion problem" and e is the average

strain disturbance in the matrix and related to the average stress disturb-

ance in the caartix <a > by Eq. (3). <a > is defined by1J m = J m()

;.. <i>m _ afo.dv (4)

where VD- is the total volume of the matrix and o, , and e, in Eqs. (1)

and (4) is the stress and strain disturbance, respectively, by a single
fiber 12 when it is embedded in an infinite matrix. Since the stress
disturbance when it is integrated in the entire domain D vanishes,

f 0 dv = 0 (5)
D i

The stress disturbance aij is obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2)
~**

Gij = cijkt(ekt + ekk- ek) (6)

whe re ,* *

ek akt + kk -ke (7)

From Eqs. (3), (5) and (6), we obtain

ij= - Vw(e - e ij )  (8)

According to Eshelby, eij is related to the total eigenstrain ek as

e = S e (9)
ij ijkl ki

where Sije is the Eshelby's tensor and a function of C , Cj and theis ijk tjki.
geometry of the ellipsoidal whisker ( 22) . The fiber is assumed as a prolate

spheroid, hence the whisker aspect ratio 1/d is a single geometrical para-

meter. For simplicity, we assume that the matrix and fiber are isotropic

both in stiffness and thermal expansion coefficient. Thus, C C and

aij are given by

Cijk X6 + 1(6k6j +6 6k) (10)
ijkt i j kit ik ji it k j

C = 6i6 + 4(6k6j + 6 6k) (11)
ijX ij ki ik it . kj

a1. = - (aw - a) 6ij!AT (12)

In the above equations, 6 is the Kronecker's delta, X (Xw) and (Vw) are
ii

Lame's constants of the matrix (whisker), a (a ) is the thermal expansion

coefficient of the matrix (fiber) and AT is the change in temperature
- , (AT > 0 corresponds to the temperature drop).

The stress field in the fiber is obtained from Eqs. (6), (9), (9) an
(10)
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oj = (1 Vw){(Skkmn -Mi kk) . + 2 IdS.n - } (13)

After solving for e in Eq. (1) by use of Eqs. (8) and (9), we can compute

the stress disturbance aij in the whisker from Eq. (13).Iit c
Yield Stresses a , a and Work-Hardening Rate

t c
The method of computing the yield stresses a and o and the work-

y y
hardening rate of the composite is described briefly. The total potential
energy of Fig. 3, U, is given by

U = f (ai + a )(uij + + ui  -e i - a )dV
D i i ij J i ij

f a jnj(ui + u  + u )dS (14)

where u u and u are the displacement components corresponding to

0eij, eij and eij , respectively; the index j preceded by a comma denotes a

partial differentiation with respect to xj; IDI is the boundary of D: and n.

is the j-th component of an unit vector outer normal to DI. Then, the
change in u due to the change in the plastic strain 6 ep . is given by

6U = - f (oj + oi.) 6 e .dV (15)

D -+ j '
In the above deviation, the Gauss' divergence theory and the following
equation were used

f ij (6u j + 6u ij)dV = 0
.- ? D

Noting that the plastic strain exists only in the matrix (D-Q), Eq. (15) is
reduced to

S6U =-6e p {(1-V )0O - V a J(16)ij w ij w ij

Under the uniaxial stress along the x 3-axis (ao), 00 and ei are given by

0 -1/2e
0 P

a a p = 2 P
0 p (17)

00
000 

00 0

00where the six components of aij and ei, are expressed in the order of (ij)
11, 22, 33, 23, 31, and 12, and ep is the plastic strain along the x 3-

axis. On the other hand, the energy dissipation due to the plastic work in
the matrix, 6Q, is given by

6Q = (1-V )a 6e (18)w y p

;

" "... .. " ... -"."- -" •-" "- "' -- ". " " '- "- ""-""-"" '" "€¢' "4 '." -4%' ': ',' ' '£ 'I. -: %
"" "" .- . . . . . . , .. '. -. .. -. . - ' - . ,,. .. *t v . . . - ;%
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where C is the flow stress of the matrix for the bilinear model

V

0
o v  + ET( e ) (19)

where o and F are the initial yield stress and tangent, modulus of the
V

matrix, respectively, and e is the total strain. Since sU + 60 = 0, we
obtain

V
a. a + o + - - (a -a (20)
00 y (1-V) 033

w

In the above deviation, oll~ a e p I were used. Combining
11 1  

=  C2 2  p 2C
the solutions of o in Eq. (13) and Eq. (20), we can obtain the yield

ijt
stress of the composite in tension (o = a0) and that in compression

y 0.-. (cc =o as
y 

0

0 / C + C a AT
y y 0 1 m

C 0. (21)
C = 0 - CI amtT

Similarly, the work-hardening rate of the composite, ET is obtained as

'i E

E T/ET C2 + TC ') (22)

In the above equations, C0 , C1 , C2 , and C3 are functions of the mechanical

properties of the matrix and whisker and the fiber aspect Z/d, E is the
Young's modulus of the matrix.

Thermal Residual Stress

When the composite is cooled down by AT, the thermal residual stress is

induced in the composite. The theoretical model for this problem is the
o P =0i h rsn

same as that shown in Fig. 4 except that co = ej = 0 in the present

case. Hence, the formulation up to Eq. (13) is valid and will be used to
compute the thermal residual stress. Once the stress within the whisker

-. (in) (out)
a. . is computed, the stresses just outside the whisker a can be

U obtained by the following relation(1 3 )

(out) (in) 2,1) ** km-X knm
pq pq pqmnl - Ckiieijninn

+ e} (23)
mn

where a is given by Eq. (13), e is solved by Eq. (1), Xt and p are
pq i j

previously defined and nI is the i-th component of the unit vector pre-

pendicular to the surface of the whisker. If one wants to compute the
stresses just outside the equator of the ellipsoidal whisker where n = (1,
0, 0), we can obtain the stresses In polar coordinates, a , a and o there
Asr 0 z

as *$~'V
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(out) (n)

0
r r
(out) (In) 21 i ** v (*

00 1-v Ii I -v 3

(o1t) (in) V ** I **
o( = o + 2ujy 1VI + --v e 331

where v is the Poisson's ratio of the matrix..

Next the average stress field in the matrix, <a, *>M, can ho also

obtained from Eqs. (3), (8) and (9) as

<ci > -V C (S e -e )(25)
ij m w ijki (kzmn mn k)5

The average stress in the matrix, <er > m ' <o8 > and <z > m, will be computed

(. by setting ij = 11, 22, and 33 in 7q. (25). It should be noted here that

<r > = <0 0> due to the assumptions of an aligned short whisker composite.r m Gm

which results in the transverse isotropy of the volume average quantity.

Theoretical Results

-~ The thermo-inechanical data of the matrix and whisker for the theore-
tical calculations are obtained from the stress-strain curve of the matrix
(Fig. 2a) and the material properties handbook.

Annealed 6061 Al matrix (bilinear model):

E = 47.5 GPa
E T = 2.3 GPa

a = 47.5 lPa (26)

v= 0.33
a = 23.6 x 10- 6/°C

SiC Whisker:
E = 427 GPa

= 0.17 6 (27)

a = 4.3 x 10/ C
ZYd = 1.8

where the average value of the fiber aspect ratio (k/d) was used ( 24 ) and the
bilinear stress strain curve of the matrix is indicated by a dash-dot line
in Fig. 2a. The temperature drop AT is defined as

AT = T I - TO  (28)

where T1 is taken as the temperature below which dislocation generation is

minimal during the cooling process (9 ) and To is the room temperature. Thus,

for the present composite system AT is set equal to 200 K.

The theoretically predicted cc and c can be obtained from Eq. (21).
"C tY oc Yt

The differences between a and a - a ) for various V. are shown as the
y Y Y y c t

solid line in Fig. 5. The differences between a and a increase with".y Y c t
* increasing Vw• The experimentally determined differences between a and aw y y

are represented by the open circles in Fig. 5. The experimental values of
the yield stresses are taken as the stresses 0.2% off-set strain. It
follows (Fig. 5) that good agreement is obtained between the experimental

It"."'-"'-" ," •" •' "" %" %" --- " ,'" ,,". ,,# } . " -m .' " ',::," 5
"

'lr t[ I I ]i -
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i
C t
Y Y

(MPo) 0 Exp.
5 Theory

100

50

a0

0 0.1 0.2 VW

Figure 5 - The difference in yield stress between

compression and tensin as a function of volume %
silicon carbide whisker.

and theoretical results of the difference in the compressive tensile yield
C

stresses. However, the experimental values of a are greater than the
cY t

theoretical values of o , and similarly the experimental values of a are
Y y

greater than the theoretical values of a •

From the data given by Eqs. (26) - (27) and the use of Eq. (25), we
have computed the average stresses in the matrix and the stresses just

outside the fiber and plotted schematically the a and <a > along the x (or
X2) and x3 axes in Fig. 6.

%. ;' .. : % : -.;' -:"; -. i : , , ;:
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Lu--

0
biJ 0

b -

< %>

0.005

x1(or x 2 -oxIs)

Figure 6 - Is a schematic of the stress distribution
in the matrix and in the reinforcement due to the
difference in thermal coefficient of expansion

between the silicon-carbide and aluminum.

Next, the thermal residual stresses averaged in the matrix of the SiC
whisker/6061 Al are predicted by Eq. (25) and the results on <a > and

T m<L > are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the volume fraction of whisker

% (V w ) where the subscripts, T and L denote the component along the trans-~',
verse direction (r and 0) and longitudinal direction (z). The average
theoretical thermal-residual stress is predicted to be tensile in nature.

S ,' . % * %
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",5 I I
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-50

Figure 7 - Predicted residual stress in the

matrix for the transverse and longitudinal directions.

Discussion and Conclusions

-5, The theoretical predictions and experimental results are in very good
agreement in most cases, and in some cases the differences are to be
expected.

The theoretical model is based on an extension of previous work by

(11) (13) (15)
Eshelby (  , Mura and Taya , and Tanaka and Mori (  , and it can predict
the yield stress in tension and compression and the thermal residual stress.

The predicted values of the yield stress in tension and compression are less

-" than the experimentally determined values of the yield stress in tensional

compression. This difference between the theoretical and experimental

-*. stresses is due to the fact that the Vw = 0 curves of stress vs. strain were

used for the matrix in the composite cases. It has been demonstrated by

Arsenault and Fisher ( 8 ) and Vogelsang, et al. ( 9 ) that there is a much higher
dislocation density In the annealed composite matrix than in the Vw = 0

material. Therefore, the matrix is stronger then the annealed Vw . 0 matrix

alloy. However, this increase in matrix strength due to a higher disloca-

I.-.!A
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tion density does not influevnce the di ffer,'lce in vi,'l ,;trt,'; ill the , -

press ion vs. tolesion. T1e theoretIcal predict ion is t hit T 11- v,''ld t r4-;.;
in compress lot shoiild be higher than the yield ;t r Ils tn t ,,; I o , .m t .
is exact 1 v what is ohse rved experimental.ly.

The theoretical prediction that the compressive yield ;trs,.s; I; higher
than the tensile yield stress suggests that a tensile rsld,iii st loss eist,;
in the matrix of composite. An average tensile residual strs,'s is predicted

in the matrix as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. However, the experfmentallv deter-
mined residual stress is compressive, i.e., opposite of the prediction.
This difference can qualitatively be explained in terms of the magnitude of
the tensile and compressive residual stresses in the matrix. If the com-
pressive regions of the matrix were eliminated and only the tensile regions
were examined, then there would be no change in the diffraction peak condi-
tions, because the limit of detection is - 50 KPa. If a similar experiment
were conducted, but in this case only the compressive regions were kept then
there would be a change in peak position because the compressive residual
stress is greater than the detection limit. Now, if both tensile and com-
pressive regions are combined, the net result, a small compressive residual,
will be experimentally detected, which is in agreement with the X-ray

residual stress measurements.

It is possible to arrive at the following conclusions from the
theoretical model and the experimental results.
1. The theoretical model predicts a higher compression yield stress than

tensile yield stress, which is in agreement with the experimental
results.

2. The absolute magnitude of the predicted yield stress (tensile and

compressive) is less than the experimental yield stress due to an
increase in matrix strengthening. The increased matrix strength is due

li to a higher dislocation density in the matrix; the higher dislocation
density is a consequence of the difference in coefficient of thermal
expansion between the Al alloy matrix and the SiC.

3. The magnitude of the average residual stress is small, but at the SiC-A1
alloy interface there can be a large compressive stress.

4. The residual stress, in the region between SiC whiskers, is tensile and

this is the likely region where plastic deformation would begin. For in
this region the matrix contains a lower dislocation density than
adjacent to the SiC whisker, i.e., in this region the matrix is weaker.
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TI lRMAL RESI[)IAL STRELSS IN NIYI'AL
* NMATRIX CONIPOSITEt11
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'Eriolincrine! \1iatenal Group, Mletallurgical Ma~teriails [ahorators. lniserSItv of NlirsLlml.,
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*IWpairtmiii of %ieclitnlical Enineering. Utjniersitv of Washington. Seattle, \VA 9S 195, 11S A\

A'eceired 6 JaiuclrY 19 86, in revised.1/Oro 6 Junt, 19 S6)

Abstract- -When a mectal matrix composite is cooled down to room temperature from the flabucation or
annealing temperature. residual stresses are induced in thle composite due to the mismatch of thre thermial
expansion coefficients bctkveen the miatrix and fiber. An investigation, was undertaken of' thle miagnitude
of the thermal residual stresses by determiining thle difference of thle yield stresses lAo., I betw en tension
and compression resulting fromi the thermal residual stresses. A theoretical model base d onl the E-slielbs sN

method wvas then constructed for the prediction of thle thermal residual stresses and AG, Thle agreemient
obtained w~as \cry good betweeni the experimental results and tile thseoretical predictions

R~sum6--Quand on refroidit un composite matrice rri~tallique depuis la temp.~aturc d'eaboration oul
de recuit jusqu'i la ternp~aturc antbiante. on introduit dans cc composite dcs contraintes interineN
provoqlu~s par les coeiiints de dilatation tbcrmiquc diffkrents de la matrice ct de la fibre. Nous avons
entrepris la mesure de ces contraintes thermiqucs r~siduclles en d&tcrminant la diffi~rcnce des limitc\

* - clastiques (Ac,) en tension et cn compression qui ri~sultcnt dcs contraintes thermiqucs ri~siduelles. Nou
avons cnisuite construit un modilc theoriquc, base sur la rnthodc d'Eshelby. pour pr~dire Ics contraintes
thermiques r~siducllcs Acy. Nous avons obtenu un tr~s bon accord cntrc Ics r~sultats expirimcntaux et
les predictions theoriques.

Zusamnmenfassung-Wenn cine Metallmatrix von der Hersteflungs- odcr Auslagcrungstempcratur auf
Raumitampcratur abgekiihlt wird, dlann entstcben in demn Werkstoff Spannungen. die aus der Felhlpassung
dureb die untersehiedlichen thermischen A usdehnungskocffizicnten zwischen Matrix und Faser hcrriihren.
Die Hd1hc dicser thermiseb bedingten Restspannungen wurde untersucht, indemn der Unterschied in den
Flic~spannungen z%%ischcn Druck- und Zugverformung bestimml wurdec. Emn Model %vurde fur die
Voraussage der thermiseben Restspannungen und der FlieBspannungen aufgestellt, wA.elehles auf der
Methode von Eshelby berultt. Die crltaltene Ulbercinstimmung zwiscben Experiment und Theorie ist selir
gut.-

1. INTRODUCTION the residual stress were based on one-dimensional

Meta marixcomosits (M~s, icludng utetic analysis 11-3], continuous fiber system [4, 5]. or
Meta marixcomosits (M~s, icludng utetic spherical particle system [10].
compsits, re ecoingimpotan inther aplt~t- The model based on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion

tion to structural components which are to be used method [I I], has been used to solve the problem of
at intermediate and high temperatures. When MMCs thermal residual stress [12-141. Thle advantages of
arc fabricated at high temperature or annealed at a the Eshelby's model are that it can solve a three-

*certain high temperature and cooled down to room dimensional composite system such as short whisker
temperature, the MMCs have undesirable properties, composite and also can take into account the effect

* ~~~such as low tensile yield and ultimate strengths. These o h ouefato ffbr(i aiy
results are mainly due to residual stresses that are Ehlysmto a enas sdfrpeitn
caused by the mismatch of the thermal expansion thyeld stoad work-henardein ae of mreditnl

coeficintsbetwen he atri an fier. hissubect matrix composites [15-191. The effect of thle thermally
* ha ben sudid bya nmbe ofreserchrs for induced residual stress on the yield stresses has been
examples see Refs [1-141). The residual stresses so discussed by Wakashima et at. [181 who predicted
induced have been observed in tungsten fiber/copper that the yield stress in compression (ac;) exceeds that

* ~~composites [7] and in SiC whisker/6061 Al compo- i eso a)frcniuu ie/lcmoie
sits [, ]. os ofthemoelspuposd t etimte which were cooled down, although no comparison

- ---- __. with the experimental data was made.

tThi-, research was supported in part under a contract from In this paper we focus on the residual stresses
the Office 4f Naval Research. Contract No. Nt'XKil4- induced in a short whisker MMC due to tite 1cm-
85K-0007. perature drop and its effect on thle yield stresses. The
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4e.dee of the extcrtl'omeettC ilk' COritit it i ll (he

I .1 ~samllple. Ses erat tests IIiI lie lo5~ S ts r , la clc s% ci e
iI eConducted usuig both the eciis0,lIieCtcr anid the strali

gaui ge; from these tests tile elcctcie atice length 5 .,

9.40 DIAATYPt deterititned. Subsequent tests ,.,ci c conductCd using
L.35 OIA (TYP) only the extcnsotictet. Ilie samples, ich v, ere

9 53 R tTYP) tested in thc range fromS s It) S '102> 1O S

4 \ 6 R ITshowed no strain rate lltcct.The conventional X-ia\ technique [21] skas used

first, but it vas determined that t hie ,,cc problems

.01 6 when this technique was applied to discontinuous

-38, -25.4 38.1 composites. The residual stress '.as determined by
measuring the change in lattice parameters. There is

-i--71 l an implicit assumption made ill using this procedure.

-i i.e. the matrix remains cubic.

1/2-13 3. EXPERIMENTA. RESULTS

THREAD (TYP) V GROOVE 0.25

DEEP (TYP) The stress-strain curves of the V, = 0, 0.05 and 0.2
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the sample configuration composites arc plotted in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c),
'hich A-as used in the tension and compression testing. The respectively. The solid and dashed curves denote the

dimensions are in millimeters. tensile and compressive test results. respectively. The

yield stress was measured as 0.2% off set strain and
target NIMC is aligned fiber MMC with a special is indicated in the figures by arrowks.
emphasis on SiC swhisker;6061 Al composite. The shapes of the stress-strain curves of the

V, = 0.2 composites are very similar to those of
2. EXPERIMENTAL whisker composites, except that the tension stress-

2. I. Matertals strain curve is below that of the compression stress-

The target short fiber MMC was SiC' whisker/ strain curve. However, as in the case of l/ = 0, there

6061 Al composite and was pur-chased from ARCO was no difference in the stress-strain curves for6061~tnso and oomposite ond wa, =ucae 0.mARO
SILAG. As a control MMC a SIC spherical 1100 Al tension and compression of 1', = 0
composite was also purchased from ARCO'SI LAG. The data obtained from the X-ray analysis is given
The composite was in the form of an extruded in Table I, and it was observed that there is a residual

rod 15.5mam in diameter. Three different volume tensile stress in the matrix.

fractions of fiber (or whisker) lV, composites were
used: Vr = 0, 0.05 and 0.2, and a composite with 4. THIEORETICAL PROCEDURE
spherical SiC particles of 0.5 pm in diameter, having
a volume fraction, I', equal to 0.2 was also used. All The theoretical model used here is based on
of the material was supplied as-fabricated (no heat Eshelby's equivalent inclusion model. Mori and his
treatment) condition, they then were machined into co-workers [15-17] exten ed Eshelby's method to
samples [Fig. I(a) and (b)], annealed for 12 h at predict the yield stress (<7,) and \4ork-hardcning rate
8,0 K, and then furnace cooled. of aligned short whisker composites. Wakashima et

al. [181 extended the above approach to predict a, by
2.2. Testing tnetho(Is considering the mismatch of the thermal expansion

The tension and compression tests were performed coefficients of the matrix and fiber. Following the
in an Instron testing machine using a liquid metal above models, Takao and Taya [14] have recently
container as the lower gripping device. This method computed the stress field in and around a short fiber
of gripping was employed to ensure very good align- in a short fiber composite where the fiber is aniso-
ment of the sample. This test procedure is described tropic both in stiffness and thermal expansion,
in greater detail elsewhere [20]. Samples of two In this paper we focus on the average thermal
different gauge lengths were used to determine if residual stress induced in the matrix by the cool-down
there was a gauge length cffect (there was none). The process and also the yield stresses in tension ((&,) and

L effective gauge length of the samples was determined compression (a') when the composite is tested at
by glucing strain gauges on the center portion of the the room temperature. The former case is essentially
sample and comparing the results obtained from a based on the model by Takao and Taya [14], and as
clip on extcnsomcter which was mounted into the the latter case, we extend the model by Wakashinmi

--.
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and the uniform plastic strain ,' is prescribed in the-" matrix I 151- As far as tile stress field is concerned, the
hI -- - ________model of Fig. 4 is equivalent to that of Fig. 3. Thus.

Z - the present problem is reduced to "inhomogeneous
inclusions problem" (Fig. 4) [22]. Tile model of
Fig. 4 will be used not only to predict the yield

.. ./. . stresses and work-hardening rates, but also to con-
/ pute the thermal residual stresses. For the latter case.

/ we will) set c' a e' =0.
.' -Following the Eshelby's equivalent inclusion
' / ,method modified for a finite volume faction of fibers

.[22, 23], the total stress field in the fibers a' + aT is
0I - +given b%

"+" . -' * .... 70 +0,1 = C',e,+ C, + en
,, + -,C (e 0+ , +p)

I =C,,,,{Ie, + C, + e,,

where the repeated indices are to be summed over I,

2 and 3.
Ca = C,me in D (2)

= C,,e,, in D -Q. (3)
en-2. / -- t o 0

0

Fig 2 (a) The absolute stress vs strain curves for tension

, and compression test of 0 -ol % whisker material in the 0- (CK I  e
annealed condition. (b) The absolute value of stress vs strain
for 5 s.ol % whisker composite in the annealed condition.
(c) The absolute value of the stress as a function of strain

, for 20 sol o whisker material in the annealed condition

et al [181 to account for the bi-linear stress-strain
curve of the matrix.

4I Formula'ion

Consider an infinite body (D) which contains
ellipsoidal whiskers (M)) aligned along the x , -axis
(Fig 3) This composite body D is subjected to the
applied stress field, which is a?, when the body is
uniform in elastic constants. The stiffness tensors of

* the matrix (D - 0) and fiber (fl) are denoted by C,,
an I CA,. respectively. Following Eshelby, the trans-
formation strain [I I] or eigenstrain [22] is given in the o
fiber domain 0 as ii, where a,* is the strain due to
the mismatch of the thermal expansion coefficients Fig 3 Theoretical model, actual case

'.-
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,hcrc S, is the Fshie ,'h,\ tc lidor and a ilK in ioI
of (, and the conicti \ of the clhpoidal tibtC I i

", t ibef is assumed to be a prolatw spheroid. h. i.

"' -- the fibe aspect ratio /'d is a single Cgeomietmiil
.' paranlcter. 1:01 silplici., vC assume that the Ilat I,,

and fiber are isotropic both in stiffless and tlICII1l
- i ) expansion Coetlicient Thus. C, (',, and " ale

given by7 - i2Cc,,- ,-;eP

A 7'

-..- e l (7,, = ,aS + tp(h, ¢S -4 h.1h,, ) t ill

In tile above equations. 6, is the Kronecker's delta.I ; x . (,A ) and ji (p ) are Lame's constants of the mairi\
") I (fiber). o (a ) is the thermal expansion coefficient of

X2 the mat rix (tiber) and ATis the change in tcmpcrat u c
(AT > 0 corresponds to the tcmperature drop).

The stress field in the fiber is obtained from
I , e/ equations (6), (8), (9) and (10)

I % (i { + 2p(S,,c .. -.. e ),-(,

- After solving for c,** in equation (I) bY use of
equations (8) and (9), we can compute the stress

I q! The cequ,alent inclusion model converd from disturbance a, in the fiber from equation (13).
.Fig

4.2. Yield stresses c_ a and work -hardening ratc
In equation (I). e,', is the fictitious eigenstrain [23] The method of computing the yield stresses a' and
1,hich was introduced to connect the present problem ' and the work-hardening rate of the composite is
to "'inclusion problem" and j, is the average strain described briefly. The total potential energy of Fig. 3.
disturbance in the matrix and related to the average U. is given by

* stress disturbance in the matrix Ka,>, by equation
(3) (,,>, is defined by U = C ( + a)(u, + + u,

<al f a, du (4)Jo o
Vd - ,, .d - J a,,n,(u, + + u,) dS (14)

%&here I'D 0 is the total volume of the matrix and a,,, d+ u

and e,, in equation (I) and (4) is the stress and strain where u,. t , and u, are the displacement components
disturbance, respectively, by a single fiber Q) when it corresponding to C,
is embedded in an infinite matrix. Since the stress j preceded by a comma denotes a partial differen-
disturbance when it is integrated in the entire domain tiation with respect to x,; DqW is the boundary of D,
D vanishes and n, is the jth component of an unit vector outer

f = normal to D. Then, the change in U due to the

Jra 5,di = 0. (5) change in the plastic strain 6eP is given by

The stress disturbance a, is obtained from equation 5U =-(o+ ,)ae~dI. (I5)
".- (I) and (2)

,,=C,,Ai,,+ e,, - e,* ) (6) In the above derivation, the Gauss' divergence

v. here theorem and the following equation were used

"= a , + e',, - ej',. (7) a,(&7, + bu,) dV = 0.

From equations (3), (5) and (6), we obtain
Noting that the plastic strain exists only in the matrix

,, (D - 0), equation (15) is reduced to
According to Eshelby, e,, is related to the total

. eigen-strain e," as 6 U =-e {(I - V,)a,)- Vra,,}. (16)

,, (9) Under the uniaxial stress along the x,-axis ( c), a

V-------.
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1 6, N . tleC is(~1. outside tire equatol of the ellpsoldail fibel

MC~c (10, (17)lbtlHC~icc"npli

o) coordinates. , ,, andh aL thete is

I hr C t II si I e Ip : I c I Its o01 (7 111d c reexpressed--i I.
to [thc order ol, (1 1 1 ,I 22. 33. 23. 3. and 1 2. and G 211

is the plastic sitrain ilono tile s,-axis. Onl thle other I

han1d, thle encl I-\ dissipa1tion due to (Ihe plastic work 0-j 1...1 a_
in the matrix. J0. Is, oiveli b\Uv F- '~

= )a, %vi18 iwere v is thle Poisson's ratio of' the matrix.
Next tire average stress field inl thle matrix, K,7, >_.

%% here r,, is thre flow stress of' the matrix f or thle can be also obtained fromt equations (3). (8) and (9)
bilinear model as

a7, L ,'4-Ee (19) =-l, 1 ( 1 '., e'). (2 5)

wAhere (.T, and ET are the initial yield stress and Thle average stress in the matrix., c)., (a, >, and
tanioent, modulus of tile matrix, respectively. Since <c:>,* will be computed by setting y 1, ,22, and

R*+ 6Q = 0, we obtain 33 in equation (25). It should be noted here t ha t
1' al - ) (2) (a, >m = <(T,,>, due to the assumptions of an aligned 1

a)=(1+ (al - 71.0 short fiber Composite w.hich results in the transverse
(I isotropy of the volume average quantity.

In tire above derivation, a , .r = eQ2 - -

were used. Combining the solutions of a,, in equation 5. THEORETICAL RFSULTS
(13) and equation (20). wec can obtain the yield stress
of [the composite in tension (a, = c.) and that in We will apply thle present theoretical model to two
compression (ac = r),) as types of N4MNCs, short fiber N1MC (SiC whiskcr/6061

~, + I~ATAl) and continuous fiber NIMC (AI.O,-'/5056 Al).

a~!a=CC~aA (1) 5. 1, Shtort fiber AI fC

The thermo-mechanical data of the matrix andSimilarly, thle work-hardening rate of the composite, whisker for thle theoretical calculations arc obtained
r, is obtained as from the stress-strain curve of the matrix [Fig. 2(a)]

and the material properties handbook.
1-TT:E= C. +C(_L) (22)

E Annealed 6061 Al matrix (bilinear model):

In tile above equations. C'. C,. C1. and C, are E = 47.5 GPa
functions of the elastic stiffness of the matrix and
fiber and the fiber aspect ratio l.1d. E is the Young's E,= 2.3 GPaK
modulus of the matrix. a' 47.5 M Pa (26)

* ~4.3. Thermaol residual stress '=03

When the composite is cooled by AT, the thermal ot= 23.6 x< 10 /K
residual stress is induced in the composite. The SiC whisker:

* theoretical model for this problem is the same as that
shown in Fig. 4 except that a'~ - e" = 0 in the present Ef=427 Gila
case. Hence, the formulation up to equation (13) is vf=0 7(27)
valid and will be used to compute the ther-mal
residual stress Once thle stress within the fiber a"' is If= 4.3 x< 10-

6 /K
comptuted, tire stresses just outside tire fiber a can ld =1.8
be obtained by tire follow4ing relation 113]

I-. h, Iwhere the average value of thie fiber aspect ratio (lid)
C) Ci was used (241 and the bilinear stress strain curve of

J .. +211)( 1, - (;0.- ± tr), n- the matrix is indicated by a dash-dot line in Fig. 2(a).
- Li p(0. + 211) ± ~ The temperature drop AT is defined as

(23) AT T T, (28)
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Fig 5 The diffrence in %ield stress between compression (or X 2os)

and tensin i, a function of o0. . silicon carbide whisker.

wlhcre T, is taken as the temperature below which

dislocation gencration is minimal during the cooling

process [91 and T, is the room temperature. Thus, for
the present composite system AT is set equal to Fig. 6. A schematic of the stress distribution in the matrix
200 K and in the reinforcement due to the difference in thermalT00 K pdcoeflicient of expansion between the silicon-carbide and

The tlseorencally predicted o-' and a can be ob- aluminum.
taied from equation (21). The differences between a,

and c7, (,, - r,) for various Vr arc shown as the solid
line in Fig. 5. The differences between a, and a m mentally determined residual stresses (Table 1) are

increase with increasing '1,. The experimentallytensile in nature and te longitudinal stress is larger
m da rthan the transverse, but the experimentally deter-"" mined differences between a' and a, are represented
"" • mined stresses are larger than those theoretically
by the open circles in Fig. 5. The experimental values miedtese
of the yield stresses are taken as the stresses 0.2 % predicted.
off-set strain. It follows (Fig. 5) that good agreement
is obtained between the experimental and theoretical 70

results of the difference in the compressive tensile
yield stresses. However, the experimental values ofar,0
are greater than the theoretical values of a', and
similarlh the experimental values of a, are greater Lonitudinal
than the theoretical values of o. 5 L g

From the data given by equation (26)-(27) and
the use of equation (25), we have computed the

n 40
stresses, its average value in the matrix and plotted
schematically the aL (solid curve) and (CL >m (dashed
curve) along the x, and x, axes in Fig. 6. 30-

Next. the thermal residual stresses, averaged in the b Transverse
V

matrix of the SiC whisker/6061 Al. are predicted by

equation (25) and the results on <4T >, and <aL ),, are
plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the volume fraction
of fiber ( Vf). where the subscripts, T and L denote the to-

component along the transverse direction (r and 0)
and longitudinal direction (:). The average theor-
ctical thermal-residual stress is predicted to be tensile 0 o. 0 2
in nature, and that the average residual stress in the Volume Fraction of Fibers, Vf

longitudinal direction is larger than the average Fig 7. Predicted residual stress in the natrix for the
re-idual stress in the transverse direction. The expert- transverse and longitudinal directions

' ,
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.,i the CIse Of sphi c,'l SI( c,.;Olpostes the po- .

,.cdi. for obt.ning the dilcic ,.e i ,a and -, I , A, 0O ,/5056 A' A

Identical t,+ the v, hisker case .th o.n excCptio. i.. v1 0 5
/ , I nti the spl icfc l case he ileth orcticall\ pre E perimentot

dited difference' bcm ciseen o- and a for I = 0.2 is 1500 .... Inuolytu ol Results

o.CO, but C\p,.In Cntall\ it s,,as observod that a
sIhghtl.\ greater th~an a ', \ I3 Ntl+,t oi.s~,

2 i at+, , talt,, , h\.+ I " \. Pa. .. compression

Co-l:wi ,II tenslon

The prescit t Iodel is also applied to contiILous 000
tiber (AI.O, -) reinforced 5056AI composite with
1', = 0.5 (Al.O,-7/j5056 Al in short abbreviation) to
predict the yield stress in tension and compression.
and also the work-hardening rate. I

The material properties of the matrix metal and 500, ~fiber are: /

Annealed 5056 AI matrix (hilinear model):

E = 72.4 GPa

ET = 6.25 GPa
150 0.005 0.010c', = 152 M Pa (29) Stroin c

= 0.33 Fig. 8. Tension and compression stress-strain curves of
continuous AIO-7 fiber/5056 Al composite with ,f = 0.5

= 23.6 x 10-'/K [251. The experimental and theoretical results are denoted by
solid and dashed curves, respectively. The solid and open

* AI,O,-y Fiber [25]: circles denote the yield stress of the experimental and
theoretical results, respectively.

E,= 210 GPa

(30) and Vogelsang et al. [9] that there is a much higher

a, 8.8 x 10-'/K. dislocation density in the annealed composite matrix

In this computation AT = 200 K was used. than in the Vr = 0 material. Therefore, the matrix is

- Figure 8 shows a comparison between the experi- stronger than the annealed Vr = 0 matrix alloy. How-

- mental results (25] (solid curve and solid circle) and ever, this increase in matrix strength due to a higher

the theoretical ones (dashed curve and open circle) dislocation density does not influence the difference

where both solid and open circles denote the yield in yield stress in the compression vs tension. The

stresses. It follows from Fig. 8 that the yield stress theoretical prediction is that the yield stress of the

and the work-hardening rate of the compressive whisker composite in compression should be higher

stress-strain curve are well predicted by the present than the yield stress in tension, and this is exactly

model, while for the tensile yield stress, the present what is observed experimentally, due to an average
model underestimates the experimental results. residual tension stress in the sample. This residual

stress reduces the yield stress in tension and increases
the yield stress in compression.

6. DISCUSSION The theoretical prediction that the compressive
yield stress is higher than the tensile yield stress

The theoretical predictions and experimental suggests that a tensile residual stress exists in the
results are in very good agreement in most cases. matrix of composite. An average tensile residual

- The theoretical model is based on an extension of stress is predicted in the matrix as shown in Figs 6
previous work by Eshelby [II], Mura and Taya [13], and 7.
Tanaka and Mori [15], and Wakashima et al. [18] Though the present model is based on the assump-
and it can predict the yield stress in tension and tion that all fibers are aligned along a specified

- compression and the thermal residual stress. The direction (the x3-axis in Fig. 3), SiC whiskers in Sic
predicted values of the yield stress of the whisker whisker/6061 Al composites are misoriented. The
composite in tension and compression are less than misorientation of these whiskers is observed to I
the experimentally determined values of the yield enhanced as Vr decreases. Thus the values of a; and
stress in tension and compression. This difference a' predicted by the present model tends to over-
between the theoretical and experimental stresses is estimate the actual values. The fiber aspect ratio (//d)
due to the fact that the V, = 0 curves of stress vs of SiC whiskers has been observed to be variable [24].

* strain were used for the matrix in the composite cases. i.e. 0.5 I/d _ 25 with most of /ld being around I. In
It has been demonstrated by Arsenault and Fisher [8] the present model we have used the average value of

"St
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raIte ot (tic comlposite -LIkao i1r1d I i\si I1 h()! 11.1\C iiieiital riltil he c lip CNiSc eld

reCenCILI examlllin tile etle 0I 111)" aL iK-iPec:t stress is due (to a tensile IC Idual NUieN. Ihi ll CNidtlAlI

rIo[1 on) tile S ItII 'neCSS .11 111 tl I i I C~t I t Is I Ik)II IS due to thle dileence In cueliciC1it ol t IA
CctbIcients of a shiort tbrci let .111,i (1iiclitded expanlsion bt0.eeCiIi t)Ih arnd 1113tri.
thmi the resurlts predkicted ii il% UH,r,re iAlie 2. Ill tile Nshol fiber caISe, tile theortlic1 il mmdcl
o1f 1 1 are not mnch ditlerenlt ft un! iLi,'rs 0iI iisinel predictS thait there 'Should be anl averareeC residual,
actual \ariable aspect raitio unilc s the iibtition of stress a hich is in tenlsion and eptienil-a\da

fI:~ I is\tr,iordinarill\ scattered 11LIiS. theC tie 01t thre conftirms, tis prediction. h rdce il

.. i~icof I d ll hepresent Iiiodel canl be 3. The absolute mlagitude f leP-CItdyI~

Justitled. stress (tensile and compressive) is less thtan tilie expert-
ile present model is ,t ronl l depenident on AlF mental yield stress d ieI to tile fac'lt that inl thm is model

T,- T, I as It appealrs. Inl quatloill i2 12 1 )and dislocation punching is niot considered. In thie actual
(21A choice of' T, was made h\ notin 111tiemoC- Cascs there is dislocation punchi nga a hi leads to

menli of disloca ionl venera tion hcm u being intimal [9] as matrix strengthening.
discused before. If' temperature T, eanl be considered 4. Thle residual stress, in the regsion beta cui SIC
to correspond to thle temperature T, above a luhil thle whiskers, is tensile and this is thle likely region where
rela xatioiin of' in terna I stress IS high l% promioted a rid plastic deformation would begin. I-or in t Iiis region
hclo0. w hichm thle deformation of' the mlatrix mectal is the matrix contains a lower dislocation decnsi t than
basieallv controlled b\ elastic and time-indepenuent adjacent to thle SIC whiisker, i.e. in this regton thie

plastic behavior, theiti the present model wkhich IS matrix is weaker.
based on ain elastic;tie-inepcdemmctt plasticity be- S. Thme theoretical model predicts that thle com-
conies valid. If' T, is not approximaely equal to T,, pressive yield stress should equal the tensile yieldLa more refined model to account f'or elastic/time- stress for composites containing spherical SiC.
independent plastic. creep behavior of the matrix Experimentally it is observed that the tensile vield
mectal during a temperature excursion from T, to To stress is slightly larger than the compressive yield

F ~~~Must be_ cmlplo\ed. Such a model for oie-dimiensional stress.b peetmdlcnpeitteyedsrs
"tress aInalysis has been proposed by Garmiong [27]. 6. Tpeetmdlcnpeitte edsrs

In this present model, the relaxed mismnatch strain and work-hardening rate of' continuous Al..O-yfr -is assumed to stay as surface dislocations. In reality. fiber/5056 Al composite reasonably well exce pt for
such surface dislocations are expected to relax by a,.
punching. Taya and Mori [28] have recently studied
this punching phenomenon to conclude that theV smaller the fiber aspect ratio is, the larger the punch- REFER ENCU'S
inQ distance. Therefore, thle present model predicts I .R hmsn 3 .Ks n .C hsnt
the lower hound on a, . In fact, the predicted r,, is Mfetall. Traits. 1, 2807 (1970).
smaller than thle experimental value of ,.2. [D. A. Koss and S. M. Copley. Afeu/l. Traits. 2, 1557

Instead, if thie mismatch strain is completely re- (1971).
axed, 'nien a, will increase, but (qEwill decrease, 3. 1. K. Lees, Palm'nlttr Engng Sci, 8, 195 (1968).

thus diffrenc wil appoac to zer, thugh lie 4. S. S. Hccker. C. 'H. Hiam-ilton and L. J. Ebert, J. Mater.
thus diferece illappoachto ero thughthe Sci. 5, 868 (1970).

absoiluIte value of the yield stress of thle composite 5. J. Gayda and L. J. Ebert, Mfetall. Trans. IOA. 349
increases conmpared with thie matrix yield stress (,7y). (1979).
In other words, the mismatch strain is partially 6. S. [D. Tsai, D. Mahlulikar. H. L. Marcus. I. C. Nsovan

relaxed by dislocation generation. The residual 7and J. B. Cohen. Mfater. Soi. fEngng 47, 145 (1 98i).
7. K. K. Chawla and M. MCtzger. J. awrir Sci. 7, 34ii!stresses under consideration are the remanant elastic (1972).

stresses. It was assumed that below 495 K thle residual 8. R. 1. Arsenault and R. M. Fisher, Scripta metal). 17, 67

stress was below the generation stress of dislocations (1983).
(ie. below the yield stress of the matrix). Therefore, 9. M. Vogelsang, R. J. Arsenault and R, N1. Fisher.
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- FOCAL POINT THE BAUSCHINGER EFFECT

Unusual Aspects of the Bauschinger Effect in Metals
and Metal-Matrix Composites

R. J. Arsenault

p SYNOPSIS. The Bauschinger effect (BE) has intrigued research investi-
gators for a long time, and numerous theories have been proposed to
account for the BE, but none of these theories takes into account the
effect of removal of a thin surface layer at the end of the first half cycle.
and the presence of an average unidirectional residual stress. A series
of investigations was undertaken to determine the effect of these two
conditions on the magnitude of BE and two models were developed: one
to explain the surface removal effect, i.e.. surface removal reduced the
BE, and the second to explain the directionality of BE in the presence
of a tensile residual stress. The BE is much larger in tension following initial
testing in compression as compared to initially testing in tension followed
by testing in compression.

1 INTRODUCTION
AFTER UNLOADING

A logical conclusion that could be arrived at after con- ---- RELOADING
sidering the fact that the Bauschinger effect [11 was --- REVERSE LOADING
reported about a century ago is that there is nothing 8AUSCHINGER STRAIN * LB O'

unusual remaining concerning the Bauschinger effect BAUSCHINGER STRESS FACTOR • o-'

(BE). All is known about the BE, there should be noth-
ing left to discover. b -

However, not only is there a lack of agreement as F LB

to what constitutes the BE, but also there has been
no single parameter that satisfactorily quantifies the
BE. Most investigators have chosen to define the BE (7c
in terms of a reduction in the initial flow stress or yield
stress for reverse deformation [2, 3], while others o__
preferred a more general definition, such as 'a certain f
dependence of the flow stress and rate of work IET
hardening on the strain history' or they simply referred Fig !a A plot of stress vs strain showing the Bauschinger

to the existence of different stress-strain curves by effect and the different parameters which are used in

loading in the reverse direction [4. 5). Orowan [61 defning the Bauschigor effect
considered only the transient softening of materials
on stress reversal as the BE. whereas others [7. 81 AFTER UNLOAOING
included permanent softening as part of the effect. ----RELOADING---- REVERSE LOADING

In attempting quantification, the reverse loading 8AUSCHINGER STRESS FACTOR * 6 e
curve is usually replotted with absolute shear stress

, and cumulative shear strain values starting from the
"" intersection of the unloading curve and the shear- t---

strain axis. One obvious approach is to consider the b
Bauschinger strain, which is the difference between
the shear strain of the reverse loading curve and the 0,13
shear strain of the loading curve at the final forward
stress, before unloading on such a plot. Figures
1(a) and (b) are typical stress-strain curves for a
Bauschinger test. There are two different Bauschinger 0 r

stress factors defined. The Bauschinger strain will fT

Engineering Materials Group. University of Maryland. College Park Fig lb. A stress vs. strain diagram for the case where
MD 20742 Manuscript received 2 June 1986 permanent softening is observed

Fil:l -_, , , , I , , ,. .. , ,-,- -.-...,.- .. ----.--:- - --..-.--.-- --. .- ,---- . .-- ,-
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[r;"&r"ease almost linearly with prestrari. it ca' be ex toll iert',,rd can take place, Charsley and De-,,,,, J,
,eroSSeC in a normalized form such as,, the Bauschinger 11 } btlhed that the same sources act in compre,r,;,0c

straan factor, which is defined as the ratio of the on tl ,;amo planes that were active i ten:lon
[bijscr;ivt.r strain to the prestrain Another approach Because only 20%0 of the dislocation; generated in

is to detine the Bauschinger stress in terms of the tension emain in the crystal, total reversal cannot ta.-

diference between the final forward stress and Ife place v,ithout new sources acting in compresiorn
absolute value of the elastic limit under reverse Thei nunirher of models or theories that have been
loading This Bauschinger stress will depend on the developod to explain the BE is almost equal to th,:

am1ount of work hardening before unloading. Thus a number of nvestgators of the BE However. all tre:;,
Bauschinger stress factor can be defined as the ratio riode!s can be related to two dislocation mechanism;

of the Bauschinger stress to the stress increment The first necfhanism s inplied in Seeger's worl-

during the prestrain. The second Bauschinger stress hardening theory [29). The long-range internal stress,.
factor is the permanent softening. often called the back stress, which is created by the

The BE has been found in pure metals [9], ionic dislocation pile-up at barriers aids the dislocation
crystals [10] and single-phase [11, 12] or multiple- movement and causes the drop in initial flow stress

) phase [ 13] alloys. The magnitudes of the BE in single- during reverse loading The other mechanism is related
crystal and polycrystalline materials are comparable to Orowan's idea of a directional resistance to dis,-

IR [5 Single-crystal copper seems to have been studied location motion due to prestraining [6] The forward

most thoroughly [8, 14-21]. and the experiments have motion of dislocations becomes more difficult because
involved primarily tension-compression (14. 15, there are an increasing number of stronger barriers
17-19J. with only a few in simple shear [16-21]. torsion ahead of the dislocations as the material work hardens
[9 or bending [10] The changes in dislocation con- The barriers behind the dislocations are believed to
figurations due to reverse loading have been studied be weaker and more sparsely spaced than those

using etch pit techniques [18, 19] or transmission immediately in front. Thus the stress needed to push
electron microscopy [17. 20]. There also have been the dislocations backward is lower.
numerous investigations of the fundamental relation- In the theories and the experimental results de-
ship of BE with temperature [9, 121, grain size [9. 12]. scribed above there is no mention of several factors
prestrain [22-24]. and the stress rate [25, 26]. The • The effect of removal of given amount from the

reduction in BE due to dynamic strain aging [27] or surface of the sample after it has completed one

due to cyclic torsions [28] has also been studied. half of a cycle.
However, no attempts have been made to determine * The direction of initial test, e.g. tension followed by
the surface effects on BE. which is quite surprising compression or compression followed by tension
in view, of the importance of the role of surface in * The effect of residual stress on the magnitude of

fatigue failure, the BE.
By direct shearing of several fcc single crystals. A consideration of these factors can lead to some

Phillips [16] found new slip band formation on slip unusual aspects of the BE.
reversal (rather than de-slipping of the same slip An investigation both experimental and theoretical
bands) where there is non-primary slip. An explana- by Hsu and Arsenault 130] resulted in the prediction
tion for this phenomenon was based on the assump- and observation that BE would be reduced if - 250

tion that it is easier to start new sources than to um were reduced from the surface of the sample after

overcome barriers such as Cottrell-Lomer locks. Mori the first half cycle.
and Fujita [201 found that, during compression of A model by Arsenault and Taya [31] can be extended
Cu-Al, fine slip lines formed at the same positions as to consideration of the BE. This model predicts that
previous tensile slip-line clusters. When the reverse there would be a difference in the magnitude of the
stress ratio reaches unity, almost all the compressive BE depending upon the direction of initial loading. For
strains are produced by the new coarse slip bands example, if the sample was tested initially in tension
in the virgin region, while the individual slip lines inside followed by compression a smaller BE would result
the tensile slip clusters are exhausted. than if the sample was initially tested in compression

It is commonly believed that, under a reversed plastic followed by tension In the other theories and models

strain, the dislocation loops already formed will shrink that have been put forward to predict the magnitude

back on their sources, or the sources will produce of the BE, the direction of initial loading is irrelevant.

loops of opposite sign and therefore annihilate the Experimentally it was shown that the direction of

loops already present. Orowan [6] stated that 'the loading had a significant effect on the magnitude of
back stress of the pile-up would cause its generating the BE and the magnitude of the BE measured ex-
Frank-Read source, as well as the sources in the inter- perimentally was in agreement with that predicted by

secting planes, to produce dislocations of opposite the Arsenault and Taya theory
sign, to dissolve the CottrelI-Lomer locks and to In the following section the experimental and
annihilate their separated mobile components'. Since theoretical aspects of the effect of surface removal

%
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A %l . S C iiS:),I it n 1 the sut)s ique[t section the

t of residual stresses will be discussed fina'ly
tne conclSin sectl/on will dscuss the consequence. . .

of c i e s proposed and the agreement with experi -. . .. -

2 SURFACE REMOVAL

2.1 Experimental procedure

Sngle crystal copper rods were grown ty the Brdge- - . . ., t

man technique and ground into samples as shown in
Fig 2 The samples were tested alternately in tension .' i ...... I" .

and compression Because the alignment of the .'. .

central axis of the specimen with the line of loading
m very critical, a special apparatus was constructed

t[ maintam good alignment in both tension and com- : ..... . ... ....... ....

pression (Fig 3) The surface layer was chemically t

removed from the sample in situ. Only the gauge Fig 3 The experimental arrangement for achieving good

len..jth section was etched away with nitric acid lets alignment and in situ surface removal

vshile the two ends and holders were protected with
varnish coatings Further details of the experimental Bauschiger strain factors are gien A batch number

tes',;ng procedure have been given elsewhere [321 is assigned to all the specimens with the same

An tcCurate stress-strain curve was obtained by the orientation The numerals in parentheses show the

Use? of a specially mounted extensometer numbers of specimens with the same orientation In
the column labelled "No Etch" the average values of

2.2 Experimental results the Bauschinger stress factors for uninterrupted stress

The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. reversal testing of all specimens in the same batch

in wVich both the Bauschinger stress factors and the are listed In the column labelled "Etch" the average
values for samples with surface removal are given The
percentage reduction in these factors as a ratio of the

,- uninterrupted results is given in the following column
The last row gives the total average of all the values
in each column

1i2 S 12 5 Thus the experimental results indicate a rather large
6 35 reduction in the BE by surface removal For the

Bauschinger stress factor the reduction ranges from

8 57% to 46.7%. with an average value of 26 8%
For the Bauschinger strain factor. the reduction varies

STfrom 21 4% to 85.2%. with an average value of
8 9 55.4% The details of the analysis of experimental data do

can be found elsewhere 1321

Fiq 2 The copper single crystal specimens The dimensions Figure 4 is a plot of absolute shear stress versus
of these specimens are given in millimetres total shear strain of two samples (samples 16-1 and

TABLE 1

Mean values of the Bauschinger factors for single-crystal copper (purity. 99 99%)

Batch Average Bauschinger Reduction I%1 Average Bauschinger Reduction 1%l
(number of stress factor in Bauschinger strain factor in Bauschinger
samples stress factor Strain factor

Efch No Etch Etch No Etch

tO (2) 08 1 5 467 0025 0 135 852
13 (51 0794 1 16 31 6 00726 0 131 443
14 (3) 1 04 1 71 39 2 0 179 0 429 58 3
1'i (2) 0960 1 05 857 0 138 0436 683
16 (2) 1 20 1 40 143 0324 0412 21 4
17 (4) 143 169 154 0164 0420 610

Total 1 04 1 42 26 8 0 146 0 327 55 4
Average

-...1.: ... :? ,. ..1:.: .-:.-:.--.,,.-- . -, -..:.-..-. .. .. . . ... .:.... .. ...... ,. . . . , N
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Since the HE r rf;,ntS an ea'.inig of plastic do
formation dur nfiuij roverse Ioadirtg. a reduced BE means

/ either nrea'.ed re.s;tance to a for ward motion or
,,/Ieduced assistance for existing arrays of mobde

di .- slocations to a backw rd motion The latter is more
• F /i~kely to occur under a suace layer removal condition

A computer simulaton model which was based on a
S previous cormlputer simulaition Investigation (33) will be

T described to account for the changes in the BE due

to surface removal
---- This 'dislocation model relies on two major

SHEAR STRAINN I0- ) assumptions (I) that the dislocation motion is con-

trolled by thermally activated jumping over short-range
Fig 4 The aasolute shear stress vs accumulated shear barriers; (ii) that the surface sources can be activated
stran curve for samples 16-1 and 16-2, - - -.

extension of in;tial !oadng. -- -- - . after surface at a lower stress than the interior sources
removal, no surface removal The surface source is basically a half-dislocation mill

with one end anchored as depicted in Fig 5. Under
an applied shear stress 7a. the pinned dislocation

segment started to expand as a spiral until the leading
S16-2) which were chosen from the same single-crystal edge swings to the free surface and a half-circle was
rod Because the initial tensile portion of the stress- gradually formed A new dislocation segment with one
strain curve for sample 16-1 was nearly identical with end pinned would be left behind to continue its spiral

that for sample 16-2, i e. the yield stress and the work- motion and to keep grinding out more new dislocations
hardening ratio of sample 16-1 were the same as those under Ta The series of half-dislocation loops would

for sample 16-2, there was only one curve of stress continue to expand Whenever a dislocation meets a
versus strain for the initial loading in tension Both short-range barrer, a very local perturbation in the loop

* samples were initially strained the same amount and shape may occur. As the dislocation keeps advancing,
then unloaded. Sample 16-2 was then loaded in its segment will very soon sweep across the short-

compression, while for sample 16-1 the test was range barrier
interrupted, the surface layer was removed and For simplicity the dislocation array shown in the side

the test was continued in compression Again view of Fig. 5 will be considered first The trailing
both samples were strained an equal amount The dislocation segments are repelled by all the other

Bauschinger stress factor and strain factor for sample generated dislocations. Once the applied stress
16-1 (surface removal) were 1.20 and 0.334 re- becomes larger than the repulsive stress caused by
spectively The uninterrupted tension-compression the leading dislocations, new dislocations will continue
test for sample 16-2 gave corresponding values of to be generated The leading dislocation is being

1.40 and 0.412 respectively Therefore, the reductions pushed by all the trailing dislocations and thus can go
S in the BE due to surface removal were only 14.3%

and 21 4% respectively However. when another
tension loading was undertaken, the magnitude of the IMOAi FORRESTDSL OC TONS o DISLO CTION

reduction in the BE was much larger It is also SURFAC_. - (TYPICAL)
interesting to note that the reverse loading curve for I "

sample 16-1 (surface removal) approaches the ex- i 7 / /
tension of the initial loading curve beyond the i 1,/ xo

unloading point. Thus the paramount BE is for all , i

practical purposes completely eliminated by surface b, ., - - - - -,, - I, ,,. j/ /
! ~~~removal. .' -

r,. -. 2.3 Model description

[. From a consideration of the results of the single-crystal

copper experiments given in Section 2.2, it was found

irsthat the BE can be reduced by haf f a surface layer

of 250 Mm is removed. A proposed dislocation model
first has to be able to explain the following phenomena. b

(1) work hardening during loading. (2) the maintenance Fig 5 Schematic diagram of the operation of a dislocation
of plastic strain during unloading, (3) the continuation surface source
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the fastest The trailing dislocation is being repelled At TERNATE-PLANE MODEL

by all the leading dislocations and thus will be the
slowest moving dislocation This will eventually lead
to an inverse pile-up configuration as shown in Fig . .- . .
5 For the surface source case a high dislocation I

density due to inverse pile-up will develop at the .,i ,

surface Each dislocation moves forward by thermally
activated jumpingave a short-range barrier . -_____ove T T TT

For the iln dislocation the activation free energy AG,
as a function of effective stress r, is determined by

AG, = AGo - ni, n2 (1)

rO COPLANAR MODEL

where the activation energy AGo at zero stress and
the effective stress re are determined experimentally
ni and n2 are determined by fitting the experimentally ---. - ---
determined IG versus r* curves. The effective stress
for the P dislocation at x, is calculated using a 5

modified version of Head's formula t341 for coplanar
parallel edge dislocations under the appled stress Ta
The ine tension term 7L is included in crder to T T T

,- account for the curvature of the loops (because the
"% dislocations near the free surface are not straight) and Fig 6. (a) The alternate-plane model under reverse loading.

is estimated to be equal to Gb/2x, (b) the upper plane alone is the single-coplanar model, an,
the two slip planes together are (he double-coplanar mode!

r," = ra + ,L + A[ - +
2 x,

N 1 1 2x(x - x,)
_ - + )1 (2)

1 x, - xi X, + xi (x, + xi), An approximation was used in order to reduce the
lI computer time involved in the simulations [33] An

where A = Gb/2 r(1 - P). N is the total number of empirical equation has been used to approximate the

dislocations. G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers relationship between the dislocation velocity v, and

vector. x, is the position of the other dislocations in the effective stress r, (35]

the array and Y is Poisson's ratio A new dislocation v, = B(r ,)' (5

in generated whenever the effective stress at the where B and m are empirical constants
source is larger than the source operating stress As Equation 5 applies not only to forward-moving
a result, an inverse pile-up is formed under a constant dislocations but also to retreating dislocations when
appied stress (Fig 6(a) and (b)) Further details of the appropriate algebraic sign is used. It is obvious

, the numerical methods have been discussed else- that a single slip plane with coplanar dislocation loops
where !32] generated during the loading stage cannot represent

The velocity of each dislocation was determined by reverse loading in a reasonable manner because all
first determining the mean time required to jump a the existing mobile dislocations will soon be ex-
gven barrier. hausted Some modifications or extra features must

At,q = to exp(AG,/kT) (3) be included in this model.

where to is related to the attempt frequency of the Basically, as a result of the above experimental

- dislocation, which in turn equals the ratio of the Debye observations, two new features were considered in

frequency to the average dislocation span between the current model. First, during the reverse loading.neweslipcplanesharevactivatedsincadditionatobtheede
short-range barriers. Finally the average velocity is new slip planes are activated in addition to the de-

defined as follows slipping of the original plane. Second, the same source
that generated the original dislocations will create

a -Qdislocations of the opposite sign under reverse load-
": &.Q/ E (4) ing. These two arrays of dislocations of opposite sign

q = I q= 1 will move toward each other and become annihilated

where q is a specific barrier, 0 is the total number of when they meet. The consideration of these experi-
barriers met and 61_.q is related to the area moved by mental observations leads to several additional models.
th, unit length of dislocation in the given thermally These additional models are described elsewhere
actiaIted lump (30).

,p.
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V. 2.5 Simulation results unloading process until the it ,t,:, I , un.
The purpose of the computer modelling is to simulate negative. ie, an applied stress in the r4,\,f:,,, ilil(-,or,
the discrete motion of individual dislocations under a The reverse loading curve went throu;h er, irhr l ,r
specified condition of multiplication arid a governing and work hardened without yteld point de ve+l; tin
equation of motion The present approach is not The same data plotted as an abSolute .tir'
a numerical solution of an assumed constitutve versus the accumulative shear strain CiirA.. c.
equation At any instant, there was a value of applied demonstrate the magnitude of the BE be ter (Fig
stress chosen according to whether the test was To determine the effect of surface rurr)O,..l t,',
under a constant applied stress or a constant strain etching', the usual strain curve was SRiulatd to th.,
rate The plastic strain was determined by the sum- point of complete unloading Then the position of tt'..
matron of all the dislocation displacements. The applied surface was redefined such that a given ru runt v.,'
stress divided by the elastic modulus yields the elastic removed (generally 250 jim) Becau;12 th Port_ .
strain Therefore. at every instant, there was a one- removed contained the highest density of dilocaltor.
to-one correspondence between the applied stress the number of dislocations on the given s:p plrn, V.,!
and the total strain The total shear strain versus the significantly riduced After removal. thre rever,,
resolved shear stress curve could thus be con- loading was continued in exactly the same mnner
structed f surface removal had not taken place Figure F sho.

Tne basic shapes of the shear stress versus shear a reduction in the BE after surface renioval It can t,.
strain curves are quite similar for the three models seen that the compression curve after surface remo.,.
Therefore. only the single-coplanar case will be has an increment of shear stress over the oriir ,I
presented as an example As shown in Fig 7. the curve
elastic portion of the constant-strain-rate loading curve All of the models predicted a reduction of the Ho'
ended at a stress of 0 65 MPa The loading curve strain factor, the minimum be-ng 35% and th( ma o

tthen went through a yield point and gradually work mum 63%
hardened The loading was stopped when 20 dis The agreement between the experimenlal result:,
locations had been generated from the surface source and the model predictions are very good
The external load was then gradually decreased so
as to maintain a constant strain rate in the reverse 3 RESIDUAL STRESS
drection during the unloading stage. The reverse 3.1 Experimental results
leading portion was basically a continuation of the The composite materials used and the testing pro

cedures are described elsewhere [361 However.
before discussing the experimental results obtained'

I0 from the BE investigation, we shall briefly define
COPLANAR MODEL the parameters which were used to measure th

08- magnitude of the BE. Figures 1(a) and (b) are
schematic representations of a Bauschinger test Thn.

06- /Bauschinger strain (B which is used as a measure of
the BE when the flow stress in the reverse direction
becomes equal to the flow stress at the end of then

04- forward strain (Fig 1(a)) These curves were obtained

i-

c 2 4 6 8 /10 12

-06.-

%' -0 e

L
-101

Fig 7 The shear stress vs shear strain curve for the single Fig 8 The absolute shear stress vs accumulated sheir
copianar model when 20 dislocations have been generared strain curve for the single-ccplinar model af(r

in the loading direction etching. - without etching

p%
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tifomi a test conducted first in tension followed by coil)
piessicin If there is permanent softening upon [ever 5o
10 loading then the difference between the projected flov.
stress Ii the forvvard direction m~inus the MaXImntirn flO',
stress in fihe reverse direction (this difference i:.
defined as th',e Bauschinger stress) is used to dlefinfo

- the mag Is'ftude of fhe BE (Fig 1(b)) This is a typicafl.
* roesult for tension first followed by compression It I-,

p055ib~e thaf the stress-strain curves may have a ,I-

Complicated shape when a second phase is preserin!--
371

1 he~ str ess-st rain curve upon reverse loading did

thro sarre ats shown in Fig~ 9(a), (b), and (c) Therefore,=
tire miodel proposed by Asaro [38) based on strong f, j A plot or thre absolute value of thre tensiie streii.
precipitates as the cause of the complicated shape v7 thre rutal stain for annealed 20 V%, particulate composir,
cannot apply to SiC-Al composites, even though SIC samples tested in tension and compression

* par~lesare equivalent to very strong precipitates
* lia~ryit would have been useful to determine the~ effect of strain on the BE However, this could only

be accomplished for the lower volume fractions of SiC
At higher volume fractions of SIC the maximum strain
that could be used consistently was a plastic strain

- of 1 5%. Therefore this was the strain that was chosen
as the forward strain for all tests that are reported here
Somne results were obtained as a function of strain.
and these were compatible with the previous results,
te. the BE increased with forward strain

The BE (Fig~ 10) of the 0, 5. and 20 V9% whisker
-~ composite material is higher than that of the HP and

~. . WHI-SKER MATRIX 6CE,

11 TENSION FIRST
j, A f)iot of the absolute tensile Stress vs the total I NEAE

J r.rannrealed 0 V%, particulate composite sainiles, r- QUENCHED3 ted in both tension and compression 16r e, T

14'

I C

1 0

061-C

/5V '.P ANNEALED04 0

TENSION0

- YELD STRE S

(~~~.A ~ MATRIX 606i14 6 sL ilL~
5 2 4 1' 8 10 l 4 IHP WR -ov% 5v1. 20V%'

Fig 1O A plot of the Bauschinger strain vs volume fraction
F iq ' r A plo! of the absolute tensile stress vs the total orf whisker composite material In this case, the tests were

tirain for annealed 5 V% particulate composite samples initially conduct ed in tension Also. plotted is (he Bauschin per
tested in tension and compression strain for high purity aluminium and wrought 60671 alloy

IL~~*~**



VW1 rriatirials; wmten rrttiaiy te oi toir)n In V;,'.' V. ri. it, r 1. Aqvn, ir;ii tIlli C:1t 0? hi'

gjeneral1 there are two data Point'- plotted to r eachm V fII I~m >In;) I Ini,it mofeial ( F q 14 ), thf n iialnita d,
Condition ot thre materIall. 1e 2 for aninealed, ") for M cit tO' BE 'Wi led when the test wa, Irnitailly conm

tijenched and 2 for HT to 1 6 1These two daita points mi' inuri i'iso And agaithere ri. n irnr-x-
cover the range of data obtained If there is only ono inth Ill aii; the volme Increases,
data point plotted, this indicates that the range of datai
Y. as very narrow From a consideration of the dlata
there is no obvious trend withm reSpect to heat treat

it w~e nov consider the case. where the initial test A

was conducted in compression first, their the magi 7 1 ,

tude of the BE is- significantly increased If the BE strain
Is plote lig 11) thein the BE strain Increase from ~ ~
1 ), to 20, to Infinity I x,) for the 5 and 20 V". SiC
whim;6.on compos-itte In Fig 12 are piotted the BE stress,
.alte arnd the BE strain for tests initially conducted
icompresson As-, can be Seen, there IS somewhat11,

of a general increa se In the BE as the volume fraction
of SiC Increased 4

A s~~rseries of experiments were conducled withi
particulalte Si'C-Al composites Figure 13 is a plot of

Sa,.ult iC in 6061 Al miatrix for the case of initially
! n tension A-, the eslt were obtained for the

whisker material, there is no obvious increase in the-
EBaiscninjer strain with an Increase in volume fraction. -

of the2 partic-ulate Secondly, the Bauschmngor strain is ,

,it)oul the saime for the 210 V0
0 material as comparedi.

the wrought 6061 material and. as before, ithe Hi. Wl W 0 -z:
Bin. ,mnri;#r strain of the HP material is less tfhan that Fit; r 2 A plot of the Bauschinger stress factor vs voiUITIV

(nac(ion of whisker composite material arnd the Sauschfrngter
ftr,ri v', voiume fraction Also piotted are the value,

*~~~1) , tiimi ' >mgh purity aiuminrom and virought 6()6 1aiioi

PAR T KLi Arr.

~' TENiO FPST

Q~iUID N, OUE N('F

cUFN<U

04'

02'

0 5 20HP WR 0 v, 5V 2 OY.

Fig 13 A plot at the FBauscfnger strain vs volume fractro!?
Fig I t A plot ot thre Bauschinger strain vs volume fraction of particulate composite material These are lor tension first
of whisker composite of a 606 t a~oy matrnx for both tensiton. results Also plotted are the results obtained from high purrtv

first and Compression first testing aluminium arid wrought 606 1 alloy material

LA:--
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cof&I a.'-Fig 1 Thieoreticaa model actua' caste

i 3.2 Model

Bt, c-aOte2tC..t, m7Odol' d,.ve~pt'd wa.S based on

S.,;*?- md- l s ,hft incltion model MOr and his cc- -t
~~~~wcr .. r, ) 3'.- 411 ce nd,.d F fTholby's method to predict

c uh yeld stress in,) and work-hardening rate of

in nd shrt wh or composites Wakashma et als
i ;4

"  2 eatiended the; above a- jproach to predict c by

onis,,ri o the in stifaCh o the thermal expansion
ceOlK,. nts of the' matr, and whisker Folowing the x-,i (Figomueabo ve+ models,se Takaro and T"aya [43) have recentlyI I ,

co pu edthe st e sfield inand around ashort fiber - (C - # a FI- e p,

"-" in a shori-fiber composite where the whisker is . . "
anisofropiC both in stiffness and thermal expans5~on

Consider ar infinite body (Dl which contains0
~ellhpsoidal whiskers (ID) aligned along the xj-axis (Fig

15) This composite body D is subjected to the applied

stress field oCI The stiffness tensors of the matrix

( D-11) and fiber (Q) are denoted by Cll and d,kl

. respectively Following Eshelby. the transformation

strain 144] or egenstrain (451 is given in the fiber

domain Q2 as -yI . the strain due to the mismatch of the

thermal expansion coefficients and the uniform plastic

strain e, is prescribed in the matrix [391 As far as the

stress field is concerned, the model of Fig 16 is

equivalent to that of Fig 15 Thus, the present problem

is reduced to the inhomogeneous inclusions problem

(Fig 16) [45) The model of Fig 15 will be used not 0

only to predict the yield stress and work-hardening '
, rates, but also to compute the thermal residual i iel converlec from fig

" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i f , The eriuivalent incl1tiion modl( neldfo I

Stresses For the latter case. we will set ll ,i e.1

L % I * -' - -. :~ ~-



I) Fur(ther oeal f Itit, mio In vll lie purltreaw~ All 1ire rrltinodi;.c.. u.-

tluc here t th)at t tr)e B i e xis ts anid tha, it a c ui 1 r i! t;I o f I p r~

T it Ire o C eS model a s applied to tile £B E iredc ot s t firai i 1 iornal s~r ess will enlar,;e the Bf TI eswl ac 1 n v3th ore wvouldi he i diltfence in the inagnituc 0! B3E of ? 50 pni reduces the Baiis _cfrnige re fa1ctor t',

do;idinq orl th direction of initiail testing The mnodel 8 711, 30% and thle 13ausufringer Sirai cto. It,
Pe licts a Lagec~r BE if the samnple is initially tested in) 3bir,6 2 80c

conipression Also the niodel predrcI that the Jrealn aaj3 dvlpda nl ca
niagnitudeo h Esol nraewtrIcesn thoory which predicts, thatl there will he,- an averafep

voLurie fraction of reintforcement 3 here is an assump teusle? residual stress in a SiC Al coripos ite SanipIii
ton in the appl1ication of the Arsenault-Taya nmodel to The SiC has to be in) the tfoim of ali ;ed whiSker, r o
tire BE. that ;p astIc deformation does not significantly platele! If the SiC is spherical lhtnen th)ere is zero

r..~~~thc, elasltic residuail stress 3 te experimental average residual tensile stress If it is assumled thajt
', dence ch!iined in this investigation suggests that thre average tensile residual stress is not sigrrificantll,

Iti-i's a vald assumiplion reduced by plastic deformation then thre larger
Thoi prt_ ac ,ted ditferenice in the BE due to the Bauschinger effect for the case of an initial test in

d-eclion of the test is Simply due to !he average elastic compression followed by tension is explafned sirn;ply
r,--sdual tensile stress 3 le flo s stress in tension is as a result of the residual tensile stress
re duced clue to the average tensile residual stress The
c! t'-rence in BE due to the direction of the test is not ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
r,_loed to a dtfererrce ir dislocat ion configurations that

iaiy occur as a result of initially testing in tension cr ThreachwsupotdbteOfcefNvl
'op rsoanResearch Grant No N0014-85K0007
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ABSTRACT or small particle spacings a subgrain structure
existed with the subgrain diameter about

There have been several investigations of equal to the inter-particle spacing. However,
the elastic stresses and strains generated about for very large SiC particles (250 um) the
an inclusion, which has a coefficient of subgrain size is much smaller than the inter-
thermal expansion different from that of the particle spacing (Fig. 2).
matrix, as a result of heating or cooling. The dislocation generation mechanism
Also, there have been a few investigations proposed by Arsenault and Fisher to account
of the magnitude of the plastic strain and for this high dislocation density is based on
the plastic zone under the above conditions the large difference (10:1) between the
wherein the plastic deformation induced by coefficients of thermal expansion of alumi-
the difference between the thermal expansion num and SiC [2]. Therefore, when the
coefficients was treated in a continuum composite is cooled from the elevated
manner. Since individual dislocation motion temperatures of annealing or processing,
was not considered, the dislocation arrange- misfit strains which are sufficient to generate

i ment and densities cannot be specified by dislocations occur because of differential
the above-men tioned investigations. Therefore, thermal contraction at the AI-SiC inteface.
an in situ transmission electron microscopy Chawla and Metzger [31, in an elegant
investigation was undertaken of dislocation investigation of Cu-W composites using
generation at the inclusions due to the etch-pitting techniques, observed a high
differential thermal contraction. A simple dislocation density at the Cu-W interface
model based on prismatic punching was which decreased with increasing distance
deueloped to account for the relative dislo- from the interface. They observed that, if
cation density due to the differential thermal the volume fraction of tungsten was 15%,
contraction. the minimum dislocation density in the

matrix was 7 X lolm -2 , increasing to
4 X 1012 m -2 at the Cu-W interface and
concluded that the dislocations were caused

I INTRODUCTION by the difference (4:1) between the thermal
expansion coefficients of copper and

Arsenault and Fisher [1] proposed that tungsten. Recalling that the difference
the increased strength observed in Al-SiC between the thermal expansion coefficients
composites could be accounted for by a high of aluminum and silicon carbide is 10:1, i.e.
dislocation density in the aluminum matrix, more than twice as great as in the Cu-W sys-
as observed in transmission electron micros- tem, we would expect thermal stresses in
copy (TEM) samples taken from bulk Al-SiC to be certainly sufficient to generate
composite material annealed for as long as dislocations also in this composite.
12 h at 810 K (Fig. 1). In this investigation Other causes may also contribute to the
a representation of at least three Burgers high dislocation density observed in annealed
vectors was found in any given location. Al-SiC material. Specifically, dislocations
Also, it was observed that for intermediate are introduced into this material during the

(025-5416,f86/S3.50 © Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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Fig. 1. A micrograph from a TEM foil taken from a bulk sample with 20 vol.% SiC, which was annealed for 12 h
at 810 K and furnace cooled. The right-hand aide of the micrograph is an SiC particle and to the left is the matrix
material containing a high dislocation density.

rr in a composite with 250 Mm SiC particles in an aluminum alloy 1100 matrix about
F-ond subgrain boundary wls found some 2-7 pm from the SiC particle, which is

%"% %
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plastic deformation processes of manufacturing, Dvorak et al. [71 developed a new axi-
such as extrusion. During annealing, these symmetric plasticity theory of fiber con-
dislocations might not be annihilated but posites involving large thermal changes.
could be trapped by the SiC, resulting in a The long composite cylinder model was
high dislocation density even after annealing, adopted as a composite unit cell, and micro-

It is important to determine the origins stress distribution as well as yielding surfaces
of the high dislocation density in the com- were obtained for AI-W composites.
positk, since the strength of the composite Mehan [81 calculated residual strains in
is affected by that high density. If it is not an AI-a-A12 03 composite due to cooling
the above alternative process but it is indeed from the fabricating temperature. He con-
differential thermal ccntraction that is the sidered an idealized composite consisting of
cause of the dislocations, as Arsenault and a long sapphire cylinder surrounded by an
Fisher [1] have suggested, then the generation aluminum matrix, i.e. equivalent to the
of dislocations should be observed in com- long cylinder composite model used by
posite thin foil samples on cooling from Dvorak et al.
annealing temperatures in an in situ high None of the above models predicts the
voltage electron microscopy (HVEM) experi- local dislocation density or the average
ment. The present paper is the record of dislocation density. Correspondingly, as
such a test. they are not capable of predicting dislocation

In situ dynamic HVEM experiments have densities, then predictions of arrangements
certain advantages over other experimental of dislocations are certainly not possible
techniques. The major advantage is that from these theories.
direct observation of the alteration of a The purpose of this investigation of
microstructure by a dynamic process is temperature cycling samples in the high
possible while a deforming force, in this voltage electron microscope was to fill this
case a thermal stress, is operating. Operating gap in our knowledge and to determine
at higher voltages allows penetration of whether dislocation generation occurs at the
thicker samples so that surface effects are Al-SiC interface on cooling a composite

S minimized and bulk behavior is more closely from annealing temperatures. The subsequent
approximated. Also, a high voltage micro- theoretical analysis tests whether a simple
scope can better accommodate special stages model of dislocation generation during
required for in situ work because of the cooling based on prismatic punching can

" large pole piece region. account for the experimental results.
Previously, several theoretical investigations

had been undertaken to predict the magnitude
of the plastic strain in the plastic zone around
a particle, as follows: the relaxation of the 2. MATERIAL

misfit caused by the introduction of an over-
sized spherical particle into a spherical hole The Al-SiC composite with 20 vol.% SiC
in the matrix was analyzed by Lee et al. [4]. in aluminum alloy 6061 (together with an
Using the misfitting sphere model, they aluminum alloy 6061 sample with no SiC
calculated strains in the plastic zone that as a control sample) was purchased from
surround a hard sphere and also the plastic DWA (Chatsworth, CA); the SiC was of
zone radius, platelet morphology. The platelets are

, Hoffman [5] calculated the overall total 5-7 pm long and have an aspect ratio D/t,
" strains in a tungsten-fiber-reinforced 80Ni- where t is the thickness of the platelet and

20Cr matrix, using a thick wall, long cylinder D is the diameter, of 2-3. This composite
model and assuming that a hydrostatic is a powder metallurgy product supplied
stress state exists within each constituent. in the form of a plate. As a second control

Garmong [6], assuming uniformity of material, wrought aluminum alloy 1100
stresses and strains in the matrix, calculated in the form of a rod 12.5 mm in diameter
deformation parameters for a hypothetical was purchased from ALCOA (Aluminum
eutectic composite and reported values of Company of America) and tested in the
matrix plastic strains of the order of 0.4%. as-received condition.
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3. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXAMINATION While being observed in the microscope, the
PROCEDURE samples were heated to 800 K, held at that

ttemperature for 15 min and then cooled to
An ion-milling technique was required for ambient temperature. Subgrains exhibiting

the production of TEM samples on account dislocations in contrast were chosen for
-:. of the SiC in the aluminum matrix, observation. During heating and cooling,

The two types of composite, i.e. the thermal drift of the stage and thermal expan-
powder-compacted aluminum alloy 6061 sion and contraction of the sample caused
matrix with 20 vol.% SiC and the control the chosen subgrain to move. In order to
with no SiC, were machined into rods maintain the same subgrain in the field of
(12 mm in diameter and 4 cm long), annealed view at the same crystallographic orientation,
for 12 h at a solutionizing temperature of it was therefore necessary to translate
810 K and furnace cooled. After annealing, slightly and to tilt the specimen almost
slices of 0.76 mm thickness were cut by continuously. Since changing to selected
electric discharge machining at 80-100 V. area diffraction conditions during cycling

Deformation damage from electric discharge to monitor the orientation would have
machining is estimated to extend 0.20 mm resulted in loss of the chosen area from
beneath the surface [9, 10]. Therefore the the field of view, the orientation was
slices were fixed to a brass block with double- maintained constant by monitoring the
sided tape and surrounded by brass shims contrast of some specific microstructural
and then mechanically thinned on a rotating features such as a subgrain boundary or
water-flooded wheel covered with 400 and Al-SiC interface in the bright field mode.
then 600 grit paper to-remove the electric One thermal cycle required about 1 h,
discharge machining damage and to reduce and most of the samples were observed
the thickness of the slices to approximately throughout several thermal cycles. The
0.127 mm. Final thinning was carried out thickest regions of the sample penetrated

le using argon ion plasma bombardment, by the beam were chosen for observation,
operating at 6 kV, at an ion current of and at an operating voltage of 800 kV the
50 MA and a sample inclination of 150 to beam is known to penetrate aluminum

.-. the ion beam. For these operating parameters 0.8 pim thick (14].
the projected range or average distance that The dislocation density p was determined
the argon ion travels into the foil is only by a line intercept method adapted from
20 nm (11, 12]. As Dupuoy [131, who con- that of Hale and Henderson-Brown [15].
ducted an in situ ion thinning experiment A grid of lines is placed over the TEM
on iron and Al-Ag specimens using a 3 MV micrograph, and the intersections of dislo-

, microscope, showed, dislocation arrangements cation lines with the grid lines are counted.
and microstructures in Al-Ag and iron are The dislocation density p is given by
not altered by ion thinning, even though 2N
some point defects are introduced into the =

near-surface region of the sample by ion LT
bombardment. Therefore, it may be con- where N is the number of dislocation inter-
cluded that ion milling does not introduce sections with the grid lines, L is the length
or remove dislocations in the present TEM of the grid lines divided by the magnification

* - foils, either. and T is the thickness of the sample (in our
The aluminum alloy 1100 control samples case, 0.8 pm), while the length of the grid

were prepared from the as-received wrought lines was 0.58 m. Each reported dislocation
rod in the same manner as the Al-SiC com- density is an average value obtained from
posite samples, except that electropolishing three to ten micrographs.
was employed instead of ion thinning.

The thinned samples were observed in
the high voltage electron microscope operating 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
at 800 kV with a beam current of 2.3 pA.
A double-tilt side-entry furnace type of The discussion of the experimental results
heating stage was used to heat the specimens. pertains to the three materials tested:

12 L
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aluminum alloy 6061 with no SiC, aluminum
i. alloy 6061 with 20 vol.% SiC, and aluminum

alloy 1100 rod. In all cases, typical results
will be described. A total of 300 micrographs
were taken.

4. 1. The controls, aluminum alloy 6061
i with no SiC, and aluminum alloy 1100

The aluminum alloy 6061 control sample
. with no SiC had a large subgrain size

(approximately 5 pm) and a low dislocation
density (8 X 1012 m - 2 ) (Fig. 3(a)). A few of
the larger second-phase precipitate particles
(Mg 2 Si) were surrounded by dislocation

p tangles bowing out from the precipitate
interface (Fig. 3(b)). On heating, the dislo-
cations began to move in the sample,
migrating away from the particles. Similarly,
dislocations were also generated in other
areas of the subgrain and moved through
the matrix, occasionally being pinned by
precipitate particles. Eventually, at elevated
temperatures (670 K), all the dislocations Pr.
disappeared. Slip traces left behind when
the dislocations moved also disappeared at
temperatures close to 700 K, possibly Fig. 4. Wrought aluminum alloy 1100 control
because of surface diffusion. After the sample in the as-received condition. Before in situ
sample was held at 800 K for about 15 min, thermal cycling, this control sample with no SiC
it was cooled down again, had a high dislocation density. Like the aluminum

The image tended to be out of focus at alloy 6061 control, this sample has a large subgrain
high temperatures because of thermal drift size, and the dislocations present are often associated

of the stage. On cooling, dislocations with precipitates.
S reappeared at the large particle interfaces

at about 500 K. Sometimes these moved
faster than could be seen individually. The 4.2. 20vol.%SiC composites
dislocations formed tangles in the vicinity In the 20 vol.% SiC platelet samples
of the precipitate while most of the matrix (Fig. 6(a)), most of the dislocations dis-
did not accumulate any dislocations appeared on reaching 650 K (Fig. 6(b)) and
(Fig. 3(c)). Only a few dislocations were the dislocations reappeared on cooling
generated about the precipitates (Fig. 3(d)). (Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)). In the cases where

The aluminum alloy 1100 sample had a the Burgers vectors of the dislocations were
dislocation density initially of 4 X 1012 m - 2 , determined, it was found that in general
and a large subgrain size of 5 pm (Fig. 4). three different Burgers vectors could be
Relatively thick regions containing few found in a given location, on either side of
precipitates were chosen for observation, the platelet. However, certain aspects of
On heating, most of the dislocations had the microstructural alterations on cooling
disappeared by 673 K. At this temperature, were surprising in these platelet samples; in
the heating stage mechanism failed; therefore, the first cycle, the dislocations disappeared
the sample never reached 800 K, but heating and then reappeared on cooling, whereby
had been sufficient to remove the dislocations at least one (unusual) subgrain was observed
from the area under observation. The dislo- to be filled with slip traces. The area of that
cations in this area did not return on cooling, subgrain was chosen as the area of focus
except for a few which were connected to from then on and it was seen that the
precipitate particles (Fig. 5). parallel lines disappeared on heating. Then,
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% nin Table 1. When subgrains with slip lines

(out of which heavy dislocation losses

occurred) are disregarded, the densities are
higher in the 20 vol.% SiC composite samplesI than in the control samples, both before
and after in situ thermal cycling. However,

".. the dislocation densities listed are lower
limit densities since there was difficulty
in taking selected area diffraction patterns
of a given subgrain and then tilting to a
specific reflection, e.g. [420], and assuring
that the same orientation was maintained
throughout. Therefore the reported densities
could be as low as one-half to one-third of
the actual densities [16].

As expected, the distribution of the dislo-
cations within the samples was not uniform,
in that there was a higher density near the
SiC particles. Also, greater dislocation
generation was observed at larger SiC platelets
than at the smaller ones, and more dislo-
cations were generated at the ends of the
SiC platlets, where plastic strain during
cooling is greatest, than at the middle of the
platelet. Also, as already implied by the above
observations, in these composite samples

Fig. 5. The same areas in Fig. 4 after in situ thermal there was a significant number of dislocations
cycling. In the absence of SiC, few dislocations which escaped from the surface, leaving only
reappear in a thermally cycled sample; the few slip lines.
dislocations present are associated with second-phase As a consequence of all the dislocation
precipitate particles.

generation at the platelet surfaces, there is a
theoretical possibility of void formation at

on suibsequent cooling, packets of slip the Al-SiC interface. However, no voids
traces appeared to emanate from the SiC were observed in any of the samples.
plaxel!t. The slip traces formed in three
directions at angles of about 820 and 450
to each other and were associated with
newly generated dislocations. At deep slip 5. THEORETICAL MODEL
traces the dislocations causing them had
moved too quickly to be seen individually. A simple model based on prismatic
From those deep slip line traces the important punching was adopted with the following
conclusion can be drawn that some kind of assumptions.
dominant dislocation generator must have (1) Both SiC and aluminum were assumed
been responsible for the dislocation generation to be elastically isotropic (which they are
in specific locations. This effect is explained not) but the effect of anisotropy is small.
below through a simple theoretical model. (2) The resolved shear stress required to
After the third thermal cycle, many (rather move a dislocation is very small. (This is
than only isolated) subgrains were filled reasonable, for the dislocation motion occurs
with slip traces originating at the SiC platelet at relatively high temperatures and thus low
interface, frictional stresses.)

(3) The SiC reinforcement is assumed to
4.3. Dislocation densities be parallelepiped particles.

The dislocation densities of all samples (4) Prismatic punching is assumed to occur
before and after in situ annealing are shown equally on all faces of the particles.
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%t Itt\BLi 1 where .%T Is the differecle bot ,,. the

Dislocation density before and after thermal cycling previous anealing and test tern pw raturt
01 samples If we consider the dislocation ginrati,

, by prismatic punching, then the to tal

S lDislocation density (m - 2 ) number of dislocation loops iM%,, ho
expressed as

Before thermal After thermal
cycle cycle N =

A) alloy 6061- 2.0 x 1013 1.0 X 1013b b
20 vol.% SiC where N i is the number of prismatic loops
platelet 8.0 X 1012 punched in the ith direction, c is the misfitAl alloy 6061 8. 02 6.4 x 1012

control' strain, b is the length of the Burgers vector
Al alloy 1100 c  4.0 x 1012 5.3 x I1 U  and tij is the contribution of particle height

in the ith dimension in punching a dislo-
Bulk annealed for 12 h at 800 K. cation along the same direction. It is believed

bSubgrains without slip lines, that, by taking account of dislocation back
As-received wrought al . stress and dislocation interaction, ti can be

written in a general form

'2 t. = f ti,-- V, V* (2')

where k* and k are the bulk modulus of the
particle and the matrix respectively, v* and
zv are Poisson's ratio for the particle and the
matrix respectively, and tj is the actual
dimension in the ith dimension of the

t2 -particle.
Then the total length of the dislocation

loops punched out in the ith direction is
given by

2e
11 =- tii(t(2 + t13)

b

2E
12 = 2e t22(t2l + t23) (3)

7 t . _.._Punchedb

, -Osloc o ns 2
'/ 13 ---Tt 33 (t31 ±- t32 )

Fig. 7. A schematic diagram of the particle and b

several prismatic punched dislocations. i.e. in general symbols

2e
i= - tij6 ujtjk(1 - b,,) (3')

* . Let us consider a composite material
strengthened by parallelepiped particles of where 4u and &t, are the Kronecker deltas,
height t1 , width t2 and thickness t3 (Fig. 7) t u is the contribution of the particle height in
(17 ]. The misfit strain due to the difference the jth dimension in punching a dislocation
ACTE between the thermal coefficients of loop in the ith direction and the Einstein
expansion of aluminum and SiC is suffix notation is used here.

A ts In this work, further assumptions,

tj =simplifications, facts and parameters whichtf
are reasonable in terms of experimental

= ACTE X AT (1) results are introduced as follows.

- ]
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I) The back stress between dislocations A
uhc h are punched out was neglected. At t I - (7)~tIt 2 ta

any rate it is partly balanced by the image
"'f.re where n is the number of particles in unit

t 2) It is assumed that the misfit strain is volume and A is the volume fraction of

completely relaxed by the prismatic dislo- particles. Therefore from eqns. (6) and (7)

catlons, i.e. no elastic residual stress remains, the length of the dislocations generated by

(In fact it has been shown that there is a all particles will be

small elastic residual stress.) A
t3) Interaction stresses among different LL (1 +12±13) (8)

particles and those between punched dislo- tlt 2 t 3

cations from one particle with the dislocations and the dislocation density in the matrix

punched out by another platelet are is found to be
neglected.

The proceeding formulations can be LL

further simplified. On the assumption of P I - A
rigid expansion, all the misfit is relaxed,
i.e. there are no dislocation-dislocation and i o4A 14- 1 + 1 (9)
dislocation -particle interactions b(1 -A) t, t2  t 3

t, = ti (4) It should be noted here that the dislocation

Then density is proportional to the sum of the
inverse of ti.This means that for the same

E At =, volume fraction, in general, the smaller the
N = t, b b (i 1, 2, 3) (4') particle size the higher a dislocation density

will be produced (Fig. 8).
and it is also reasonable to assume that Let us consider the cases of composites

tij = tkj = t (5) with (i) rods ("whiskers") and (ii) with
platelets of aspect ratio R equal to 2 and

Therefore, eqn. (3) can be expanded in the of the same volume fraction. The dislocation
simple form densities for both cases are

2E 1OAe 1
11 = tl(t 2 

+ t 3 ) Pw - (10)
b b(1-A) t

2E

12 = - t 2 (tl + t 3 ) (5')
b .. , __________________

13 = b- t 3 (tl 
+ 

t 2 ) 60

which may also be directly extracted from 50

generated by one particle is

",,L 11l1" '

11I + 12 + 13(6 "

FWithout considering the dislocation back 10-

Sstresses and dislocation -particle interaction 01r, L ?

(as outlined before) the arrangement of the ,0... ,

dprens p nu oth iffeence betweentthe Fig. 8. Calculated dislocation density p due to
densty dueto he iffeenc beteenthe prismatic punching as a function of minimum

thermal expansion coefficients of aluminum particle thickness , for both rods ("whiskers")
i!and SiC. The number of particles in unit (- ... )and platelets (-) of the same volume fraction

volume is A, according to eqn. (9) (R = 2).



S-.E 1 experlvlelltally for the sinall-siz , t ic!,-
b 1 .) t (11) It is suspected that for larger-size :irtilch.,

the model correspondingly undere't
with t designating the smallest dinionsion, the density.
while p, and p, stand for the dislocation Although the actual dislocation dlc'irI tvdensities in the whisker and platelet COm- and arrangements were not obtain- i, i: :.'

posite respectively. It is readily seen that possible to calculate a lower bound ',alu, for
die theoretical dislocation density due to the strength increase due to the dislo,:.::ori>
prismatic punching is higher in a whisker formed through thermal strains.
composite than in a platelet composite of For the strengthening due to ti, lt ' ,
the same volume fraction. Figure 8 shows of dislocations generated by the diff, ,,t~d
the calculated values according to eqn. (9) thermal contraction, the following 'q ' .IM .o
for whisker and platelets with an aspect may be used:
ratio of 2, the latter as for the samples .=
studied,

In general, the dislocation density p due where Ac is the increase in tensile strngh,
to punching can be written as u is the shear modulus of the matrix and a 's

= _BAc 1 a geometric constant. Hansen [18] obtained.
p(12) an a value of 1.25 for aluminum, which we

b(1 - A) t shall use.

- where B is a geometric constant which is Now, when eqn. (12) is substituted into
. theoretically between 4 (for one dimension eqn. (13), the following is obtained:

very small compared with the other two) -L B -
and 12 (for equiaxed particles)Band t is the A(=14)b(A

smallest dimension of the particle as before. -A b Dkt) (14)

It should be noted also that empirically there Equation (14) yields the Au values plotted
exists an upper limit to the dislocation uersus the platelet diameter in Fig. 9.
density of about 1016 m - 2 . This would Admittedly, these data are associated with
correspond to a minimum dimension of some uncertainty. In particular, experi-
the particles of 0.01 Mm. mentally it is much easier to measure the

The dislocations produced as a result of platelet diameter, and it is for this reason
punching in accordance with Fig. 7 have one
set of Burgers vector of a single type along
each side (i.e. at a given location) whereas "
experimentally three different groups of slip
traces, each of which represents one type
of Burgers vector, are generally observed.
Thus, ideally punched dislocations seem

unlikely to lead to the formation of subgrain
boundaries. As such, they represent a high .

energy configuration. Therefore, additional
dislocations may be generated to assist the oo

production of the low energy dislocation
configuration of subgrain boundaries. These
are in fact observed in bulk samples (Fig. 2) 0,of , ,oO 250

but not in in situ thermally cycled TEM foils. o 2' 0 2

In the course of the dislocation rearrange- Fig. 9. The calculated increase in tensile strength of
ments leading to subboundaries, additional the composite over that of the matrix material on
dislocations may be formed, but more account of the dislocations due to the differential
probably there is a net decrease in dislocation thermal contraction of aluminum and SiC and given
density p due to mutual dislocation annihi- by AO = oc -- Oym where Oyc is the yield stress ofthe composite and oy m is the yield stress of the
lation. Yet the density of dislocations matrix on the basis of eqn. (14) using B = 8, A 0.2,
produced as a result of this punching model M = 26 x 103 MPa, b = 2.86 x 10 -10 m, R = Dit = 2,
is a factor of 2 or 3 lower than that observed and R = 2:*, experimental point.
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that It was chosen In the evaluation and not and shape of the SiC particles. The intensity
the minimum dimension. of generation is lowest for small, nearly

Yet, the &spect ratio miust he known in spherical particles. As the particle size
order to find B which is similarly not well increases, i.e. from 1 to 5 pi, the intensity
known. of generation increases significantly. Also

As can be seen in Fig. 9, there is a the intensity is much greater at the comers
significant decrease in the predicted strength- of a particle. This accounts for the observed
ening with increasing platelet size. This is to strong slip traces. The increased number of
be expected, however, also on account of dislocations generated per particle as the
particle strengthening independent of the size increases is predicted by the theoretical
differential thermal contraction effect. model (eqn. (4')); also at a constant volume
Included in Fig. 9 are two experimental fraction the average dislocation density
data points for the SiC particles 0.5 pm in decreases as the particle size increases
diameter and 250 pm in diameter in an (eqn. (9)).
aluminum alloy 1100 matrix [19]. It seems, The control samples were invaluable in
then, that a significant portion of but not determining the fact that the dislocations
all the strengthening due to the SiC particles generated on cooling were not artifacts due
may be ascribed to the differential thermal to the effects of electron irradiation. In the
contraction effect. The effect of a reduced aluminum alloy 6061 control sample with
subgrain size due to SiC particles probably no SiC, only a few dislocations were
also contributes to the strengthening. generated at a few large precipitates.

Similarly, the aluminum alloy 1100 control
6. DISCUSSION samples were also exposed to the high energy

electron beam, and yet substantial formation
The presence of SiC particles of platelet of dislocations did not occur (Fig. 3). Also,

morphology in an aluminum metal matrix experimentally and in agreement with theory,
composite resulted in the generation of dislo- the intensity of dislocation generaton can be
cations at the Al-SiC interface when the correlated with the size, volume fraction and
composite was cooled from the annealing shape of the SiC or second-phase precipitate
temperature. In general, the high density of particles present, proving that the particles
dislocations originally present in the com- and not the electrons in the beam caused
posite samples disappeared at 500-650 K the dislocations to be generated. It should alsoP and then reappeared on cooling at densities be pointed out that slip line generation about
close to the high densities originally observed an SiC cylinder in an aluminum disk due to
in the annealed specimens. In contrast, thermal cycling has been demonstrated by
dislocations were not generated to the same Flom and Arsenault [20].
extent in either of the control samples Because of the difficulty associated with
during cooling. tilting a very-fine-subgrain material to the

However, there are specific differences various di ?racting conditions required to
between the in situ cooled TEM foils and the image all the dislocations in the subgrain, the
TEM foils taken from a bulk sample. The reported densities could be one-third to
dislocations within the bulk foil are generally one-half of the actual number. Moreover,

* in very tangled arrangements (Fig. 1), whereas many dislocations escape from the foil
in the in situ cooled foil the dislocations are surfaces. Although more rigorous tilting
much more uniformly arranged. The reason would give more precise values, a good idea
is that, in in situ cooled foils, dislocations are of the relative densities in the samples can
lost out of the free surfaces and that, be obtained by imaging dislocations in many
secondly, buckling of the foil occurs which subgrains for each material and assuming
accommodates some of the strain field due that the value will be systematically low for
to the differential thermal contraction. In all the samples.
the in sit, foils, generation of subgrain The net result of considering all the experi-
boundaries was not observed. mental factors which may influence the

The intensity of dislocation generation experimentally determined dislocation
at the Al-SiC interface is related to size densities after a thermal cycle is (1) that the
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can b' readily attributed ito the d Iff,'I0it I. \Iogecl uig of ttI I I nivtr ity of MaryIaId for

thermal contraction of the aluminum and t :uice with tic exf) men t-l. ffec t ive
SIC and (2) that the observed densities are liaison with Dr. Steve Fishman of the ()fficc.
lower than the densities wiich would be of Naval lRes :irch in Arlington, VA, has
observed if bulk samples could b, examined bet n very helpful to the project. The auth or>
and if diffracting conditions were controlled wish to express special acknowledgment to
to image all dislocations. Professor I). Kuhlnann-Wilsdorf for her
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Deformation of SiC/A! Composites
______________________ . F lomn 1ii1l R. Ar senault

INTRODUCTION

l)i , oitainuoubl reinfo rced mietal matrix coiiipoitc> Ipe~n r i oup of Auih ..r'. Note IL,.t.r
nia"e1-ials that combine thle strength anid liardles, tit thle reinfoircing: phase oI N.-'.i -- ~t -A. r*...N.N

wNith thle ductility anid toughness, of" the matri\. Powdker nitalg timl
akl urn nlu in al Iov.s reinforced with SiC tin part icu late. platelet, or whisker Thiis airticle reiien s .:o :s
'o rm arte receiving a great deal of attention from researcher-, andi enginellers plostic (b'/orrnatiou oif AIS 'Cit iooi;,
'Fle interest in Al 'SiC composites is related to: their high elastic modulus, usc, lio1 it/i an emp/ici;Si on str engthcrlI i,
high strenigth, anid light weight 14 (See Table 1) the abi lity to economically mnechian isms, thre role 01 c-oel icwn t (0
produce SiC whiskers, platelets, and particulates5' tiea'i- to use hra xaso TI h oeo

standard Shaping methods- such as forging, rollhug, extrusion, etc..' and pairticle-inatrLx interfces WI'AII and the
maclh less, dependence of the engineering properties, onl directions. than with fracture process, There is a tremnendoius

- continuous composites.3,41 potential for structural applicotions of
D~espite all these advantages, Al SiC composites, to our knowledge, have SiCIAI composites. I1ou-cuer, a comnplete

no~t be~en used in critical areas such as the manufacture of aircraft frames understanding of the muechanismis of
1 he ma1in obstacles to using Al SiC comiposites In aerospace technology are strengthenring and fracture liace riot vet

* lo dut ilitv aiid fracture toughness. been obtained. Therefore, con tin ued de-
toailed fu ndanmen tal ir1ive. tiga tioris aore

STRENGTHENING PHENOMENA required.

lh., experimeiital results of a number of inv estigations provide quite
high alosfor the NIield Strength (Y,. anid ultimate streng-th (jt of Al/SiC
discoiitinuous composites iTable Il Predicted or calculated values of (Tut,.

bedon a classical continuuni mechanics model of a composite material,
by ), a factor of four lower than that determined from the experiment .2

This discrepancy, becomes even miore significant in light of the fact that
as-sumnptions that are made in the continuum mechanics approach (i.e.,
perfect alignment of the whiskers or platelets and a void-free matrix7 ) do
ri ot represent the situation in the real Al/SiC composite. Experimental
o)bservations show, however, that there are a significant number o' voids
present in the matrix and the alignment of the whiskers andlior platelets is

* far from perfect.2 .3 A modified continuum mechanics approach has been
* proposed for theoretical prediction of cr,,t. and u~

8 This approach takes into
account the tensile load transfer from the matrix to the whisker and/or
particulate ends. An assumption is made that the presence of SiC does not

* affect matrix behavior and one can use properties of the matrix and the
concept of the load transfer to predict the strength of the composite.
Whisker and particulate 6061 Al/SiC composites had calculated yield
streng-th values of about 500 MIPa and 450 MlPa, respectively and observed

* yield strength values of about 450 MPa and 420 MPa, respectively. 8

* However, there are several assumptions in this formulation which are not
valid.9

Table 1. Mechanical Properties of SiC/Al Composites

Ultimate
* Composite Volume Yield Tensile Elastic Ductility Fracture
* and Heat Fraction Strength, Strength, Modulus, - A. % Elong. Toughness,
* Treatment of sic, % MPa MPa GPa AF P KIC MPa Vmn Source

SiCp/6061 20 400-356 434-428 108 4.9 1.5 (2),Q()
T6 (27)

SiCp/6061 25 345 410 99 4.4 15.8 (4), (28)
T6

SiC,..6061 20 470-321 607-423 106-103 5.4 3-2.2 22-4 (2), (3)
*T6 (4), (27)

V StCp/2024 30 405 456 118 .8 (3), (27)
L T6

SiC,12024 20 524-455 117-97 1-2 (1)
T4

SiCp/7075 30 392 439 119 .9 (3), (27)
T6

SaC-7075 20 407 .519 101 35 (3, l 2 7
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~h e B a ,.o:ntric ,,,rista tit %% h \i > tI I i: it,, t c il, A,,tt. , I,
\ h kcI . and 12 for equ ixed particles. A i ti voluIe tIact[II ot p~irtIc >. 92

h, t gt,. l .Ih of liurger's vector. 1 tht sii tle-Ct dllll noil of p articl.
A I ,ir d ' i th n tIst tr traat due to dIhrc :cc in ('TF'. io

Fxpres~it2 Implies that for the same volume fractioli, .ltitlher partclv>/
\IIpi roduco higher dislocation densities Figure 2)i

S"',_.ral IIv(.,Stlatiols %ere conducted to eval uate the residual thernial
,ztresses in the Al SiC comiposite. An x-ray diflraction techinique was used.

AI or experi nental evaluation of the residual stresses. It was found that the
I *"- residual Stress st-te in the conposite was tenisile, ranging from 34.5 MI)a

., "" to 407 NIPa (Table II). Theoretical analysis of thermal stresses was based
on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion model. Ellipsoidal aligned whiskers in"q the infinite hody were considered and mechanical properties of annealed
6061 Al matrix and SIC whisker with the aspect ratio L'd - 1.8 (leng-th-to-
diameter ratio) were used for the calculations. Resultant stress distribution
is shown in Figure 3 In addition, the difference in the yield strength A, ! '-
between tension and compression resulting from the thermal residual ,,.\ -

* tresses was determ-ined exoerimenually anid calculated theoretically using
the previously cited model. Very good agreement was obtained between the
experimental and theoretical results l ; (Figure 4).

It should be mentioned that there are some negative aspects to the _.
difference in CTE between SiC and Al. Degradation of the yield and
ultimate strengrth was reported as a result of thermal cycling of 2124
AI'SiC composite Prolonged exposures of SiC/Al to elevated temperatures,
however, showed no apparent effect on the composite's mechanical proper-
ties at room temperature.

t  I

SiC/Al INTERFACES Figure 3. Schematic distribution of lie ste
in the matrix and the reinforcement duo to

"_ It is probably not an exaggeration to say that the interfaces play" the the difference in thermal coefficient of exan-
. most important role in the behavior of a composite. The interface is a sion between the SIC and A

necessary link between the matrix and the reinforcement to accomplish the
load transfer as well as a site of dislocation generation during thermal
changes and/or plastic deformation.

Previously, the importance of a strong particle-matrix bond was empha-
sized by a number of investigators. It was shown that strengthening of the
two-phase alloys was possible only in the case of the strong PMI.19 Also,

. "- strong PMI prevents or delays the onset, in an internal necking mechanism,
of the ductile fracture process.20 In general, the bond between SiC and Al
is quite strong in SiC/Al composites.t 3 .21 Direct experimental measure-
ments of the bond strength have not been reported in the literature.
Indirect measurements of SiC/Al interfacial strength, based on Neuber's
theory of notches, provided values on the order of 1600 MPa.2 2 The fact
that the obtained value is quite high supports qualitative observations
made by various investigators.

*, '.. A recent study of SiC/2124 Al composite using high resolution electron o .,
microscopy showed that the Al-SiC interface regions consist of numerous Y L

small precipitates of MgO, CuMgAl 2, CuAI2 and some A1 20 phases ranging I MPO 0 Exp MATRIX 6061

in size from 10 nm to 100 nm.23 No voids were observed at the whisker- Theory

matrix interfaces, indicating the presence of a "perfect" bonding. The
-:, structure of the interfaces, however, was found to be rather complicated

and not a planar Al-SiC interface. 23 This observation does not speak in 10e
favor of the classical load transfer-type strengthening theories developed
for composites.

7

Another interesting phenomenon associated with SiC-Al interfaces was
recently reported in the course of fracture surface analysis performed with
a scanning Auger electron microscope. 24 Both SiC/6061 Al ano SiC./2124
Al materials were fractured in-situ and composition analyses were performed
on individual whiskers exposed on the surface (Figure 5). In most cases, Si 50
or C could not be detected on the whiskers. Detection of Si and C was
possible only after considerable ion sputtering. This means that "pulled
out" whiskers are coated with an Al layer which is the indication of a
good SiC/Al bond. Also, an anomalous diffusion of Al into SiC was ob-
served (Figure 6).

f FRACTURE a I - -
0 01 02 v.

Ductility and fracture toughness of SiC/Al composites are quite low
(Table 1) and require an intensive study to reach a compromise between Figure 4. The difference in yield stress be

two extremes a very strong and brittle composite versus a weak and tween compression and tension as a function
ductile composite As of now, this compromise has not been reached of volume percent sihcor, carbide whis.er
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AIn~ o i .. :!,I I aI it.iie lisil of AI SI(' 't irtl inz

on t h h wn lwo l nahie1 one it) ostlnit,- the stress

unent 1~ dxtl I,- ) t P11,j I' Cit. cae ol isat
I Iinth Alji I ,I ixc thi- t h the trengt of th thermoicliac-

l~l.treated, 6061 AI .,II ii, eii hirlh as 400) ML'all It' this value is,
1"01i trcalculaLIOn' Ot' ' ! tleijtICl strength of the Compp~site, tiaen

cik-cul ated (1w, agmes k vk.: %it h expeiiineital results. The(- increase of thc
0 vslocation (iniitv In Al riittx in the Al SiC composite was attributed to

L the relax\atien of' the linisft stri;.ii hietween SiC particles and the miat, i\
This Illistit strin11 ari ,ssH' the diflerence bietweeni CTL of SiC and tha~t
i)t AI owi ahiut a flctor of I()) inl cwhngIil, down from the annealing or
processing tempelhratureV

Transmtissioni electron tinicroscopy (TEtI ) investigations of these compos-
ite materials do indeed rx veal a hivgl dislocation densitv (101iii cmi-) anid
smaill suhgrain size (1.0-2 5 ;k!in0 The -~lwn xrsion x; proposed

- ~no ir tilte ultimate strtlw

JT~, Ti,,.. IiT,g 0,11. -(COMp -(T15 1

qwhere (Ti~ is tire ter-iiI dote to di> Inca ion density increase; 0,, is thre i ncreas,
in streng th due to subIrat it houndaries; (T.1 is the increase due to wor-'
hardening; o-co is the increase due to continuum mechanics strenigthienim'.
and finally ('Ia i thre increase, in the strength due to the heat treat ment,,
The evaluation (if these terms res ults in a value of about 630 MI'a foro
whereas the experimenitil value is about 640 MIPa.

ROLE OF CTE

In the course of study 'ing plastic deformation of two-phase alloys, It x
*Table 11. The Thermal Residual Stresses observed that second phase particles can act as a dislocation source
* (Tensile) as Measured by X-ray Detraction material is cooled from an elevated temperature or is deformed !'I lP--,

Techniques observations of the local plastic deformation around SiC particle- in :
Transverse U.,ngitudinal composites subjected to the thermal cycle showed that thein

Slaterial N11'a N11a plastically deformed zone around the particle is -~ 1 .5 1ar.,
0 V1Whiker 0 00,0Interestingly, plastic deformation, i.e., formations of the sOi I,

IC~ iskr 0 the SiC particle, was also observed on heating fromr>...
60f61 Mtatrix SuL-equent in-situ high voltage TENI investigation- or A

5 %\,, Whiske.r 407 34.5 showed dislocation generation on heating,i12 whJichl
sic observation of the slip bands. A simple model, basedi , a
)60611 Matrx (Figurc 1), was developed to account for the rela' a-

20 V% Whiskir 22 5. due to the difference in CTEY
sic Dislocation density in the miatrix was fonrid a
6061 Mtatrix fhA~ I

Wrought 00 0,0 -Ai.1..
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I- (a) x1000

Figure 7. Large interrnetalc inclusion ("fish
- eyes .) (a). cluster of whiskers (b), and (b 00(c) X 5000

individual SiC particles (c) as an acting ()x80
*, fracture initialing sites.

Generally, observations of the fracture surface of SiC/Al composites do not
reveal the presence of SiC particulates anidor whiskers in the quantities
corresponding to their volume fraction. 1.2 1.23 Of specific interest are the
following features:25

, There appear to be fracture initiation sites.
- Fracture has a macroscopically brittle characteristic, but on the microscale,

it is ductile, i.e., has a dimple morphology.
P". - There is no indication of fracture of SiC (if SiC is less than 10 I.±m in size).

- Some secondary cracking takes place (cracks are formed perpendicular to
the fracture surfaces).
The fracture process is very localized and occurs without warning, i.e.,

no apparent necking is observed.
It seems that the following fracture initiation sites can be identified: the

large intermetallic (Fe, Cr) 3 SiAl 2 inclusions termed "fish eyes;" clusters
Figure 5. A SEM micrograph taken in the of SIC whiskers or particulates; and voids initiated at the SiC whiskers or
Auger microprobe of the fracture surface of a particulates (Figure 7).
whisker SiC/Al composite. It is generally accepted that a ductile fracture in the presence of second-

phase particles occurs by nucleation of voids at the particles; growth of
Al trace Si trace these voids; and their linkage which manifests the actual physical

separation. The extent of the void growth determines the ductility of the
material. If this stage is very limited, then material behaves in a brittle
manner. In SiC/Al composites, the void growth stage is very limited. This
can be seen from the dimple sizes (3-5 tI.m) observed on the fracture surfaces.
Void growth almost stops when the volume fraction of the SiC particulates
or whiskers approaches 20%.25

At present, an effort is under way to give a quantitative description of
the fracture process in a SiC/Al composite using 1100 Al alloy matrix. 26

Commercially pure Al alloy has been chosen to minimize the influence of
various inclusions present in conventional matrix material.
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Introduction

As the usage of Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) is becoming more popular, a body of
li-terature is being developed on the mechanical properties of these composites. Among various
composites, short fiber composites are attractive, owing to their ease and modest cost of
fabrication, and experimental data on their mechanical properties are now reasonably well
documentated. Among the mechanical properties, the properties related to the stress-strain
curve of a short whisker composite, i.e., stiffness, yield stress, work-hardening rate and
strength (fracture stress) are considered to be the most basic data. Two types of analytical
models seem to have been used extensively, the shear lag type and the Eshelby type models. The
former model which was originally developed by Cox (1) is simple and has been used for
prediction of stiffness (2), yield stress (3), strength and creep strain-rate (4). In the case
of continuous whisker composite, a shear lag type model was also applied to prediction of load
concentration factor successfully (5). However, it is known that the properties predicted by
the shear lag type model will become a crude approximation when the aspect ratio of the short
fiber (E/d) is small or the short fibers are misoriented. Nardone and Prewo (3) have recently
proposed a variation of the shear lag type model to obtain a larger estimated tensile yield
stress of a short whisker MMC with smaller values of L/d.

On the other hand, in the Eshelby type model, the short whisker is assumed to be a prolate
ellipsoidal inhomogeneity. The analytical model to predict the thermal and mechanical proper-
ties of a composite was first developed by Eshelby who considered a single ellipsoidal inclusion
or inhomogeneity embedded in an infinite elastic body (6), thus it is valid only for a small
volume fraction of fiber Vf. Mori and Tanaka (7) modified the original Eshelby model for a
finite volume fraction of inclusions or inhomogeneities. The thermal and mechanical properties
that can be predicted by the modified Eshelby type models are stiffness (8), yield stress and
work-hardening rate (9-11), thermal expansion (12,13), and thermal conductivity (14). The
Eshelby type model has also been used to predict the thermal residual ;tress in a composite
(10,13,15). The detailed summary of the Eshelby type models is given in a book by Mura (16).

In this short paper, we attempt to compare the above two models with the aim of investi-
gating their advantages and limitations. To this end, we focus on the stiffness (Ec) and yield
stress (a ) of a short whisker MMC. First we review briefly the important assumptions used in

£ the model cand also the final formula to predict the above properties of an aligned short fiber
MMC in Section I. Then a comparison between the values predicted by the models and the exist-
ing experimental data is made in Section III. Finally concluding remarks on the models are
given in Section IV.

Models

S1. Shear Lag Type Model

The original shear lag model, developed by Cox (1), with its detailed derivation of the

• Permanent address: Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Washington, Seattle, WA.
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stiffness (2) and yield stress (2) has already been discussed elsewhere. Thus It is omitted

here. The standard shear lag model that has often been used for an aligned short fiber compos-
ite system is shown in Fig. 1(a) where short fibers of the same size are assumed to be distri-
buted in the matrix in a hexagonal array. The repeated cell (unit cell) is identified as in
Fig. l(b) which is used for the detailed derivation. The most important assumption in the shear

lag type model is that load transfer occurs between a short whisker and matrix by'means of shear
stresses at the matrix-whisker interface. In the original shear lag model (1,2) the load trans-

IE fer by the normal stress at the whisker ends and side surfaces was ignored. Nardone and Prewo

(3) recently suggested that the load transfer at the fiber ends should be accounted for in pre-

dicting the yield stress, but still ignored the normal load at the side surface of fiber for the

case of t/d values. Below, we list the final formulae based on the shear lag type model to

predict the stiffness (1,2) and the end result of a derivation of the tensile yield stress,

including normal stresses on the end of the fiber of a short fiber composite. For the
stiffness,

' wt anh x

E /E - (
I - ) + Vw(Ew/Em)(1 - -)

cm x(1)

x (E/d){(l + vm)(E w/E)1nVw 
1/2 -1/2

For the yield stress,

yc /aym = 0.5 V w(2 + t/d) + (1 - V ) (2)

where Em , E and E are Young's moduli of the matrix, whisker and composite, respectively, Vw is
the volume Yraction of whiskers, a and o are the yield stresses of the matrix and composite,

respectively, and L/d is the whiskr aspec cracio.

In the shear lag model of Fig. 1, there exists an uncertainty regarding the relation
between L/d and L/D which is usually found from observations of SEM photos. In deriving Eq.
(1), we have used the same assumption as Kelly and Street (4), i.e., L - t. This assumption

would certainly induce errors in the analysis for the case of smaller whisker aspect ratios.

2. Esheiby Type Miodel

The original Eshelby model (6) is
based on the assumption that an ellipsoi-

r - ----------- dal inclusion with uniform non-elastic

P 77] , 77777=strain (eigenstrain) e* is embedded in an
L---------- -J infinite elastic body. Eshelby (6) deriv-

I~ ed the formula to compute the stress field
induced in and around an inclusion and

also the associated strain energy of this

system. Mori and Tanaka (7) modified the
(O) original Eshelby model to account for the

interaction between inclusions. If we
apply the modified Eshelby model to pre-
diction of the stiffness of an aligned
short fiber composite (Fig. 2), we must
first solve for unknown elgenstrain e* in

-_ . a representative fiber domain (fl) by using
the following equations (8,11,13,16):

L 
0 

+  
Z - w " (w

+  +

" " (eO + e + e - e*) (3)¢b) i -0-

FIG. I e - S • e* (4)

Shear lag model for an aligned short fiber
.- composite (a), and its unit cell (b). a0 C (5)

where a and e are the uniform stress and strain field, respectively, a and e are the stress

and strain di,?ributed by the existence of a short fiber, e is the average disturbance of strain

V %

'I&
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in the matrix, e* is the unknown eigen-
o'O strain with a non-zero value of S1 (e* is

zero otherwise), C and C are the stiff-
ness tensors of the matrix and fiber, re-
spectively, and S is Eshelby's tensor,

which is a function of the matrix

d _Poisson's ratio and the whisker aspect
ratio. Then, the following equation for
equivalency in strain energy is used to

X2 obtain the stiffness of the composite
(16):r X1 I -I I I7ao.' c a0- 00- eo0+- 7Vwo 0 . e *

c a 20f (6)

where C is the stiffness tensor of the

compos1Te. By applying various far field
stresses GO, we can compute the various
stiffnes s s o f t he composite (up to five
in the case of Fig. 2). For example, in

te case of h (0, 0,o, 0, 0, 0), the
Young s modulus along the fiber axis (x 3 -

(To axis in Fig. 2) Ec can be obtained as,

/E - 1/(1 + V (E /o )e* ) (7)
c m w m 0 33

FIG. 2 where e* is to be computed from Eqs. (3)-
Eshelby type model for aligned short (5) and 

3
he results are expressed in term

fiber composites. of co(o /E ) and co is some numerical

value.

The above formulation (Eqs. (3)-(5)) can also be applied to the computation of the yield
stress if one replaces e by e - e in Eq. (3), where e is the uniform plastic strain in the
matrix (9-11). When the thermal ?esidual stress is agounted for in the model to predict the
yield stress (10,11), one must replace e by e - e - a* in Eq. (3) where a* is the mismatch
strain caused by the difference in coefficients f thermal expansion (CTEZ) between the fiber
and the matrix. The yield stress of the composite can then be obtained by using the follcwing
energy balance equation:

6U 6 - Q (8)

where 6U is the change in the total potential energy arising from the change in the plastic
strain in the matrix, and 6Q is the plastic work done in the matrix. The eigenstrain e* that is
determined as described above is used to evaluate 6U and 6Q. The formula to predict tTe yield
stress is finally reduced to (17):

yc I ym + c 2 
p

where c1 is a non-dimensional parameter (the yield stress raiser), c2 is the work-hardening rate
and ep Is the plastic strain in the matrix along the fiber axis.

Numerical Results and Discussion

In order to compare these models, we have computed the stiffness (Ec) and the yield stress
(o ) of an aligned short whisker HlC by using Eqs. (1) and (2) (shear lag type model) and Eqs.(75cand (9) (Eshelby type model). The target short whisker PQCs are spherical SiC (SiC,) and

SIC whiskers (SiCw)/1100 Al matrix composites (18). The numerical results of Ec/E m based on the
shear lag type and Eshelby type models are plotted as dashed and solid curves, respectively, as
a function of whisker aspect ratio Lid in Fig. 3. The experimental results (18) are also
plotted as a circles in Fig. 3. The material constants used in this calculation are given in
Table I. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the stiffnesses predicted by the shear lag type model
are always less than those predicted by the Eshelby type model and that the shear lag model is a
rather crude approximation for smaller L/d. A comparison with the experimental results reveals

4V

wI

:s~
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that the Eshelby type model gives a better prtedictiol.

TABLE I.
Material data used to predict Kc and o

Material Unit Al 1100 SiC Whisker zo

Constants (Al 6061-T6)

E GPa 74. 483. 0

V I. 0.33 o.17 17

a i0-6/C 23.6 4.3 /CS#ILOY rYP ML 181
-... - SHEAR-LA&G T YPE MOO[ L i ? J

a MPa 35.2 -- o / 0 xPERA,-NTAL RES.TS ,,81
y (357)

V 1. -- 0.2 a Z
fI'

It was assumed in the above models that short FIG. 3
whiskers of the same size are aligned in a certain The ratio of modulus of the comp-.te
direction. However, in actual short whisker composites, to modulus of the matrix versu
some (sometimes most) of the short whiskers are mis- length to diameter ratio of tib, .
oriented and also the length of short whiskers varies
because of the processing. The effect of the misorientatLon and variable whisker aspect rat i.
of short whiskers on the stiffness of the composite has recently been studied by Takao and 'ii.
co-workers (19,20), who concluded that the use of the mean value of 1/d can give rise to
reasonably good prediction of the stiffness unless the distribution of variable whisker asp.ct
ratio is too widely scattered (20) and that the width (S) of the distribution of fiber mis-
orientation angle (0) about the x3 -axis (Fig. 2) has a strong effect on E for 8 10 degree
(19). Thus, more accurate data on the distribution of L/d and 9 is needed to better pred(ir the
stiffness and other properties. The modified Eshelby model that we have developed to predict

the thermal and mechanical properties of composites (19,20) can accommodate such detailed

information. This is another advantage of the Eshelby type model in comparison to the sheir lag
type model.

Next we have computed the values of o /a based on Eqs. (2) and (9), the results of which

are plotted as dashed and solid curves, re'ecklvely in Fig. 4, where the closed circles denote
the experimental results for a specfic SiCw/Al 6061-T6 composite (3) and the predicted values
based on the modified Eshelby model, with residual stress accounted for, are plotted as a dish-
dot curve. All predictions are plotted as a function of E/d. In the range of small 1/d the
Eshelby type model gives an accurate prediction, particularly at t/d - 1, while the shear lag
model gives an underestimate. However, at larger E/d's, both models predict basically the same
order of composite tensile yield stress. In the same figure, our recent results for various
SiCw/Al composite systems are also plotted as open symbols. Though the Eshelby type model gives
reasonable predictions for the case of the T6-treated composite (e), the stress prediction of
both models is low compared to the expertmental results fur most of the data (o,o , r3 and 6).
The poorest prediction occurs for the case of an annealed 1100 aluminum composite (o).

The experimental a and a correspond to the stress at 0.2% offset, and a is for a 0 Vt
material produced in th csame mner as the composite. The reason that both of Rese models are
not capable of predicting the observed strengthening, is that these models assume that the

matrix has the same strength as it has in the non-reinforced condition. In other words, these
models assume that the addition of SiC does not change the strength of the matrix. It has been
clearly shown that the dislocation density in the SiC/AI composites is much high r than in the
non-reinforced Al (21,24).

If the absolute magnitude of the increase a compared to a is considered, then the
apparent differences caused by the virious matriP alloys is muchYTess. The data shown in Table
II indicates that &a (Aa 'Xo a V% - a ) is relatively independent of the composite matrix

- except for the T6-heat treat c
2

as
2

e.. YTeV2ack of a difference in 4a occurs because the thersal
. stress developed ,opon cooling is very large compared to the yield stress of the matrix In the

annealed condition. The dislocations are generated in the initial cool down whether the saoIple
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is furnace cooled or quenched prior to aging. Therefore, the increased density of dislocation
generated is for all practical purposes independent of the matrix.

Since the observed increase in the experimental o is much greater than is predicted by
the shear lag type model or the Eshelby type model, th Cincrease in a must be caused by the
increased dislocation density in the composite matrix. This increaseYin dislocation density is
the result of relaxation of a portion of the stresses developed upon cooling of the composite.
The stresses arise from the differences in coefficients of thermal expansion between the SiC and
Al. The effect of this thermal expansion mismatch strain (AnAT) has been considered in the
Eshelby model, with residual stress accounted for (dot-dot curve in Fig. 4) (11,17). However,
in the model AaAT is simulated by the equivalent surface dislocations (15) that are present at
the matrix-whisker interfaces. In reality, the surface dislocations are more like to relax by
punching (27), resulting in the localization of dislocations around a whisker.

TABLE It.
The Absolute Difference in Yield Strength (Ref. 23)

Matrix Reinforcement Heat Treatment &o (MPa)
1100 20 V% whisker Annealed 104 to 145
6061 20 V% whisker Annealed 10
6061 20 V% whisker MT to T6 207
7091 20 V% whisker Annealed 131

If we now consider the proportional limit of s
the composite, an interesting correlation can be
obtained. The proportional limits of the composites 0 -tS&CLs WCrUS L(9
(22,25) are approximately equal to o . This [ '"LI" TY

l MO
DEL

MOELS Wrtr SCUAL STrESS
correlation gives rise to two important points. 5 (00.11
First, the modulus fEc) that is predicted by the --- SHEAR LAGTY
Eshelby type model, which is in agreement with the 6XoOL (3)
experimental data, is for the initial portion of meSC_.M1606T6(3)
the stress-strain curve, i.e., for stresses up to OSiCw/A(60T6(.23)
the proportional limit. Therefore, the Eshelby type £EXsCRV"Nrs O SC./AtsooAec.ALCaZ2.zsJ
model does operate up to the proportional limit, and 0S, C /AM6061QaFLm(zs.Z3)h the model predicts a very small increase in the pro- A ASIC/A7091, ANNEAL(Z.23)
portional limit upon the addition of the reinforce-

sent, again in agreement with the experimental data.
Second, the increase in stress with strain in the
stress region from the proportional limit to oyc
is caused by an exhaustion phenomena. In this stress-
strain region, dislocation motion occurs in the lower 0.. .
dislocation density regions within the matrix. The
increase in stress between the proportional limit and
the a c is not caused by work hardening, for there is
no geXeral increase in dislocation density (26). After

tensile fracture of the composite sample there is an
increase in dislocation density in the region of the
fracture, i.e., within 100 Um of the fracture surface. /.O

The dislocation density in the remainder of the sample
is identical to that of the undeformed sample. Now- FIG. 4
ever, only limited deformation can occur, because of The ratio of the yield stress composite
the small volume of matrix. In order to have macro- to matrix versus length to diameter
deformation, i.e., to reach 0.2% offset strain, addi- ratio of fiber. For 20 V% SiC.
tional dislocation motion must occur in the higher
stress regions of the matrix which are often quite localized in the specimen. Therefore, the
macroyielding of the composite is controlled by the inhomogeneous matrix which is a mixture of
the high-low dislocation regions.

Concluding Remarks

A comparison between the shear lag type and Eahelby type models was made in terms of their
capabilities of predicting the stiffness and yield stress of a short fiber MMC. This has led to
the following concluding remarks:

.1
..
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I. The shear lag type nodel underestimates the modulus, especially for small E/d values,
whereas the Eshelby type model is in good agreement with experimental data.

2. For a specilic Tb-treated SiC/Al composite, the Eshelby type model gives good predictions of
the yield stress and the agreement with the experimental results is excellent at E/d = 1,
whereas the shear lag type- model underestimates the yield stress.

3. Both models, in general, predict a yield stress which is much less than that experimentally
* ,determined. This is caused by strengthening of the matrix by dislocation generation as a

result of differences in thermal coefficients of expansion.
4. The Eshelby type model can account for the stress-strain curve of the composite for stresses

up to the proportional limit.

5. The increase in stress between the proportional limit and the macroscopic yield stress is

caused by an exhaustion process and not a work hardening mechanism.
6. The Eshelby type model is also applicable to non-mechanical properties of a composite, such

as thermal conductivity, while the shear lag type model has been applied only to the

mechanical behavior.
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ABSTRACT several investigations and concluded that the
SDE is primarily a manifestation of the pres-

An investigation was undertaken to deter- sure dependence of the flow stress. The maxi-
mine the effect of an average elastic residual mum value of SDE predicted is small, for
stress on the strength differential and the metals, without being subjected to an external
Bauschinger effects in SiC-Al alloy com- hydrostatic pressure.
posites. It was found that the compressive Recently, Arsenault and Taya [41 have de-
yield stress of the composites was greater than veloped an analytical model which would
the tensile yield stress from whisker- and predict a SDE in metal matrix composites,
platelet-reinforced composites but, for corn- more specifically SiC in aluminum alloys. The
posites containing spherical SiC reinforce- SDE would result from residual elastic stress
ment, the compressive yield stress was slightly (in the matrix the average residual stress is in
less than the tensile yield stress. The experi- tension) due to the difference in the thermal
mentally observed differences are in agreement expansion coefficients of the SiC and alumi-
with the differences predicted by an analy- num. Watt and Jain [5] also concluded that
tical theory. This analytical theory also pre- residual stresses are the cause of the SDE.
dicts that the magnitude of the Bauschinger Watt and Jain's conclusion was obtained from
effect will be greater for a test initially begun a consideration of data from a martensite-
in compression than for a test initially begun ferrite steel.
in tension, and the experimental results are in The model developed by Arsenault and
agreement with this prediction. Taya [4] is an analytical solution based on

Eshelby's method [6]. The reinforcement is
treated as an ellipsoidal inclusion. The ellip-

1. INTRODUCTION soidal inclusion is a good approximation of
the whisker reinforcement. A sphere is a

Several years ago, there was a great deal of special case of an ellipsoid; therefore, there is
interest in the strength differential effect no approximation concerning spherical re-
(SDE). The SDE is the difference in the yield inforcement. For particulate reinforcement,
or flow stress a, in compression with the yield only qualitative predictions can be made
or flow stress a, in tension. Some of the first when using the Arsenault and Taya model.
theories proposed to explain the SDE include The model would predict that the SDE
the internal Bauschinger effect (BE), residual would be large (relative) for the whisker-
stresses, microcracking, retained austenite, reinforced composites, smaller for the par-

. and volume expansion due to plastic deforma- ticulate-reinforced composites and zero for
tion. A critical review of these various theories spherically reinforced composites.
as well as a proposed theory of solute-disloca- From the analytical and numerical results
tion interactions have been included in the obtained by Arsenault and Taya [4], it is
paper by Hirth and Cohen [1]. possible to obtain the following expression:

Subsequently, Pampillo et al. [2] concluded
that the theory of Hirth and Cohen [11 could Ao = Gyo -oyt
not be used to explain the data and proposed 1/2

a theory based on the "effective modulus". = KVf2/3 In - Acr AT (1)
Later, Spitzig and Richmond [31 conducted

0025 5416/87/S350 Q Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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where a is the yield stress in compression,

0,, is the yield stress in tension, K is the ma-
terial constant (for discontinuous SiC in an -- T

aluminum matrix, K = 42.7 X 103 MPa), Vf E"

is the volume fraction of reinforcement, I is b

the length of the whisker, d is the diameter % --t
of the whisker, E,, is the modulus of whisker, C
Em is the modulus of matrix, Aa = a,, -am 
(a, and a,, are the coefficients of thermal F

expansion of the whisker and matrix respec- (aT

tively) and AT is the change in temperature
upon cooling. This expression is for the
specific case of a AT such that yielding, i.e.
no plastic deformation, does not occur within
the matrix on cooling. Therefore the yield
strength 6 of the matrix does not affect the b ,s

magnitude of Ac. If two different matrix I
materials were considered and a given AT was
chosen such that no plastic deformatiorn
occurred in the matrix in one and, in the
other, plastic deformation occurred for the b'

same AT. Then, it is obvious that the A(
would be smaller for the composite in which Fig. 1. A schematic plot of absolute stress us. total
plastic deformation had occurred. The magni- strain for a Bauschinger test (a) when there is no

tude cannot be directly calculated from the permanent softening (Bauschinger stress factor,
Arsenault and Taya model but, to a first (of- Oc)Iuy) and (b) when permanent softening has

occurred (Bauschinger stress factor, AOB): --- , re-
approximation, Ac would scale linearly with loading, i.e. sample tested initially and then retested
a decrease in oym. In other words, if AT was in the same direction; --- , reverse loading, i.e. direc-
chosen such that the residual stress is slightly tion of loading reversed; CB, Bauschinger strain case.

less than necessary to cause yielding in the
matrix of the first composite, and the matrix
of the second composite had a yield stress
half that of the first, then Au of the second almost equal to the number of investigators
composite would be half that of the first of the BE. However, all these models can be
composite. related to two dislocation mechanisms. The

As mentioned above, the BE was a possible first mechanism is implied in Seeger's work-
explanation of the SDE. More than a century hardening theory. The long-range internal
ago, Bauschinger reported that a small per- stress, often called the back stress, which is
manent strain reduced the elastic limit for created by dislocation pile-up at barriers aids
reversed stressing. From then on, the BE has dislocation movement and causes a decrease
been defined in several different ways. Most in initial flow stress during reverse loading.
investigators have chosen to define the BE in The other mechanism is related to Orowan's
terms of a reduction in initial flow stress or idea of a directional resistance of dislocation
yield stress for reverse deformation, while motion due to prestraining. The forward
others preferred a more general definition, motion of dislocations becomes more diffi-
such as "a certain dependence of the flow cult because there are an increasing number
stress and rate of work hardening on the of stronger barriers ahead of the dislocations
strain history", or they simply referred to the as the material work hardens. The barriers
existence of different stress-strain curves by behind the dislocations are believed to be
loading in the reverse direction. Figure 1 weaker and more sparsely spaced than those
shows schematic representations of a test to immediately in front. Thus the stress needed
measure the BE for two different types of BE. to push the dislocations backward is lower.

The number of models or theories that Pedersen et al. (71 have proposed a "coin-
have been developed to explain the BE is posite model" for the BE and obtained the
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following expression for Bauschinger strain 2. MATERIALS

Sof-Cy 
The materials used in this investigation con-

EB = 2 VI-y (2) sisted of high purity aluminum (designated
HP), a wrought aluminum alloy (6061) (desig-

where of is the flow stress at the end of the nated WR) and several different SiC-Al alloy
forward strain eF, oY is the initial yield stress, composites. The specifics of these materials
p is the shear modulus, Vf is the volume frac- are given in Table 1. The SiC-whisker-rein-
tion of the reinforcement and -y is Eshelby's forced composite was purchased from ARCO
accommodation factor which depends on the Silag, together with the spherically reinforced
aspect ratio of the reinforcement, composite (diameter of SiC spheres, 0.5 jm).

The model of Arsenault and Taya [4] can This material was supplied in the form of
be extended to a consideration of the BE. extruded rods 12.5 mm in diameter. For the
This model predicts that there would be a whisker-reinforced composite, approximately
difference in the magnitude of the BE depen- 95% of whiskers were aligned with the rod
ding on the direction of initial loading. If axis. Also, a 12.5 mm extruded rod was pur-
initially the sample was tested in tension and chased from ARCO Silag which contained
then followed by compression, a smaller BE 0 vol.% SiC. This rod was made in the same
would result than if the sample was initially manner as the rods containing the spherical
tested in compression and then followed by SiC and the whisker SiC. This material is
tension. The difference in the BE depending designated as 0 vol.% SiC, (where SiC,. de-
on the initial mode of testing would depend notes SiC whiskers). SiC-particulate-reinforced
on the shape of the reinforcement. The differ- composites were purchased from DWA Com-
ence in the predicted BE would be largest posite Specialties and supplied in the form
for whisker reinforcement and zero for spher- of as-pressed plate. The particulate SiC has
ical reinforcement. In the other theories and the general shape of platelets, and the plate-
models that have been put forward to predict lets are preferentially aligned with the plate
the magnitud-!e of the BE, the direction of parallel to the axis of the sample. Again the
initial loading is irrelevant. 0 vol.% SiCp (where SiCp denotes SiC particu-

The present investigation was undertaken lates) was produced in the same manner as
to determine the magnitude of the SDE and the composites containing 20 vol.% SiCp.
the BE in discontinuous SiC-Al composites The commercially extruded 12.5 mm rod
and to relate these results to the current of aluminum alloy 6061, which was defined
theories. as WR, was purchased from ALCOA. ALCOA

TABLE 1

Materials

Designation Material Volume fraction Form of SiC
of SiC (vol.%)

HP (high purity) 99.99% Al

WR (wrought) Al alloy 6061
Whisker composite Al alloy 6061 0.0
Whisker composite Al alloy 6061 5.0 Whisker, lid , 2
Whisker composite Al alloy 6061 20 Whisker, lid " 2
Whisker composite Al alloy 1100 20 Whisker, lid 3
Spherical composite Al alloy 1100 20 Spherical, diameter of 0.5 pm
Particulate Al alloy 6061 0
Particulate Al alloy 6061 5 Platelets, Dit - 4
Particulate Al alloy 6061 20 Platelets, DIt ft 4

I, length of whisker; d (ft 0.5 /m), diameter of whisker; D, diameter of particulate platelet; t (- 1 um), thickness
*" of particulate platelet.
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also presented a gift of a 12.5 mm extruded i.e. two different sample configurations, could
rod of 99.99% Al. not be easily used for the BE tests. These

Test samples were machined from the ex- sample configurations were discarded in favor
truded rod or the pressed plate into the con- of the single configuration for both tensile
figuration shown in Fig. 2. After the samples and compression testing. The compressive
had been machined, they were annealed, strengths obtained from the cylindrical corn-
quenched or heat treated in the following pression samples were almost identical with
manner: annealed, 12 h at 810 K and then those obtained from the single-sample-config-
furnace cooled over a 12 h period; quenched, uration tests, i.e. the configuration shown in
3 h at 810 K and then quenched into water at Fig. 2. All the data reported in this paper is
273 K; heat treated to T6 condition, 3 h at from the sample configuration shown in
810 K and then quenched into water at Fig. 2.
273 K, followed immediately by 8 h at 450 K; Most of the testing was performed with an
liquid nitrogen quenched, following a water Instron testing machine (some tests were per-
quench or heat treatment to T6 quench, formed with an M/B servohydraulic machine)
quenched into liquid nitrogen. with the gripping apparatus shown in Fig. 3.

The purpose of this grip arrangement was to
ensure that very good alignment was obtained;

3. TESTING PROCEDURE the maximum misalignment was 1.4 X 10-2 0.

This maximum misalignment would result in
Initially, cylindrically shaped compression a surface tensile or compressive stress because

samples with an aspect ratio of 2 and 3 were of a bending of 0.2% of the applied com-
tested, using a technique, which has been pressive stress.
developed previously [8]. The tensile testing Since the lower end of the sample was im-
was undertaken with a sample configuration mersed in the Woods metal, there could be a
described elsewhere [9 1. However, this method, slight temperature rise (of about 50 K) in the

gauge portion of the sample. This was pre-
% vented by placing a moistened paper towel

around the gauge section of the sample during
f14, 3 the insertion of the sample into the molten
3.1- 8 Woods metal and while solidification was

F T rr25,41taking place.
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V-GROOVE 0 25
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Fig. 2. A diagram of the single sample configuration
which was used for both tension and compression
testing (for strength differential effect tests) and re-
verse loading testing (for Bauschinger effect tests) Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the testing
(all dimensions are in millimeters): DIA, diameter; apparatus which was used to ensure very good align-

R, radius- TYP, typical. ment of the sample in both tension and compression.
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The effective gauge length of the samples 00

was determined by gluing strain gauges on
the center poi tion of the sample and compar- 60-

ing the results obtained from a clip-on exten-
someter which was mounted into the V-was-

grooves. If the extensometer is mounted
directly onto the uniform gauge section, there - /

is a high probability that the sample will frac- 20
ture where the knife edge of the extensometer
makes contact with the sample. Several tests
in the low stress range were conducted using 0 2 L 0 ' Q

both the extensometer and the strain gauge; 240
from these tests the effective gauge length was ,
determined. Subsequent tests were conducted 200

using only the extensometer.
In Fig. 2, there are two gauge lengths ,.o0-

shown. It was determined that this difference
in gauge length had a very small effect (less 120 /

V.,. than 10%) on the results obtained. The yield
stress was defined as the stress at a 0.2% off- so
set strain. The choice of 0.2% offset strain to
define the yield stress was chosen to conform 40

with data previously generated, and 0.2%
offset strain is a widely accepted choice for 0 K 1,1_
defining the strains at the yield stress.

Initially, several different strain rates were -o
used in the testing, from 5 X 10 -5 to 5 X 10 - 3  

no--

s-1 and, as expected, only small differences
were observed. All data reported in this paper
were obtained at the strain rate of 5 X 10-4s-1. ISO-

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are divided into
y two parts: the SDE, i.e. the difference in com-

pressive and tensile yield stresses, and the BE.
Approximately 200 samples were tested in (C 16

the generation of the experimental results. In
the plots, only data points are shown; error Fig. 4. Typical plots of the absolute stress vs. the
bars were not placed on the plots, because the total strain (a) for the annealed 0 vol.% SiCp com-
plots would become too confusing. In the posite, (b) for the annealed 5 vol.% SiC w composite

and (c) for the annealed 20 vol.% SiCp composite:4 case where there is only one data point for a (matrix, aluminum alloy 6061): -, sample tested
given condition, then the scatter in the data in tension; - - -, another sample tested in com-

N was very small from at least three tests of that pression; -, yield stress.
condition. If there are two data points for a
given condition, then these two points cover
the range of the scatter, and in all cases the in compression or tension, were very similar;
average was at the midpoint between the two however, in most cases the compression test
data points, resulted in overall higher values of stress at a

given strain. The examples given in Fig. 4 are
4.1. Strength differential effect typical of the results obtained. These curves

The shapes of the stress-strain curves ob- were obtained from annealed matrix alumi-
tained from the same material, whether tested num alloy 6061 with 0 vol.% SiC,, 5 vol.%

,
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SiC,, and 20 vol.% SiCp. However, when the tion. Similarly the proportional limit of the
stress-strain curves of SiC whisker composites 20vol.%SiC-aluminum alloy 1100 composite
were examined in detail at small strains, there (where SiC, denotes SiC spheres) in the an-
were differences between the tensile and corn- nealed condition is approximately equal to
pressive test results. The extent of the linear the yield stress of annealed aluminum alloy
region, i.e. the proportional limit, is higher 1100. Another point should be made; the
for a compressive test than for a tensile test, yield stress of the powder metallurgical prod-
as shown in Fig. 5. This difference was readily uct which has been designated as 0 vol.% SiC,
detectable in both the aluminum alloy 6061 and 0 vol.% SiC, is within ± 10% of the yield
and the aluminum alloy 1100 matrix corn- stress of the wrought alloys when tested in
posites containing whisker SiC reinforcement. the same condition (e.g. comparing annealed
The difference was greater for the 20 vol.% powder metallurgical alloy with annealed

-'- SiC,. composite than for the 5 vol.% SiC, wrought alloy).
composite. For the particulate-reinforced There are several different methods of
composite, the difference in the proportional quantitatively describing the SDE. The abso-
limit between tension and compression was lute magnitude of the SDE was defined as
not consistent, i.e. the proportional limit in Ao, which is Oyc - C,,. The magnitude of the
most cases was approximately the same for SDE can also be expressed in terms of a per-
tension as for compression. If only the pro- centage
portional limit in tension is considered for all
SiC composites, then there is a good correla- SDE = 2(Oyc - oyt (3).,; - x 100()

- tion between the proportional limit of the o + oyt
•. composite and yield strength of the compar-

able matrix material (9]. In other words, the The remainder of the discussion of the
• yield stress of age-hardened (T6) aluminum experimental results of the SDE will be

alloy 6061 is within 10% of the proportional divided into three parts: (1) aluminum alloy
limit of 20vol.%SiCw-aluminum alloy 6061 6061 matrix with SiC whisker reinforcement,
composite in the age-hardened (T6) condi- (2) aluminum alloy 6061 matrix with SiC

particulate reinforcement and (3) aluminum
alloy 1100 with spherical and whisker SiC
reinforcement.

250

225 4.1.1. Aluminum alloy 6061 matrix with
..- SiC whisker reinforcement

o200 The data obtained for matrices of various
./ aluminum alloy 6061 materials as a function

'75- .//of the volume fraction of SiC whiskers as well
50 as wrought commercial aluminum alloy 6061

/ (WR) and 99.99% Al (HP) are plotted in
Z!25 Fig. 6. For HP there was no difference be-
btween the compressive and tensile yield stress,

/ :as expected. It was assumed that there would
75- be no difference between wrought aluminum

alloy 6061 and the 0 vol.% SiCw-aluminum
50- alloy 6061, since there is no difference in the

yield stresses. However, for the heat-treated
La 25 wrought aluminum alloy 6061, there was a

0 1 Lo difference between the compressive and ten--10 5 15 20 25 30 35 - O'10 I T sile yield stress whereas, in the 0vol.%SiC,,-

a: aluminum alloy 6061, there was no difference
Fig. 5. A plot of the absolute stress vs. total strain between the compressive and tensile yield
showing an expanded region for small strains for both stress. Also, there were no differences be-
tension (-) and compression (- - -) testing of

annealed 20 vol.% SiCw composite samples (matrix, tween the compressive and tensile yield
aluminum alloy 1100): -, proportional limit, stresses for the 0vol.%SiC,-aluminum alloy
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Fig. 6. A plot of the difference between the corn- Fig. 7. A plot of the difference in yield stress for
pressive yield stress and the tensile yield stress for various volume fractions of particulate composite
various volume fractions of whisker composite materials: (matrix, aluminum alloy 6061): o, an-
materials (matrix, aluminum alloy 6061): o, annealed; nealed; o, quenched; &, heat treated to T6 condition;
o, quenched; 6, heat treated to T6 condition. Also a, liquid nitrogen quenched; A, heat treated to T6
plotted is the difference in yield stress for high purity condition and liquid nitrogen quenched. Also, the
aluminum and wrought aluminum alloy 6061. difference in yield stress for high purity aluminum

and wrought aluminum alloy 6061.

6061, the quenched samples and the an-
V nealed samples. nitude of Ac with increasing volume fraction

The effect of increasing the volume frac- of SiC whiskers. The data obtained from
tion of SiC whiskers was to increase the mag- samples which were annealed, quenched and
nitude of the difference between aY and heat treated did not exhibit any consistent
. . For all three conditions, i.e. annealed, trait, e.g. the quenched samples did not con-
quenched and heat treated to T6, as the sistently produce a larger value of Ac. The
volume fraction of SiC whiskers increases, data indicated that the condition, i.e. annealed
the magnitude of AO increases. However, the vs. quenched or heated Vs. quenched, had very
relative increase is not consistent. In other little effect on the magnitude of Ac.
words, for the 5 vol.% SiCw composite, the
quenched condition results in a larger Ac, 4.1.2. Aluminum alloy 6061 matrix with
but for the 20 vol.% SiCw composite the SiC particulate reinforcement
annealed condition results in the largest Ao. Particulate SiC in an aluminum alloy 6061
If the SDE is considered as a percentage, then matrix had the same general trends as those of
for the 20 vol.% SiC,, composite in the an- the whisker composite samples. That is, as the
nealed condition the SDE is equal to about volume fraction of particulate increases, so
12%, which results in about the same value does Ac, but there are differences as plotted
of SDE as 14% martensite in ferritic steel [5]. in Fig. 7. The data for HP and WR are the

For samples that were quenched or heat same as those plotted in Fig. 6 and are plotted
treated, there was also an increase in the mag- here for the purpose of comparison. The data

.. + ,+.: Z Z'sz
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from the particulate composites do not follow 4.2. Bauschinger effect
any uniform trend. There is not a uniform Before discussing the experimental results
increase in Ac with increasing volume fraction obtained from the BE investigation, we shall
of SiC particulates, e.g. there is very little briefly define the parameters that were used
difference between the 0 and 5 vol.% SiC, to measure the magnitude of the BE. Figure
composites. For the quenched 20 vol.% SiCp 1 shows schematic representations of Bausch-
composite, Au is much larger than Ao for the inger tests. The Bauschinger strain EB, which
annealed 20 vol.% SiCp composite, whereas is used as a measure of the BE when the flow
Au for the annealed 20 vol.% SiC,,. composite stress in the reverse direction, becomes equal
was slightly larger than Ac for the quenched to the flow stress at the end of the forward

I 20 vol.% SiC,, composite. When the 20 vol.% strain (Fig. l(a)). The curves obtained from
SiCp composite was subjected to a liquid tests conducted first in tension followed by
nitrogen quench after a water quench, a much compression are very similar to the curve in
smaller difference between uvc and a,, re- Fig. 1(a). If there is permanent softening on
suited. The water quench only resulted in a reverse loading, then the difference between
aYe - 0,, value of 70 MPa, whereas the liquid the projected flow stress in the forward direc-
nitrogen quench after a water quench resulted tion minus the maximum flow stress in the
in a ac - a,, value of 8 MPa. If the difference reverse direction (this difference is defined
between oyc and a,, is initially small, e.g. for as the Bauschinger stress) is used to define the
a heat-treated 5 vol.% SiCp composite, then magnitude of the BE (Fig. 1(b)). This is a

V the effect of the subsequent liquid nitrogen typical result for tension first, followed by
quench was minimal, as expected. compression. It is possible that the stress-

strain curves may have a complicated shape
4.1.3. Aluminum-alloy 1100 matrix with when a second phase is present [101.

" spherical and whisker reinforcement The stress-strain curves on reverse loading
For the aluminum alloy matrix, the volume did not have any unusual shape change; their

fraction was held constant at 20 vol.% and the shapes are as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore the
morphology of the SiC was changed from model proposed by Asaro [11], based on
whisker to spherical SiC 0.5,4m in diameter, strong precipitates as the cause of compli-
From a comparison of the data in Table 2 cated shape, cannot apply to SiC-Al com-
with that in Fig. 6, it is obvious that the dif- posites, even though SiC is equivalent to very
ference between oyc and a,, is larger for the strong precipitates. Ideally, it would have
aluminum alloy 6061 matrix, by a factor of been useful to determine the effect of strain
about 2 for the 20 vol.% SiC, composite. In on the BE. However, this could only be ac-
Table 2, it is possible to compare the effect complished for the lower volume fractions
of different reinforcement morphologies. of SiC. At higher volume fractions of SiC, the
The theoretical prediction is that Ac should maximum strain that could be used consist-
be zero for the spherical SiC case and a large ently was a plastic strain of 1.5%. Therefore,
positive value for the whisker case. The ex- this was the strain that was chosen as the
perimental data (Table 2) indicate that Ac forward strain for all tests that are reported
is negative for the spherical SiC morphology, here. Some results were obtained as a func-
i.e. a t > oYC. tion of strain, and these were compatible with

the previous results, i.e. the BE increased with
forward strain.

TABLE 2 The BE (Fig. 8) for the 0, 5 and 20 vol.%
Da - n dSiC,, composite material is higher than thate iof the HP and WR materials when initially

Matrix Condition Volume Ao tested in tension. From a consideration of the

fraction (MPa) data, there is no obvious trend with respect
(vol.%) to heat treatment.

If we now consider the case where the
Al alloy 1100 Annealed 0 3.80 initial test was conducted in compression
Al alloy 1100 Annealed 20 SiCw 42.92 first, then the magnitude of the BE is signifi-

cantly increased. If the BE strain is plotted
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Fig. 8. A plot of the Bauschinger strain us. the Fig. 9. A plot of the Bauschinger strain vs. the volume
volume fraction of whiskers in a composite material fraction of whiskers in a composite with an aluminum
(matrix, aluminum alloy 6061; e = 1.5%): o, annealed; alloy 6061 matrix for both tension-first (o) and

, quenched; , heat treated to T6 condition. In this compression-first () testing (EF = 1.5%).
case, the tests were initially conducted in tension.
Also plotted is the Bauschinger strain for high purity
aluminum and wrought aluminum alloy 6061.

terial (Fig. 12), the magnitude of the BE in-
creased when the test was initially conducted

(Fig. 9), then the BE strain increases from 1% in compression. There is a general increase in
to 2% to infinity for the 5 and 20 vol.% SiCw the BE as the volume fraction increases.

0%.i composites. In Fig. 10 are plotted the BE
stress value and the BE strain for tests initially
conducted in compression. As can be seen, 5. DISCUSSION

there is somewhat of a general increase in the
BE as the volume fraction of SiC increased. The discussion is divided into two parts:

A similar series of experiments was con- in the first part the SDE is dealt with and in
ducted with particulate SiC-Al composites. the second part the BE is considered.
Figure 11 is a plot of data obtained from par-
ticulate SiC in an aluminum alloy 6061 ma- 5.1. Strength differential effect
trix for tests initially conducted in tension. As mentioned in Section 1, most of the
Similar to the results obtained for the whisker theories developed to account for the SDE
material, there is no obvious increase in the (excluding the theories based on residual
Bauschinger strain with an increase in volume stresses (4, 5]) are not capable of accounting
fraction of the particulate. Secondly, the for the magnitude of the SDE in discontin-

• . Bauschinger strain is about the same for the uous SiC-AI composites. The model of Arsen-
20 vol.% SiCp material as for the wrought ault and Taya [41 can be used to predict the
aluminum alloy 6061 and, as before, the magnitude of the difference between the
Bauschinger strain of the HP material is less compressive yield stress and the tensile yield
than that of the 20 vol.% SiC, material. Again, stress. Figure 13 is a plot of Ao us. volume
as for the whisker-reinforced composite ma- fraction of whisker SiC in an aluminum alloy

-U 1( -U,~ , * V , v , , ., '
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Fig. 10. A plot of the Bauschinger stress factor L's. the
volume fraction of whiskers in a composite material HP WR 0V% 5V% 20V%and the Bauschinger strain . volume fraction for

compression-first testing (matrix, aluminum alloy Fig. 11. A plot of the Bausehinger strain us. the
6061; EF = 1.5%): 0, annealed; C, quenched;&L, heat volume fraction of particulates in a composite
treated to T6 condition; 0, o, a, left-hand ordinate material for tension-first results (matrix, aluminum
axis; 0-, o--, A-, right-hand ordinate axis. Also alloy 6061; EF = 1.5%): o, annealed; o, quenched;

" plotted are the values obtained for high purity alumi- L. heat treated to T 6 condition; , liquid nitrogen
. num and wrought aluminum alloy 6061. quenched; A, heat treated to T 6 condition and liquid

nitrogen quenched. Also plotted are the results ob-
tained for high purity aluminum and wrought alumi-

I num alloy 6061 material.

6061 matrix. The agreement between the

experimental results and the theoretical pre-
dictions is very good. If 20 vol.% SiC,. in an For the 20 vol.% SiC, composite, the model

. aluminum alloy 1100 matrix is considered, of Arsenault and Taya [4] predicts zero Ao
there are two competing efforts. The magni- but, surprisingly, Au is slightly negative, i.e.
tude of Ao should increase with an increase in 0,., is greater than cy,
l/d (eqn. (1)), for the average l/d in the alumi- The effect of quenching into water or heat
num alloy 1100 matrix is 2.76 vs. 1.8 in the treatment does not consistently result in a
aluminum alloy 6061 matrix. However, the larger Ac. This indicates that the tensile resid-

yield stress of the aluminum alloy 6061 ma- ual stress in the quenched or heat-treated
trix is greater than the yield stress of the samples are not significantly different fromaluminum alloy 1100 matrix, and the magni- that of the annealed samples. It has been

tude of the yield stress of the matrix plays an argued that the rate of dislocation generation,
important role in determining the magnitude i.e. plastic relaxation, is very rapid and the
of the residual stress. In fact, a. for the alumi- magnitude of remaining elastic residual stress
num alloy 1100 matrix is so low that the is not dependent on the quench rate [12].
model (4] cannot properly handle the prob- Quenching into liquid nitrogen followed by

L: lem because significant localized plastic defor- testing at room temperature results in a reduc-
mation would occur, but it can be inferred tion in Au. If the sample is heated, i.e. from
that Aa would be less for the aluminum alloy room temperature to some higher tempera-
1100 matrix composite than for the alumi- ture, there is a reduction in the magnitude of
num alloy 6061 matrix composite. the elastic residual stress. Therefore, heating

....... ~ ~ ~ ~ - V= -Cmi rl a WH -C~l Iril ... . . . . .. , -:-
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Fig. 12. A plot of the Bauschinger stress factor and 0.0
Bauschinger strain for compression-first tests of a Vw
particulate composite material (matrix, aluminum
alloy 6061; EF = 1.5%): O, annealed; 0, quenched; Fig. 13. A plot of the difference in yield strength
L, heat treated to T 6 condition; , liquid nitrogen vs. the volume fraction of whiskers in a composite
quenched; A, heat treated to T 6 condition and liquid material with an aluminum alloy 6061 matrix: -,
nitrogen quenched; 0, 0, I, A, left-hand ordinate axis; theoretically predicted increase; 0, experimental
C-, G-, a-, right-hand ordinate axis. Also plotted results, annealed; o, experimental results, quenched;
are the results obtained for high purity aluminum Li, experimental results, heat treated to T6 condition.
and wrought aluminum alloy 6061.

the initial direction of the test. In other
from liquid nitrogen to room temperature words, the BE should be the same if the test
results in a reduction in the residual stress. is initially conducted in tension or compres-

sion. The model of Arsenault and Taya [ 4 ],
5.2. Bauschinger effect when considering whisker-reinforced com-

SiC-Al composites should be an ideal ma- posites, as applied to the BE predicts that
terial for an investigation to test the validity there would be a difference in the magnitude
of the "composite" theory of the BE [71. of BE depending on the direction of initial
This theory predicts that, for a given aspect testing, i.e. a larger BE if the sample is initially
ratio of the reinforcement, an increase in the tested in compression. Also, the model pre-
volume fraction from 5 to 20 vol.% should dicts that the magnitude of the BE should
result in a decrease of a factor of 4 141 in the increase with increasing volume fraction of
Bauschinger strain (eqn. (2)). Experimentally reinforcement. There is an assumption in the
the opposite is observed, i.e. the Bauschinger application of the Arsenault-Taya [4] model
strain increases with an increase in the volume to the BE, and that is that plastic deformation
fraction of reinforcement, for tests initially does not significantly reduce the elastic resid-
begun in compression followed by tension. ual stress. The experimental evidence obtained
If the tests were initially begun in tension in this investigation suggests that this is a
followed by compression, the BE is indepen- valid assumption.
dent of the volume fraction of the reinforce- The predicted difference in the BE due to
ment. the direction of the test is simply due to the

The "composite" theory also predicts that average elastic residual tensile stress. The flow
the magnitude of the BE is not a function of stress in tension is reduced because of the
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The Strengthening of SiC/AI Composites due

to Differences in the Matrix and SiC

Morphology*

R. J. Arsenauft

Engineering Materials Group. Unversity of Maryland. College Park. MD 20742. U S A

ABSTRACT

It has been proposed that the strengthening due to the a0il ion of

spherical SiC to an A1 matrix would be approximately the same as the
strengthening observed due to the addition of whisker SiC to an Al matrix.
The experimental results are in agreement with this proposal. A second
proposal was made, which was related to the intrinsic strength of the matrix.
If the intrinsic strength was greater than the incremental increase in
strength due to the addition of SiC would be greater. In this case the
experimental data indicates that absolute magnitude of the incremental
increase is not a function of the intrinsic strength of the mitrix.

INTRODUCTION

Arsenault and Fisher (1) proposed that the increased strength observed in
Al/SiC composites could be accounted for by a hlgh dislocation density in the
aluminum matrix, as observed in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples
taken from bulk composite material annealed for as long as 12 hours at 810 K
(Fig. 1). In this investigation a representation of at least three Burgers

,-' vectors was found in any given location. Also, it was observed that for
intermediate or small particle spacings a subgrain structure existed with the
subgrain diameter about equal to the inter-particle spacing. However, for
very large SiC particles (250 um) the subgrain size is much smaller than the
inter-particle spacing (Fig. 2).

The dislocation generation mechanism proposed by Arsenault and Fisher to
account for this high dislocation density is based on the large difference
(10:1) in the coefficients of thermal expansion of aluminum and SiC (2).
Therefore, when the composite is cooled from the elevated temperatures of
annealing or processing, wisfit strains which are sufficient to generate
dislocations occur because of the differential thermal contractLion at the
Al/SiC interface. In an investigation of in situ HVEK, Vogelsang and et al.'p.

This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract
No. N00014-85-K-0007.
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FIG. I

A micrograph from a TEN foil taken from a bulk sample with 20 vol.% SiC_ ,1hich
wa- antv'aled for 12 hours at 810 K and furnace cooled. Thc ripht-hand Side of
the micrno raph is an SIC particle and to the left is the matrix m~aterial con-
rsli-IT,- hielh dislocation density.

FIG. 2

A subgrain boundary in a composite with 250 um SiC particles in an aluminum
alloy 1100 matrix about 2 vm from an SIC particle. A second subgrain boundary
was found some 2-7 um from the SiC particle, which is the typical subgrain si7,e
In this material.
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( it l~ e; rted tile dislocation genevratilon ot about SIC part cLc4 upon

';,,:,.o ot the above models predicts the local dislocation density or the

teoi'. dislocation density. Correspondingly, as they are not capable of

-n: di:;locatlon densities, the predictions of arrangements of
1( ' ; are certainly not possible from these theories.

\ ;imple model was developed by Arsenault and. Shi (4) based on prismatic
iLtg th the following assumptions.

I. K,)h sIC and aluminum were assumed to be elastically isotropic (which they
tz', :: ) but the effect of anisotropy is small.
.. -- soved shear stress required to move a dislocation is very small.
fiis if; reasonable, for the dislocation motion occurs at relatively high
",peratores and thus low frictional stresses.)

, SiC platelets are assumed to be parallelepiped particles.
• iisrtic punching is assumed to occur equally on all faces of the

-1 2

13 _

FIG. 3

A schematic diagram of the particle and several prismatic punched
dislocations.

Figure I Is a representation of the SiC particle, by varying the

dimension of tt, t2 and t3 it is possible to obtain a shape resembling a

whisker, a sphere or a platelet. The following equation was derived for the

% dislocation density for equiaxed particles (spheres)

• .12 A c I
ps b(l - A) t (1)

where A is the volume function of SiC, c is the misfit strain due to differ-
ence in coefficients of thermal expansion, b is the Burgers vector and t is

. the diameter of the sphere. The following equation was derived for the
dislocation density for whisker SiC

..
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BA C )
w b(l - A) t

where B is a constant depending upon the aspect ratio, and L is the diameter
of whisker. When comparing dislocation densities for different morphologies,

it is necessary that the volume of particle has to remain constant along with

a constant volume fraction of particles. Now if the aspect ratio of the

whisker ranges from 2 to 10 B is - 12.60 and 18.10 respectively. The

experimentally determined aspect ratio varies from 1.8 to 3. The dislocation

% density as a function of the volume of the particle with different aspect

ratios is shown in Fig. 4.
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IFIG. 4

Calculated dislocation density (p) due to prismatic punching as a function

volume of particle for whiskers of aspect ratios of 10, 2 and 1. The aspect

* ratio of I corresponds to a cube or a sphere.

The dislocations produced as a result of punching in accordance with Fig.

3 have one set of Burgers vector of a single type along each side (i.e., at a

given location) whereas experimentally three different groups of slip traces,

each of which represents one type of Burgers vector, are generally observed.

Thus, ideally punched dislocations seem unlikely to lead to the formation of

subgrain boundaries. As such, they represent a high energy configuration.

Therefore, additional dislocations may be generated to assist the production

of the low energy dislocation configuration of subgrain boundaries. These are

in fact observed in bulk samples (Fig. 2) but not in in situ thermally cycled

TEM foils (3). In the course of the dislocation rearrangements leading to

subboundaries, additional dislocations may be formed, but more probably there

is a net decrease in dislocation density p due to mutual dislocation annihila-

tion. Yet the density of dislocations produced as a result of this punching

model is a factor of 2 or 3 lower than that observed experimentally for the

small-size particles. It is suspected that for larger-size particles, the
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model correspondingly undere.timates the density.

Although the actual dislocation density and arrangements were not
obtained, it is possible to calculate a lower bound value for the strength
increase due to the dislocations formed through thermal strains.

For tie strengthening due to the presence of dislocations generated by
the differential thermal contraction, the following equation may be used:

]'2Ac - opbp (3)

where &o is the increase in tensile strength, 0 is the shear modules of the
matrix and a is a geometric constant. Hansen (5) obtained an a value of 1.25
for aluminum which we shall use.

Now, when Eq. (2) is substituted into Eq. (3), the following is obtained:

" A Be 1 1/2
A - aub[ - Ab t')] (4)

where B is equal to 12 for spheres and 12.60 for whiskers. Therefore,
whiskers should be slightly more effective in producing an increase in
strength.

However, it is necessary to consider the residual elastic stress. The

model of Arsenault and Taya (6) predicts that there should be a tensile re-
sidual stress in the case of a whisker composite and average residual stress
for the spherical composite case should be zero. Therefore, the spherical
composite should have a higher tensile yield stress as compared to the whisker
composite.

The net result of these two considerations is a canceling effect, and the
yield stress of the whisker and the spherical composites should be approxi-

mately equal.

9It has been proposed that a stronger matrix will result in a larger in-
crease in strength upon the addition of the reinforcement. The basic reason
for this difference in strengthening is due to the change in magnitude of the

dislocation density and of the tensile residual stress. For example, proposed
is the case of the 1100 Al matrix, there is a maximum dislocation generation
due to the difference in coefficients of thermal expansion and a minimum
tensile residual stress, because the yield stress of the 1100 matrix is much
less than the yield stress of the 7091 Al alloy matrix.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine whether a difference
in the morphology of SiC reinforcement had an effect on the yield strength of
the composite and to determine whether differences in matrix strength had any
major effect on the strengthening of the composite.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

All of the composites used in this investigation were purchased from ARCO
*. Silag in the form of 12.5 a extruded rods. For the investigation of SiC mor-

phology 1100 Al was chosen as the matrix, and for the investigation of matrix
* strength, 6061 and 7091 were used. In the morphology studies the SiC were in

the form of 0.5 um spheres in one case and whiskers (average L/d Z 3) with a
diameter ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 pm. In the matrix studies, whisker SIC was
used as the reinforcement.

The extruded rods were machined into tensile samples, the configuration

of the samples is defined elsewhere (7) and samples were then annealed for 12
hours at 803 K and furnace cooled over a 12 hour period of time.

% The tensile testing procedure was the same as that used previously (7).
p.,

C. 'd
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EXI'PRIMtNTAL RESULTS

In a comparison of the strengthening of SiC reinforcement in an Al alloy
matrix, itL is necessary to make the'comparison with 0 V7 composite alloy pro-

duced in the same manner as the SiC reinforced composite. In Table I are
listed the yield strengths of 0 V%, 20 V% spherical SiC and 20 V% whisker SiC
composites. Also listed is the extent of uniform plastic elongation.

The spherical SiC results in larger strengthening than the whisker SiC,

but t1e ductibility are about the same.

Table I

Effect of Morphology of Strengthening

SiC SiC Yield Strength Ultimate Tensile Strength Uniform Elongation

V% Shape MPa Pa c ,Z

0 34.38 10.80 19.0

20 spherical 204.1 271.52 4.2

20 whisker 183.23 312.0 5.2

A change in the matrix has very litte effect on the absolute increase in

the yield stress as shown in Table II. However, in terms of a percentage
increase, in the case of 1100 Al matrix there is a much larger increase, as

compared to 6061 and 7091.

Table II

Differences in Yield Stress for Different Matrices

Matrix Material a* 7.C
y y

Annealed MPa

1100 144.9 420

6061 100.5 181

7091 131.1 190

t y -ay20 vZ u-y0 vZw

DTSCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the introduction it was mentioned that in considering the
strengthening of Al by SIC of different morphologies, that there were

compensating factors when comparing spherical vs. whisker SIC. From the
experimental data it appears that the effect of a tensile residual elastic
stress overcame the slight advantage whiskers have in generating a higher

dislocation density.

The data obtained from spherLcal SIC strengthened 1100 Al is in complete

disagreement with predicted strengthening of Nardone and Prewo (8). They
predict a 20% increase in strength for spherical SIC. The experimental
results indicate a 420% increase, a factor of 21 larger increase than what

they had predicted.

p%

hn:
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In regards to intrinsic strength of the matrix oil the increase in

strength due to the addition of the reinforcement, there appears to be very

little effect when considered on an absolute basis. Therefore, the original
proposal is not valid.
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DEFORMATION OF SIC/AL COMPOSITES*

IY. Flom and R. J.Areal
Engineering Materials Group

University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACT

The strengthening 'of discontinuous SiC/Al composites has shown to be the
result of the high dislocation density in the Al matrix. This high dislo-
cation density is the result of the difference in thermal coefficients of
expansion between Al and SiC and the very strong bond between Al and SiC.

* The fracture process in these composites is controlled by the degree of
plastic constraint of the matrix by SiC particulates. Low volume percent
composites exhibit ductile fracture controlled by void nucleation. In
composites with a high content of SiC (> 20%), void nucleation does not
seem to be a controlling factor.

KEYWORDS

Composites; discontinuous; coefficients of thermal expansion; bond
srength; void nucleation.

INTRODUCTION

Discontinuously reinforced metal matrix composites represent a group of
materials that combine strength and hardness of the reinforcing phase with
ductility and toughness of the matrix. Powder metallurgy (p/rn) aluminum
alloys reinforced with SiC in particulate, platelet or whisker form are
receiving a great deal of attention from researchers and engineers. The
interest in Al/SiC composites can be related to: (1) its high elastic
modulus, *high strength and light weight (Arsenault, 1984), (2) economic

7_ production of SiC whiskers, platelets and/or particulates, (3) ability to
use standard shaping methods such as forging, rolling, extrusion, etc. and
(4) much less dependence of the engineering properties on directions
compare with continuous composites.

*This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract No.
N00014-85-C-0007.
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uur paper will review some aspects ot plastic deformation of Al/SiC com-

posites with emphasis on strengthening mechanisms, role of coefficient of
.X thermal expansion (CTE) and particle-matrix interfaces (PMI), fracture

process.

STRENGTHENING PHENOMENA

The experimental results of a number of investigations provide quite high
values for the yield strength a and ultimate strength a of Al/SiC dis-

continuous composites (Table I)Y Predicted or calculatetvalues of a
based on a classical continuum mechanics model of a composite materiafYs is

by a factor of 4 lower than that determined from the experiment

(Arsenault, 1984). What makes this discrepancy even worse is the fact
that several assumptions that are made in continuum mechanics approach do
not represent the situation in the real Al/SiC composite. These assump-
tions are: (1) perfect alignment of the whiskers or platelets and (2)
void-free matrix (Piggott, 1980). Experimental observations show, how-

q ever, that there is a significant number of voids present in the matrix
and also the alignment of the whiskers and/or platelets is far from being
perfect (Arsenault, 1984). A modified continuum mechics approach has
been proposed for theoretical prediction of a and a M. It takes into
account the tensile load transfer from the matrix to the whisker and/or
particulates ends. An assumption is made that the presence of SiC does
not affect matrix behavior and one can use properties of the matrix and
the concept of the load transfer to predict the strength of the composite.
Calculated values for yield strength for the whisker and particulate 6061
Al/SiC composites were about 500 MPa and 450 MPa and observed yield
strength values were about 450 MPa for whisker and 420 MPa for particulate
composites (Nardone, 1986). However, there are several assumptions in
this formulation which are not valid (Taya, to be published).

.N: TABLE I Mechanical Properties of SiC/Al Composites

Ultimate
Composite Volume Yield Tensile Elastic Ductility Fracture
and Heat Fraction Strength, Strength, Modulus, % Elong. Toughness,
Treatment of SiC. % MPa MPa GPa A(' Op Kic MPa Vm

SiCp/6061 20 400-356 434-428 108 4.9 1.5
' T6

SiCp/6061 25 345 410 99 4.4 15.8
T6

SiC,.6061 20 470-321 607-423 106-103 5.4 3-2.2 22.4
T6

SiCpt2024 30 405 456 118 .8
T6

SiC,,J2024 20 524-455 117-97 1-2
"4 T4

SiCp/7075 30 392 439 119 .9
T6

SiC_/7075 20 407 549 101 3.5
T6

Another possible explanation of the mechanism of Al/SiC strengthening is
based on the Orowan theory which enables one to estimate the stress re-
quired for dislocation to bypass the particle. Particle separation is a
major parameter controlling this stress. Taking the average particle
spacing of 2 lrm yields about a 5 MPa increase in composite strength which
is obviously too small compared with a 60 to 110 KPa increase observed
experimentally. Yet another approach is based on the increase of the dis-

*NN
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location density in the Al alloy matrix. It was shown that the strength 122
of the thermomechanically treated 6061 Al alloy can be as high as 400 MPa

. (Rack, 1977). If this value is used for calculation of the theoretical
, strength of the composite than calculated o agrees well with experi-

mental results. The increase of the dislocation density in Al matrix in
Al/SiC composite was attributed to the relaxation of the misfit strain
between SiC particles and the matrix. This misfit strain arises from the
difference between CTE of SiC and that of Al (of about a factor of 10) on
cooling down from the annealing or processing temperature (Arsenault,

i 1984). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigations of these
composite materials do indeed reveal a high dislocation density (1010

cm- ) and small subgrain size (1.0 - 2.5 pm)(Vogelsang, 1986). The
following expression was proposed for the increase of the yield strength

. above that of 0 V% matrix (1100 Al),

. yc Disl Sg comp (1)

where Ac is the term due to dislocation density increase, a is the
Disl1d1 bi 5 hincrease in strength due to the small subgrain size, and aom is S he in-

crease due to continuum mechanics strengthening. The eva uaion of these
terms results in a value of about 130 MPa for a whereas experimental
values is about 138 MPa. uts

ROLE OF CTE

In the course of studying plastic deformation of two-phase alloys it was
observed that second phase particles can act as a dislocation source when
a material is cooled from an elevated temperature or is deformed. Recent
observations of the local plastic deformation around SiC particles in
Al/SiC composites subjected to the thermal cycle showed that the size of
the plastically deformed zone around the particle is - 1.5 particle radii
(Flom, 1985). It is interesting to mention that plastic deformation,
i.e., formations of the slip bands about the SiC particle was observed
also on heating from room temperature. Subsequent in-situ high voltage TEM
investigations of Al/SiC thin foils showed dislocation generation on

heating (Vogelsang, 1986) which
corresponds to the observation of
the slip bands. A simple model,

/ based on prismatic punching,
(Figure 1) was developed to
account for the relative disloca-

-/ tion density due to the differ-
f,__ence in CTE (Arsenault, 1986).

_ Dislocation density in the matrix
-[ was found to be:

B A c I 2

Lb(l - A) l t

----- where B is a geometric constant
, D o,,LOC, which varies theoretically be-

2 7 tween 4 for whiskers and 12 for
equiaxed particles, A is the
volume fraction of particles, b

Fig. 1. A schematic representation is the length of Burger's vector,
of prismatic punching about t is the smallest dimension of
a parallelepiped shaped SiC particle, and finally c is the
particle, misfit strain due to difference

.0
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in C-rE, i.e., 123
C = (Ac'r) x A (3)

The expression (2) implies that for the samc volume fraction smaller
particles will produce higher dislocation densities (Figure 2).

Several investigations were conducted in order to evaluate the residual
.thermal stresses in Al/SiC composite. An x-ray diffraction technique was
used for experimental evaluation of the residual stresses. It was found
that residual stress state in the composite was tensile ranging from 55
MI'a to 4~07 RPa (Table II) (Arsenault, 1985). Theoretical analysis of
thermal stresses was based on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion model.
Ellipsoidal aligned whiskers in the infinite body were considered and

Fig. 2. Calculated
0dislocation

I -PLAELET density (p)
- - .-.W.(SKER due to pris-

matic punch-
50 ing as a

function of
minimum

40 I particle

thickness
3 V (t), for

both whisk-
20- .ers and

platelet of
o , the same
a "-5% . .volume frac-

o tion g
0 5 to 5 20 25 according to

,nu 41-) Eq. 2.

TABLE 11 The Thermal Residual Stresses
(Tensile) as Measured by X-ray Defraction
Techniques.

Material Longitudinal Transverse
MPa MPa

0 V1 Whisker SiC 0.0 0.0
0°o  6061 Matrix

q 5 V% Whisker SiC 34.5 407

6061 Matrix

20 V% Whisker sic 55.2 228

6061 Matrix

O Wrought 0.0 0.0

Fig. 3. Schematic Distribution of the

stress in the matrix and the re-
inforcement due to the differ-
ence in thermal coefficient of
expansion between the SiC and Al.

S.- . . . .. ,, .. .
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mecha ni ca 1 proper t i es ot anne;lI ed 6061 Al mat rix and SiC whis;ker with
* aspect ratio L/d = 1.8 ( length-to-diameter ratio) were used tor the

calculations. Resultant stress distribution is shown in Figure 3. In
addition, the difference in the yield strength Ao between tension and

compression resulting from the thermal residual stresses, was determined
experimentally and calculated theoretically using the model cited above.
Very good agreement was obtained between the experimental and theoretical
results (Arsenault, 1985) (Figure 4).

SiC/Al INTERFACES

S Thvy rIt is probably not an exaggeration

to say that the interfaces play the
most important role in the behavior

100 of a composite.

An interesting phenomena associated
with SiC-Al interfaces was reported

recently in the course of fracture

50 surface analysis performed in

scanning Auger electron microscope
(Arsenault, 1984). Both SiCw/6061

0 Al and SiCw/2124 Al materials were
fractured in-situ and composition
analysis were performed on individ-

0 002 V. ual whiskers exposed on the surface
(Figure 5). In most cases Si or C

could not be detected on the whisk-
ers. Detection of Si and C was

Fig. 4. The difference in yield possible only after considerable

stress between compression ion sputtering. This means that

and tension as a function "pulled out" whiskers are coated

of volume percent silicon with an A1 layer which is the in-

carbide whisker. dication of a good SiC/Al bond.
Also an anomoalous diffusion of Al

into SiC was observed (Figure 6).

Fig. 5. A SEM

micro-
graph
taken in
the Auger
microprobe
of the
fracture
surface of
a whisker

4. SiC/Al
• "composite.
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Duct ii 1 Lv dtld I racLure touhne;'; ot 5IC/AI corpos i tes are quite low and
require t, intensive study in order to reach a compromise between two
e xtre m,,, : verv strong and brittle composite on one hand, anid weak,
ductile one on the other. As of now this compromise has not been reached.

Fig. 6. A SEM micro-

graph taken in

the Auger
microprobe, on

which the Al
and Si Auger
probe traces
have been
superimposed.

r_ Generally, the observation of the fracture surface of SiC/A. composites
does not reveal the presence of SiC particulates and/or whiskers in the
quantities corresponding to their volume fraction. The following features
should be mentioned specifically (Arsenault, to be published):
1. There appears to be fracture initiation sites.
2. Fracture has a macroscopically brittle characteristic, but on the

microscale it is ductile, i.e., has a dimple morphology.
3. There is no indication of fracture of SiC (if SiC is less than

10 Pm is size).
4. Some secondary cracking takes place (cracks are formed perpendicular

to the fracture surfaces).
The fracture process is very localized and occurs without warning, i.e.,

no apparent necking is observed.

It seems that the following fracture initiation sites can be identified;

one is the large intermetallic (Fe, Cr) 3 SiAI2 inclusions termed "fish
. eyes" (Fig. 7a), second is clusters of SiC whiskers or particulates (Fig.
- 7b), third is the voids initiated at the SiC whiskers or particulates and

fourth large "chuncks" of SiC > 10 jim (Fig. 7c).

It is generally accepted that a ductile fracture in the presence of a
second-phase particles occurs by i) nucleation of voids at the particles,
ii) growth of these voids and iii) their linkage which manifestates the
actual physical separation. In SiC/Al composites, the fracture process
depends on the content of SiC particles and/or whiskers. Void nucleation
is a signiticant factor when the vollni e percent ot SiC is low. The extent

% % %"/?.' - ,' ?" ', -"-". "r . ." ."', ",,'','" -" '', "- ' "-" " ". ',"-' -' "-"' '""A..
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Fig 7. La rge in11Ler-

mleta I Iic i mu' I ki-

sion ("f is
eyes") (a),

cluster of
whiskers (b),

and individual

SiC particles
(c) as an act-

ing fracture
initiating
sites.

RR

(a) x1000~

7(b) x8000

77

L

of the void growth determines the ductility of the material. in the high

SC content P> 20%), composites matrix is in 'he state of significant

pastic constraint. Tlius, dislocation motion, i.e., plastic f low in the

bukOf the Composite is impeded. It appears, therefore, that void

Lnucleation i-, not a controlling pairameter. Crack initiates at time pre-
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CONCLUSIONS

1. High strength of the SiC/Al interface and a big difference in CTE
between SiC and Al results in the generation of a large number oi
dislocations.

2. The high dislocation density provides the main contribution to the
strengthening of the discontinuous SiC/Al composite.

3. The improvement of ductility and fracture toughness properties of
SiC/Al composites can be achieved in two steps. First is to eliminate
the presence of large inclusions and clusters of SiC particulates
and/or whiskers. Further improvement, it is believed, can be obtained

by tailoring SiC/Al interfaces.
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ABSTRACT

Discontinuous SiC/Al composites were fabricated with different size

SiC particles in order to study the role of particle size on the fracture

process. Tensile test data shows that the Young's modulus is independent

of SiC particle size, whereas yield stress and ultimate strength decreases,

and strain to fracture and ductility increases as SiC particle size in-

creases. The fracture behavior of SIC/Al is unique in the sense that it

has features of brittle and ductile mechanisms. The fracture process is
matrix controlled up to SiC particle sizes of 20 um and above where frac-

ture of SiC begins to dominate. The matrix is influenced by residual

" hydrostatic tension and high density of dislocations generated at SiC/Al

interfaces due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)

between SiC and Al matrix. Crack initiation fracture toughness does not

depend on SiC particle size. Crack growth fracture toughness increases as

the size of the SiC particles increase.

6"

INTRODUCTION

Low ductility and fracture toughness of discontinuous SiC/A1 compos-

ites remains a major obstacle to the practical application of these mater-
Z, ials. Despite the significant improvement in the processing of SiC/AI com-

posites in the recent years. fracture toughness is still in the range of 12

to 20 KPa - /m (1,2,31. It is not clear how the interfacial SiC/Al bond

strength, difference in CTE between SIC and Al, size of the SiC reinforce-
ment affect the toughness. It has already been established that the in-

crease in the volume fraction of SiC particles and/or whiskers and the in-

crease of the matrix strength influence adversely the toughness of SIC/Al

composites (3,4]. This paper will examine the dependence of the toughness

and tensile properties of the SiC/Al composites containing various sizes of
i SiC particles.
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MATER IALS AND TEST METHODS

S.;ic pu-rttcle ; ut 2.4, 3.2, 8 and 20 Ujm average size were mixed sepa-

rately with 1100 Al poder and hot pressed, extruded and hot rolled to

produce tensile test samples and compact tension specimens (CTS). Also a
.'iC/A1 composite containing 250 wm size SiC particles was purchased from

DWA. The volume fraction of the SiC reinforcement was constant in all

composites and equal to 20 volume percent. An 1100 Al alloy was selected

i in order to minimize the influence of the alloying elements which would

otherwise introduce additional complicating factors. Tensile samples were

Machined in the rolling direction and tested at a standard crosshead speed
of 0.05 cm/min. The CTS were machined and tested using single specimen J-

integral testing technique in accordance with ASTh E813 standard [5]. All

samples were tested in the annealed condition. Also, the energy separation

. I  technique, developed at the University of Maryland [6] was utilized as a

supplemental method of analyzing load-unload records to increase the con-

fidence in the data obtained. The later technique implies that the area

under the load versus displacement curve, which corresponds to the work

done by external load, can be separated into the stored elastic strain

(potential) energy, Us, the elastic energy, Ue, released during crack

extension, and the plastic energy, Up, dissipated during crack extension as

-hown on Fig. 1.

AP aAREA OAAO'= AUp

0 AREA OA'B =AUe
<AREA OBD AU

0 D

LOAD-LINE DISPLACEMENT

Fig. I. Schematic of the energy separation principle between two
successive unloadings.

Th-e rate of the plastic energy dissipation I = I/B N dU /da and the elastic
energy release rate G 1/BN dUQ/da represent the plastic and elastic parts
of the J-integral, i.e., J - I + G, where BN is the thickness of the CTS

between the side grooves and a is the crack length. C ,jqk initiation frac-

ture toughness can be determined as KIC - (CE /1 - v ) ' [7], where Ec is

the romposite Young's modulus and v is the Poissons ratio (v - 0.31).
Also, a direct evaluation of K IQ is possible by taking maximnrn load Pm from
the load-unloa q ecord and .substituting into the expression

F P /B (W) f(a/w) [71, where w is the width of the CTS and values of

fza/w) ;ire Nreadily available. Crack growth fracture toughness is evaluated

hy dimen ionles- tearing modulus T which is equal to [7,8]:

T - /a dJ/da, where a is the composite yield streGs and dIj/da is thec yv
slope of the stable crac extension portion of the J versus a plot
constructed in accordance with A.STM E813. Crack extension was determined

n;ing unioading compliance . echniqu- [5,7]. In order to verify the

I"" """ • ". ". ' . " ". . .". .". ' .,*.",.". '. % ,""". . .2' . . . - '-
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calculated crack extension values, the tested CTS were exposed to elevated

temperature and then fractured. Physical crack lengths are within 5 to 10%

from the values calculated by compliance technique.

. The interaction between the fracture path and SiC particles is analyz-
ed by counting the number of SiC particles along a random path (RP), and

the fracture path (FP) and comparing SiC particle densities and size dis-
tributions. Particle size is represented by the longest dimension of the
SiC particle. Random path particle count (RPPC) is performed by counting
the particles along the perpendicular lines forming a square mesh which is
placed on the micrographs of the metallographically polished cross sections
of SiC/Al composites. Fracture path particle count (FPPC) is done by in-

,4 corporacing the SiC particles touching both matching sides of the crack on
the cross sections of the tested but not separated CTS. In addition, the
number of SiC particles fractured by the crack path can be reasonably
estimated since both matching halves of the same crack are present on the

m'.rograph. The latter can be used to determine the percent of SiC
particles fractured by the crack path using the ratio of,

0 of particles fractured by crack path
FPPC

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tensile Tests

The Young-s modulus of the tested SiC/Al composites does not change as
a function of SiC particle size and remains constant - 89.7 GPa. This
agrees quite well with the classical treatment of the composites where
Young-s modulus E is the function of the volume fraction of the reinforce-
ment [4,9]. Constancy of the modulus indicates good reproducibility during
the manufacturing process of SiC/Al composites with various SiC particle
sizes in terms of the bonding between SiC/Al. The yield stress and ulti-

mate tensile strength decrease as the size of SiC particles increases.
This is consistent with the experimental data collected by various investi-
gators [10]. A recent model of the composite strengthening based on dislo-
cation generation due to the difference in coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) between SIC and Al [111 is in accord with the data obtained in the
current investigation. Uniform strains to the point of instability remain
within 6 to 7% range independent of the SIC particle size. This fact
suggests that: i) there is no large scale "bulk" yielding in the compos-
ites and deformation takes place within a narrow band surrounding the
fracture path (thus the observation of possible difference in strain to

. ultimate load between SiC/Al tensile samples is rather difficult), which
correlates quite well with the previous observations in SiC/6061 Al com-

7posites [3,12], I) the difference in the total amount of plastic deforma-
. tion to fracture between the composite samples containing various sizes of

the SIC particles comes mainly at the expense of the deformation taking
place during the necking, i.e., plastically unstable portion of the tensile

* test.

SiC Particle Analysis

The experimental data chow that the ratio of SiC particle densities
measured along RP and FP does not depend on the SiC particle size, i.e.,
RPPC/FPPC - constant - 0.75 for 2.4, 3.2, 8 and 20 pm average SiC size

%6
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composites. This means that one finds more SiC particles along FF then
along any other direction. Thus crack path is attracted towards the SiC
particles. The significance of the specific value of 0.75 is not under-
stood. Attraction of the crack front by the second phase particles is
discussed elsewhere (13]. The attraction or deflection is determined by
the sign of the residual stresses. In case of a tensile residual stress
the crack front is attracted towards the particles (13]. The residual
hydrostatic tension was reported to exist in SiC/Al composites due to the
difference in CTE [14]. The influence of the residual stresses on the
fracture path morphology in two phase system was treated theoretically
using computer modeling [15). Considering various levels of hydrostatic
tension superimposed on the random arrangement of voids it was shown that
the higher residual tension resulted in the lower strain to fracture. Also
fracture propagated along the path which had the smallest fracture strain.
The percent of SiC particles fractured by the crack path remains around 8%
for 2.4, 3.2 and 8 Wm average SiC particle size composites and increases
to - 25% for 20 pm SiC/Al composite. This result can be treated on the
basis of the critical flaw size used in the Griffith fracture mechanics.The probability of finding a critical flaw size in small SiC particle is

less than in the coarse one (16].

Fractrography

The results of the fracture surface observation can be divided into
three groups: 1) fracture surfaces have a dimple morphology, 2) there are
two dimple populations: the first, which is associated with SiC particles,
and increases its size as the size of the SiC particles increases, and
second type consisting of very small dimples located in the space between
the SiC related dimples, 3) no indication of fracture of SiC in the case of
small SiC sizes (< 10 Um) (see Fig. 2).

* S.i

I-2 "

C Fig. 2. Fracture surface of 3.2 pm average size SiC/Al composite.-

When the SiC size increases the fracture of the particles becomes more
apparent. The shape of the dimples is rather equiaxial and there is no

.~~ . P*,~
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Fig. 3. Polished cross section of 20 pm average size SiC/Al comnposite
;,.7,tested tensile sample.

This means that- fracture process is confined to an extremely narrow band
and there is no apparent, damage zone adjacent to the fracture surface which
generally exiSts in the classical void nucleation and growth type ductile
fracture. Also, very little pull out of the SiC particles from the Al
matrix can be found which is indicative of a good SiC/Al interfacial bond-
ing. No voids can be seen in the vicinity and ahead of the crack tip.
Instead, a series of short cracks can be seen in the matrix in front of the
continuous crack as shown on Fig. 4. Apparently this cracking Lakes Place
in the matrix ahead of the crack tip and forms some sort of the damage
zone. This primary cracking can be observed as far as - 50 pm away from
the crack tip for :.he fine SiC particle (2.4 and 3.2 pm average size)
SiC/Al composite aord about 110 to 150 pim for the coarse SiC particle size
(8 and 20 pm) composites. It is believed that crack propagation occurs by
connecting these discontinuous microcracks. It seems that the Short micro-
cracks are associated with the Clusters of SiC particles (see Fig. 4).
Even though the distribution of the SiC partIices is predominately orno11-
geneous, on the microscale tere are islands of high and low density of SIC
particles. The clusters of the inclusions are considered to be a sites

U,%
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15111.

Fig. 4. Cross section through the tested 8 ,m average size SiC/Al
composite CTS shcwing the area around the crack tip.

Wsere the damage level reaches extreme values catising the fract ure of the

entire system 117). The degree of plastic constraint within the clusters
- could be much higher than in the rest of the matrix as a result of:

residual hydrostatic tension and high dislocation density due to the
difference in CTE [11,14], and ii) increase of hydrostatic tension during
the deformation due to the plastic constraint in the matrix between the

particles. Thiese factors make SiC clusters quite favorable for crack

inflation. A necessary condition for crack initiation is that the strain

energy U stored at the inclusion is sufficient to provide the surface

energy S of the newly formed crack surfaces, or U > S. The critical stress

for crack nucleation can be obtained from the expression [181:
I E 1/2

o = - ( d
where o is the applied uniaxial stress, q is the average stress concen-
tration fractor at the inclusion, y is the specific surface energy of the
crack, Ec is the composite Young's modulus and d is the particle size. The
location of the crack formation depends on the relative values of y and q
..within the inclusion, at the interface or within the matrix t18). It seems
that stress concentration factor q would be quite high between closely

.paced particles which is not inconsistent with our observation of the
crack formation within the SiC particle clu:;ters.

The very sharp appearence of the crack tip (see Fig. 4) ,;how-s that "
crack blunting between subsequent crack extensions is quite limited. The
est imate of the width of the blunted crack 6 hased on void nucleat ion and,,

• growth model [191 predicts the blunting of about - 10 tim for 2.4 pm average "
s;ize SIC/Al composite. This is much higher than the separation (0 to 2
Lim) observed between the matching sid,,!; of the crack in CTS mnichined from

-"" SiC/Al composite containing 2.4 pm aver;ae size .iC particles. I1iu; the

- classical void nucleation and growth mechanlism of ductile tracLtre dues nol
give satlsfactory description of the crick prupagiLtton in SIC/Al

- rp'; .
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Fracture Initiation Toughness

Crack initiation fracture toughness measured as KIC and KI0 is plotted
as a function of the average SiC particle size and is shown on iig. S. .

55 - ,,5

50 50,,KIC K 1; 1 - -e-) (ASTM 399)

45 45I
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Fig. 5. Crack initiation fracture toughness of SiC/Al composites
measured as KIC (a) and KlQ (b).

The fact that both of these values show the same trend, i.e., no dependence
on the size of the SiC particles increases the confidence in the results
obtained and supports the energy separation method as a new and powerful
tool. The numerical difference (KIC 18 MPa /r and KT- 23 MPa-/r),
between the values of K and K can be explained as folows. A finite
notch with a root radius of - 15 pm was machined in CTS in order to start
the crack (as opposed to ASTH E399 requirement of a pre-fatigued crack
starter resulting in a geometrically sharp crack). Thus it is reasonable
to expect higher values of K which are obtained in accordance with ASTM

E399. Using the result of the study of the influence of notch acuity on
the fracture initiation toughness [31 in SIC/Al composites we may write

• r/2c3/2

K =K K (1+r/2c)
IQ IC(r) IC ( + r/c)

where KIC(r) is the Initiation toughness of the notch with radius r, KIC is
- the toughness of geometrically sharp crack and c is the adjustable constant

related to the microstructure. Substituting values for Kilr - 23 MPa
' ,m, KIC - 18 MPa - /M and r Z 150 Wm we obtain value forC = Opm. It is

rather comparable with the size of the fracture process zone observed in
2.4 Vm average SiC particle size composite. Initiation fracture toughness
for 250 pm SiC/Al composite is almost by the factor of 2 less than for the

* ' *. - - "n A ",-. -. . * % . . , . - .
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rest of the tested composites. This 'is apparently due to the premature
cracking of 250 jim size SiC particles.

Crack Growth Toughness

Crack growth toughness measured as tearing modulus, T, and plastic
part, I, of J-integral is plotted versus the average size of SiC particles
in Fig. 6.

7200 I
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Fig. 6. Crack growth fracture toughness of SiC/Al composites measured as
I (a) and T (b).
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The increase of the crack growth toughness wilth an increase of the SiC

particle size means that more energy is dissipated during crack extension

in the composite with a larger size of SiC particles. As tensile test data
shows the yield stress of the SiC/Al composites drops with the increase of

the SIC particle size. The same behavior was reported in literature for
various alloys containing second phase particles [10]. The size of the

plastic zone is inversely proportional to the square oe the yield
stress [20]. Thus as the size of SiC particles increase, the size of the
plastic zone also increases resulting in the increase of dissipated plastic
energy which in turn increases the crack growth fracture toughness.

. Conclusions

From the data obtained, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Fracture behavior of SiC/Al composites is quite unique and features of

both brittle (limited crack blunting, microcracking in front of the

crack tip, confinement of the fracture process to a very narrow band)
and ductile (dimple morphology of the fracture surface) mechansims.

2. Fracture process is matrix controlled up to very large particle sizes
(> 20 pm) and strongly influenced by: i) residual hydrostatic tension

and hydrostatic tension due to inhomogeneous plastic deformation, ii)
high dislocation density in the regions adjacent to the SiC particles,
and iii) local fluctuations in distribution of SiC particles.

3. Crack initiation fracture toughness KIC is independent of the SiC
particle size up to very coarse grit sizes when SiC particle fracture

N takes over.
4. Low values of the crack initiation toughness can be related to a high

dislocation density and residual hydrostatic tension due to the

difference in CTE between SiC and Al.
5. Young's modulus is not a function of the SiC particle size at a given

volume fraction.

6. Yield stress and ultimate strength of the SiC/Al composite decreases as

SiC grit size increases.
7. SiC/Al interfacial bond strength is quite high.
8. Crack growth fracture toughness measured by T (tearing modulus) and I

dissipation rate of the plastic energy) increases with the increase of
SiC particle size.

9. Increase in the initiation fracture toughness can be expected only when
the plastic constraint of the matrix is decreased. This can be
achieved by tailoring SiC/Al interfaces to control the interfacial bond

strength. By lowering the bond strength the dislocation density could

be reduced. This however will result in the decrease of yield stress.
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5

Strengthening Mechanisms in Discontinuous
SiC/Al Composites

R. J. ARSENAULT

, - Engineering Materials Group, Universit' of Maryh/and.
College Park. Maryland 20742-2105, USA

ABSTRACT

The various potential factors which could affect the yiel strength of
discontnuous SiC/Al composites, such as load transfer mechanisms, residual
elastic stresses, differences in texture, etc.. were considered. It i'as found that
the high dislocation density and small subgrain size generated as a result of
the difference in thermal coefficient of expansion between tie SiC and AI was
the major contribution to the strengthening. The classical load transfer
mechanism and the texture difference had no effect on the strength. The
thermal elastic residual stress was on average in tension (for whisker
composite) and it reduced the tensile yield stress of the whisker composite.

INTRODUCTION

Fhe framework of a mechanism is slowly evolving to account for the
strengthening due to the addition of SiC to an Al alloy matrix. However, it
should be kept in mind that the number of detailed investigations of these
composites is rather limited.

*. The basic strengthening mechanism is the high dislocation density, which
is produced as a result of the differences in the thermal coefficients of
expansion between SiC and Al, and the small subgrain size that results.

There could be other contributing causes to the strengthening, such as:

I. Residual elastic stresses.
2. Differences in texture.
3. Classical composite strengthening (load transfer).

"o&
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''The classical Mondels hased on 'o lnlinuii l mechanics mode will hv ye to he
considered in dcta l

Tvo types of conliii U Illodcls seem to ha ve been used C.\l cnsi vlv.N, tile
shear lag type and tle i-slielby type models. The Iormcr model, .. 'ich was

originally developed Iv Cox.' is simple and has been used for prediction of
stiffness, 2 yield stress,' strength and creep strain rate. In the case of
continuous whisker composite, a shear lag type model was also applied to
prediction of load concentration factor successfully. IHowever, it is known
that the properties predicted by the shear lag type model will become a
crude approximation when the aspect ratio of the short fibcr (l/i) is small or
the short fibers are misoriented. Natdone and Prewo" have recently
proposed a variation of the shear lag type model to obtain a larger
estimated tensile yield stress of a short whisker M MC with smaller values of
1/id.

On the other hand, in the Eshelby type model, the short whisker is
assumed to be a prolate ellipsoidal i nhomogeneity. The analytical model to
predict the thermal and mechanical properties of a composite was first
developed by Eshelby, who considered a single ellipsoidal inclusion or
inhomogeneity embedded in an infinite elastic body,' thus it is valid only
for a small volume fraction of fiber V(. Mort and Tanaka 7 modified the
original Eshelby model for a finite volume fraction. The modified Eshelby
type models are stiffness," yield stress and work-hardening rate, ' - "
thermal expansion 12.13 and thermal conductivity.' The Eshelby type
model has also been used to predict the thermal residual stress in a
composite.1"'" The detailed summary of the Eshelby type models is
given in a book by Mura.'"

The purpose of this investigation was to reconsider the load transfer
mechanism of composite strengthening, and to consider elastic residual
stress and texture differences which could exist on the strengthening of
discontinuous composites.

MODELS

1. Shear Lag Type Model
The original shear lag model, developed by Cox,' with its detailed

derivation of the stiffness = and yield stress3 has already been discussed
elsewhere. Thus it is onfitted here. The standard shear lag model has often
been used for an aligned short fiber composite system where short fibers of
the same size are assumed to be distributed in the matrix in a hexagonal

%~
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array. The repeated cell (unit cell) is uscd for the detailed derivation. 7. 18

The most important assumption in the shear lag type inodel is that load
transfer occurs between a short whisker and matrix by means of shear
stresses at the matrix-whisker interface. In the original shear lag model 1.2

- the load transfer by the normal stress at the whisker ends and side surfaces
. was ignored. Nardone and Prewo 3 recently suggested that the load transfer

at the fiber ends should be accounted for in predicting the yield stress, but
Sstill ignored the normal load at the side surface of fiber for the case of lid

values. Below is the final formulae based on the shear lag type model to
predict the stiffness' 2 and the end result of a derivation of the tensile yield

- stress, including normal stresses on the end of the fiber of a short fiber
composite. For the stiffness,

Ec/Em = (I - V) + (V.Ew/E,,)[ I - (tanh x)/x] (1)

x=(l/d){(l + vm)(Ew/E,,,)ln[Vw-
2 1 1 2

For the yield stress,
.. ,=O0.5 V ( + /d) + ( -V) (2)

- where Ema, E, and E, are Young's moduli of the matrix, whisker and
composite, respectively; V is the volume fraction of whiskers; ay and rcy

are the yield stresses of the matrix and composite, respectively; and l/dis the
whisker aspect ratio.

In the shear lag model, there exists an uncertainty regarding the relation
*- between lid and LID, which is usually found from observations of SEM

photos. In deriving eqn. (1), we have used the same assumption as Kelly and
Street,4 i.e. L = . This assumption would certainly induce errors in the
analysis for the case of smaller whisker aspect ratios. This model is
described in greater detail elsewhere. 1 7 .18

2. Eshelby Type Model
The original Eshelby model6 is based on the assumption that an

ellipsoidal inclusion with uniform nonelastic strain (cigenstrain) e* is

embedded in an infinite elastic body. Eshelby6 derived the formula to
- compute the stress field induced in and around an inclusion and also the

associated strain energy of this system. Mori and Tanaka 7 modified the
original Eshelby model to account for the interaction between inclusions,

-". i.e. an aligned short fiber composite.
The Young's modulus along the fiber axis E can be obtained as

Ec/E, = 1/(1 + Vw(Em/ao)e3 3) (3)

'%
,14
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heIre C3 '_' is-) o) bC comp)utedl from) II(ormula.tIin definled ClIsellce,' ll 141n

tile results are cxprcssed InI termis of C0 (a0 )/]"') and c0 i some1 numerical

Thc formnula to predict tile yield Stress is finally reduced to"17."

oryc ==claym +C 2 CV ('4)

where c, is a nonldimicnsional parameter (thle yield stress raiser), C2 IS thec

work-hardening rate and e is thle plastic strain in thle matrix along thle fiber
axis.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to compare these models, the stiffness (Er) and the yield stress (r.
of an aligned short whisker MMC are computed by using eqns (1) and (2)
(shear lag type model) and eqns (3) and (4) (Eshclby type model). Thle target
short whisker MMCs are spherical SIC (SIC.) and SiC whiskers
(SiCj/l 100 Al matrix composites.'" The numerical results of Ec/Em based

4 on thle shear lag type and Eshelby type models are plotted as dashed and
solid curves, respectively, as a function of whisker aspect ratio 1/d in Fig. I.
The experimental results'" are also plotted as a circle in Fig. 1. The material
constants used in this calculation are given In Ref. 18. It can be seen in Fig. I

2.0-

0

ESHELOY TYPE MODEL (8)

/ --- SHEAR -LAG TYPE MODEL (2)

1.0-/ 0 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (18)

0.15 1
I 5 10 I5 20

Vid

FIG. 1. Thc ratio or modulus of the compositc to modulus or thc matrix vcrsus lcngth to
diamcter ratio of fibcr.

Li
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thajt thle stifflnesses prcdicted byN thle Shear Ili type nIodel are always ls

than those predicted by thle Eshelby type model and that the shear lap,

model is a rather crude approximation for smaller I/1d. A comparison with

til experimental results reveals that thle E-shelby tvp mlodel gives a better
i predliction'.

Next we have computed the values of o,/o based oil eqns (2) and (4),
thle results of- which are plotted as (dashed and solid curves, respectively, Inl
Fig. 2, where thle closed circles denote thle experimental results for a specific
SiC./Al 60614T6 comnpos Ite 3 and the predicted values based on thle
modified Eshelby model, with residual stress accou nted for, are plotted as a
dlash-dlot curve. All predictions are plotted as a function of!/1d. In thle range
of small I/1/ the Eshelby type model gives anl accurate prediction,

0 F-ESHELBY TYPE MOOEL(9)
-- ESHELBY TYPE MODEL

MODELS WITH RESIDUAL STRESS
5 (0.1

-- SHEAR LAG TYPE
MODEL (3)

4- Si sCw/Af 601-TG (22.23)

EXPERIMENTS 10 Si Cw/AI1100ANNEALED(2.23)

o Si Cw/AI 6061 ANNEALED (22.23)

YC L S1 sCw/A17091 ANNEALED (22,23)

0

1 5 10 15
ld

FIG. 2. The ratio or thle yield stress composite to matrix versus length to diameter ratio of
iber. For 20V% SIC.
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particularlv at /,d= I , while tlic shear lag model gives an undeicstinliation.

lo\',,,cVCi, at larger I/ds both models predict basically thie samc order of

composite tensile yield stress. In the same figure, our recent results forS various SiC,/AI composite systems are also plotted as open symbols.
Though the Eshelby type model gives reasonable predictions for the case of

- the T6-treated composite (0), the stress prediction of both models is low
compa.red to the experimental results for most of the data (0, 0, ] and
n). The poorest prediction occurs for the case of an annealed 1100
aluminum composite (0).

The experimental yu and ai correspond to the stress at 0-2% offset, and

•ym is from a 0 V% material produced in the same manner as the composite.
iThe reason that both of these models are not capable of predicting the

observed strengthening is that these models assume that the matrix has the
same strength as it has in the nonreinforced condition. In other words, these
models assume that the addition of SiC does not change the strength of the

,* matrix. It has been clearly shown that the dislocation density in the SiC/Al
composites is much higher than in the nonreinforced AI. 2 ' i

If the absolute magnitude of the increase in y compared to m,. Is
cOnsidcred, then the apparent differences caused by the various matrix

-"alloys is much less. The data"' indicate that AG (Au =o'2ov% - uymov%) is
rclativcl\ in dependent of the composite matrix except for the T6 heat-
treated case- The lack of a difference in Au occurs because the thermal stress
dc,vcloped upon cooling is very large compared to the yield stress of the
ratrix in the annealed condition. The dislocations are generated in the
initial cool down whether the sample is furnace cooled or quenched prior to
a ging. Therefore, the increased density of dislocations generated for all
practical purposes is independent of the matrix.

Since the observed increase in the experimental , is much greater than
that predicted by the shear lag type model or the Eshelby type model, the
increase in cuc must be caused by the increased dislocation density in the
composite matrix. This increase in dislocation density is the result of

, relaxation of a portion of the stresses developed upon cooling of the
composite. The stresses arise from the localization of differences in
coefficients of thermal expansion between the SIC and At. The effect of this
thermal expansion mismatch strain (AaAT) has been considered in the
F-shelby model, with residual stress accounted for (dot-dot curve in Fig.
2). I lowever, in the model Aa ATis simulated by the equivalent surface
dislocations" that are present at the matrix-whisker interfaces. In reality,
the surface dislocations are more likely to relax by punching,24 resulting in
the localization of dislocations around a whisker.

a-.
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If wc now consider the proportional linIt of the composite, an interesting
correlation can be obtained. The proportion al limits of the composites 22.25

are approximately equal to u,,,. This correlation gives rise to two important
points. First, the modulus (E-,) that is predicted by the Eshelby type model,
which is in agreement with the experimental data, is for the initial portion of
the stress-strain curve, i.e. for stresses up to the proportional limit.
Therefore, the Eshelby type model does operate up to the proportional
limit, and the model predicts a very small increase in the proportional limit
upon the addition of the reinforcement, again in agreement with the
experimental data. Second, the increase in stress with strain in the stress

- region from the proportional limit to a is caused by an exhaustion
phenomena. In the stress-strain region, dislocation motion occurs in the
lower dislocation density regions within the matrix. The increase in stress
between the proportional limit and the aoy is not caused by work-
hardening, for there is no general increase in dislocation density.2 6 There is
an increase in dislocation immediately below the fracture surface, i.e. within
100 pim of the fracture surface. The dislocation density in the remainder of
the sample is identical to that of the undeformed sample. However, only
limited deformation can occur, because of the small volume of matrix. In
order to have macro-deformation, i.e. to reach 0"2% offset strain, additional
dislocation motion must occur in the higher stress regions of the matrix
which are often quite localized in the specimen. Therefore, the macro-
yielding of the composite is controlled by the inhomogeneous matrix which
is a mixture of the high-low dislocation regions.

RESIDUAL ELASTIC STRESS

An analytical model by Arsenault and Taya"1 based on an ellipsoidal-
shaped SiC particle in Al matrix was developed, which predicts that a
tensile thermal residual should exist in the matrix for a whisker of/dof 18
and the longitudinal residual stress should be higher than the transverse
residual stress. The actual experimental data obtained from an X-ray
analysis are shown in Table I. The X-ray results do indicate that the matrix
is in tension and that the longitudinal residual stress is higher than the
transverse residual stress. However, the X-ray data indicate a higher value
of residual stress than predicted.

The model of Arsenault and Taya1 ' predicts that the yield stress in
compression should equal the yield stress in tension if the SiC is in the form
of spheres. The surprising result is that in the case of spherical SiC

4

.-- '-.
.*~ (. . . . .. %
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TABILE I

NlateliaiI Longitudinal Transvicr-s
(M Pa) (M 11.)

0OVol. %// whiskcr SIC 6061 matrix 0-0 0.0
5 Vol. % whiskcr SIC 606 1 matrix 408 35

20 Vol.% v/ wisker SIC 6061 miatrix 231 58
Wrought 1100 Al 0.0 0-0

composite, tilc tensile strcss Is higher than that of thle compressive yield
stress, whereas thle difference predicted by the model is zero. However, the
point to be made is that for thle whisker ease OrC> OuT. The model of
Arsenault and Taya successfully predicts the differences in the tensile and
compressive yield stress due to the thermal residual stiesses. However, the
model is completely incapable of predicting thle absolute magnitude of the

Al2z03-/50 5 6 Al
Vt-0.5

Experimentol

1o500 -- Analyticol Results

00

500

0 0.005 0.010
Strain c

FIG. 3. Tension and compreSSion stress-strain curves of continuous Al,0 3 fiber/5056 Al
composite with V, = 0-57. Thc cxpcrimental and theoretical results arc dcnotcd by solid and
dashcd curves, rcspectively. Thc solid and opcn circles dcnotc thc yield stress of thc

expcrimcn~al and theoretical results, rcspectivcly.
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increase in yield stress, for it does not have thle capability of rdcigtl

increase In the matrix strengthening.
In a case where thle matrix strengthening'is not suich a predominant

factor, i.e. continuous filamnent deposits, thle model is excellent in predicting
thle differences between tension and compression, a.nd thle absolute values as
shown in Figz. 3.

p TEXTURE

A texture investigation was undertaken and from a comparison of thle data
it is apparent that there is little difference in thle texture of 99-99% Al, 0 V%,
6061 Al alloy and 20V% 6061 Al alloy matrix composite, as shown in
Fig. 4.

(10')

(III)(001)

TEXTURE FOR EXTRUDED 8k ANNEALED
7 99.99% At

TXURE FOR EXTRUDED 8k ANNEALED

0(00)

lie,

% 0
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DISCUSSION

Some time ago, a listing of the components of the strengthcningi
i mechanisms was proposed:

.a A . = A -A -aAs_ ± Aar: + A, X. + Aao.. '

% where Aodl., is the increase in strengthening due to the increase in
dislocation density resulting from tie differenccs in thermal coeflicients of
expansion between the SiC and Al, Aa,, is the increase in strengthening due
to the reduced subgrain size, Aa,. is the difference in strengthening due to

: the thermal residual elastic stresses, Ao,, is the strengthening due to
, differences in texture between the 0 volume % and the higher volume %

composites, and Aao,,,, is the strengthening due to classical composite
strengthening, e.g. load transfer.

If the strengthening components are considered in detail, it is now
, necessary to consider the morphology of SiC. Table 2 is a listing of the

TABLE 2
A listing of the strengthening conlponents for the

spherical SiC in 1100 Al matrix

Au,, = Au dM + Aasg +Ao, + Aaic + Acomc
Aar,,,, = 124-2 MPa
Aa,, = 55"2 M Pa
Aac = 0
Aac, = 0" Ac, , = 0

Ac,,, = 1794 MPa AaYC, = 172-5 MPa

TABLE 3
A listing of the strengthening componets for the

whisker SiC 1/00 AI natrix

Ac,- = Audit, + Aar,,, + Aarcs + Aut + Aco,,p,.

Aa,, = 124"2 MPa
Aa,' = 55-2 M Pa

Aar,. = - 34-5 M Pa

Aa -0

Au,, = 144"9 MPa AcyI = 144"9 MPa

g%
,%,%

; !
, .
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strengthcning components for the spherical SiC case. The strengthening
due to Aa,1 x aid Aact)... , is equal to zero. The su'imatioti of the predicted
strengthening and the observed strengthening are in very good agreement.
Table 3 is a listing of the strengthening components for the whisker SiC
case, The strengthening due to Ao-d,., may be a little higher than the.
valti given, howevr, again the agreement between the predicted and
experimental results is very good.

II.
CONCLUSIONS

From the data presented in this paper, several conclusions can be drawn:

I. The data generated further support the concept that the strengthen-
ing mechanism is due to the difference in the thermal coefficient of
expansion between SiC and Al, which results in a higher dislocation
density and a small subgrain size.

2. The thermal residual stress, as measured by the X-ray technique,
indicates that the matrix is in tension.

3. There is a difference between 6061 and 2124 in terms ofthe fracture
of SiC whiskers and/or the bonding to SiC whiskers.

4. A model based on load transfer is completely incapable of
explaining the increase in strength due to the addition of SiC to the
Al alloy matrix.
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Role of Interfaces in SIC/Al Composites*

R. J. Arsenault and Y. Flom

Metallurgical Materials Laboratory

Chemical Engineering Building

University of Maryland

College Park, MD 20742

Abstract

In discontinuous metal matrix composites, specifically SiC whiskers or

3 platelets in an Al alloy matrix, the interface is a dominate factor. The
strengthening produced by the addition of SiC to Al is due to the high dis-

location density in the matrix. It has been shown by in situ HVEM that
dislocation generation does occur in thermal cycling, also, if a good bond

- does not exist at the interface then dislocation generation does not occur.
The degree of bonding also affects fracture mechanism, i.e., the degree of

void nucleation and growth. In the fracture studies, the fracture surfaces
have a dimpled appearance. The size of the dimples range from tens of

microns down to a fraction of a micron. SiC particulates can be observed at

the bottom of some dimples.

p.
p'.

* This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research
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SIntroduction

The quality of interfacial bond between Al and SiC is important in com-
posite strengthening, independent of the strengthening mechanism that is

assumed to be operative. One of the key elements in the continuum mechanics

treatment of the composite strengthening is that the interface transfers the
load from the matrix into the reinforcement(I- 3 ) . The rule of mixtures that

emerges from the continuum mechanics relates a given property of the compos-

ite to the properties of its constituent materials. The credibility of this
approach depends on, agmong other things, the bond integrity and the effi-
ciency of the load transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement.

Recently it has been shown(4 -6 ) that in Al/SiC systems the interfaces
are a major source of the dislocation generation (on cooling from fabricat-

ing temperature due to the difference in the coefficient of thermal expan-

sion). The r~sultani0disl~cation densities at the AI/SiC interfaces can be

very high (10 to 10 cm- ), which significantly contributes to the overall
composite strength.

Several i egigators have reported that the bond between Al/SiC is

generally good ,eg, but a systematic evaluation of the bond strength has
not been, to our knowledge, reported in the literature. Direct measure-

ments of the interfacial shear strength in me matrix systems have been
made using flat plate and fiber pullout tests '.The fiber pullout test,

which is of more interest for this investigation, wa 1 ed to determine
interfacial shear strength in Cu/W and Cu/Mo systems " 3. Several attempts

were made to carry out a direct measurement of the interfacial bond shear

strength in Al/SiC using the pullout test due to its apparent simplicity.

However, all these attempts resulted in brittle failure of SiC (single
crystal, very large grain, and sintered SiC were used) at very moderate

loads.

In addition, an effort was made to perform a punch test using Al disks

with pieces of the SiC embedded in the center. This effort also resulted in
premature failure in SiC.

Another way to evaluate the interfacial bond strength is bmdmtD the

Sgeneral understanding of the mechanism of the ductile fracture - which

was applied for the determination of the interfacial bond strength in sphe-

roidized 1045 steel, Cu-0.6 pct. Cr loriing tte ctile
Fe3C and TIC particles, respectively 

. Providing that the ductile

fracture starts by void nucleation at t14 nclusions and second phase parti-

cles, the theoretical bounding analysis"'4' allows the evaluation of the

interfacial strength in the systems with the small volume fraction of the

second phase.

A ductile fracture, especially in the presence of second-phase parti-

cles or inclusions, is assumed to be the end result of a sequence of three

processes: i) nucleation of Rm 8 ds at the second-phase particles, ii)
growth, iii) linkage of voids

It is generally thought that the nucleation of voids requires the

attainment of a critical normal stress at the particles matrix inter-
face I4 , which is a local condition. This depends upon thl size, shape and

'. location of the particles and sometimes their interaction
12 . In the case

of SiC/Al composites that have been produced to date, it is possible that

this event, i.e., the nucleation may be reduced at some of the Al/SiC inter-

faces because of the pre-existing voids.

-' . " "- --

,,
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N The growth rate of the voids is determined by the rate of specimen
extension and the stress rate'12 '20) . Experimental observations of void
growth have been made in many studies, primarily under simple tensile
loading, and the analysis is based on this mode.

The strain for void initiation, i.e., nucleation and that for growth
before linkage can be defined for multiloading state. A weakness in all of
the theories of ductile fracture is the arbitrary nature of the condition of
void linkage and failure. It is usually assumed that voids connect when the
void 1engt reaches some multiple of the distance between the neighboring
void~1  ) Some criteria ignore the geometric or material instabilities
that can lead to flow localizations: yet they appear to give adequate de-
scriptions of the experimental results. A small word of caution should be
made, and that is, these results apply to the ductile fracture, only when
the matrix is quite soft, i.e., if the matrix is strengthened by some mech-
anism, such as age hardening or solid solution strengthening the agreement
between the experimental results and theory is definitely not as good. This
mechanism predicts that fracture strain, which may be related to fracture
toughness, is -independent of platelet size at a given volume fraction.

As stated above, dislocation generation due to differences in coeffici-
4. ent of thermal expansion between SiC and Al is a major contributing fact )r

to strengthening. However, the role of interfacial bond on the dislocation
has not been demonstrated and knowledge of plastic zone dimensions, i.e.,
the extent of the region about SiC of a high dislocation density should
contribute to the understanding of the mechanism of composite strengthening.

The experimental determinations of plastic strains and plastic zone
radii about a particle in the matrix due to differences in coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE), to our knowledge, have not been reported in the
literature.

Several theoretical investigations have been undertaken to predict the
magnitude of the plastic strain in the plastic zone around a particle. The
relaxation of the misfit caused by the introduction of the oversized spheri-
cal particle int a spherical hole in the matrix was analytically described

by Lee et al. . Using the misfitting sphere model, they calculated
strains in plastic zo t hat surrounds a hard sphere and also the plastic
zone radius. Hoffman(2 2) calculated the overall total strains in the tung-
sten-fiber-reinforced 80Ni + 20Cr matrix, using a thick wall, long cylinder
approach and assuming that a hydrostatic stress-state exists within each
constituent.

Garmong (2 3 ) , assuming uniformity of stresses and strains in the matrix,
calculated deformation parameters for a hypotetical eutectic composite, and
reported values of matrix plastic strains were of the order of 0.4%.

Dvorak and Rao(24) developed a new axisymmetric plasticity theory of

fiberous composites involving large thermal changes. The long composite
cylinder model was adopted as a composite unit cell and microstress distri-
bution as well as yielding surfaces were obtained for Al-W composites.

Mehan ( 25 ) calculated residual strains in an Al/a - Al203 composite due
to cooling from fabricating temperature. He considered an idealized compos-
ite consisting of a long sapphire cylinder surrounded by an Al matrix. This
is equivalent to the long cylinder composite model used by Dvorak and Rao.

The above-mentioned composite models, however, do not give an accurate
description of the plastic strain state in the short composite cylinder
model. A short cylinder model nearly duplicates the stress-strain
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distribution about whisker and platelet in SIC-Al composites.

The purpose of these investigations was to experimentally determine t .e
bond strength between SIC and Al in a commerical composite material using
the analysis of separation of the inclusion from the matrix under the nega-
tive pressure, and relate the bond strengths to the observed fracture sur-
faces. The second and third purposes of this Investigation were to deter-
mine experimentally the magnitude of the local plastic strain produced in
the Al matrix around a short SiC cylinder during a thermocycle, to estimate
the extent of the plastic zone around the cylinder, and also to determine if
a relationship could be found between the fracture process and bond strength
at the Al/SiC interface.

Experimental Procedure

One volume (I V%) SiC particulate in a 6061 Al alloy matrix composite
lpurchased from DWA was used for the bond strength investigation. The low

volume percent of the particulate was necessary in order to provide favor-

able conditions for a ductile fracture and thus activate the mechanism of
void nucleation and growth type failure. At higher volume concentrations,

the Al/SiC composites exhibits very little ductility. The theoretical
Nanalysis of the inclusion separation from the matrix that was used in this

investigation was based on the assumption that there is no interaction
between the particles, which is a reasonable statement for a sma]l-volume
concentration.

The composite material was machined to a standard tensile test speci-
men. In order to introduce a local triaxial stress state, a circumferential

groove was electrical discharge machined (EDM) in the center of the specimen
(Fig. 1).

A-A

E .A-A Z:O aa :2.25rmm

E a
tr~a
- 5.5mm R=O. mm

max
2"a"

(a) (b)

Figure 1 - A schematic view of the specimen (a) and

enlarged portion of the groove (b) showing groove
geometry and location of the maximum triaxial stresses.

% N

.4%
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Subsequently, the specimen was annealed and quenched, in order to keep the
Mg2S1 phase in the solution and thus limit the presence of particles other
than SiC. The specimens were tested in tension to fracture using an Instron
testing machine. The fracture halves were cut longitudinally (parallel to
the tensile axis) using EDM and mechanically polished.

Polished surfaces were examined for voids between SiC particles and tle
matrix. The fracture surfaces were examined in the scanning electron micro-

scope (SEM).

The experimental determination of the local plastic strain at the SiC/
Al interface in a commercially available Al/SiC composite is practically an
impossible task due to very small particle interspacing (several pm). Thus,
a composite model consisting of a SiC cylinder embedded into an Al matrix
was fabricated to attempt direct strain measurements.

Aluminum of 99.99% purity (to minimize the influence of the alloying
elements) and commercial carborundum were used to produce the composite
model.

Platelets of SiC were separated from carborundum conglomerates that are
used in the production of abrasives. These platelets were spark planed on

an EDM to approxiamtely I mm thick plates. These flat plates were cut into
rectangular - 1 mm x I mm rods. After this, each rod was spark machined to
a cylindrical shape with -1 mm cross sectional diameter.

Pure Al rods, 12.5 mm in diameter in the as-received condition, were
cut into 37 mm long studs. Two Al studs and one SIC rod were assembled
together and put in a specially built compaction die, where they were hot

pressed to produce one compact. Compaction was done on an Inst on Testing
Machine. During the entire compaction cycle, a vacuum of - 10-1 torr was
maintained using a mechanical vacuum pump.

The central portion of the compacted sample was sliced in the trans-
verse direction into 1 mm thick disks using EDM, set at a low power, and
each disk contained a SiC cylinder very close to perfect center (Fig. 2).
All Al/SiC disks were metallographically and then electrolitically polished

to remove the thin cold worked surface layer of Al.

The method adopted for evaluation of plastic deformation was based on
the direct observation of slip bands on the polished surface of the sample

around the SiC particles. The amount of slip is a characteristic of the
amount of plastic deformation (when deformation occurs by slip) in a
crystalline solid. Plastic strain can be evaluated if the number of slip
bands and displacement on each band are known. The concept of combined
platic shear strain y has been introduced, where y is equivalent to

a product of slip banMPensity (N) and the amount of s ?p(S), i.e.,

-K N S,
cpss

where K - coefficient, taking into consideration different crystallographic
s'-stua (K = 3 ). A detailed treatment of y and K is given else-
where / . Thus, the method reduces the data Efflection to the measurements
of slip band densities and their heights in the area of interest.

The electropolished Al-SiC disks were separated into three groups: A,
B, and C. Each group was heated to about 823 K and then cooled as
indicated:

%~
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;( a) b) (C) Wd

• Figure 2 -A schematic of the fabrication sequence
~of the AI/SiC composite model.

Group A - furnace cooled,
"" Group B - air cooled,

,'[" Group C - quenched in alcohol.

, Since the surface of each disk had a high quality polish, slip bands

could be observed around SiC in an optical microscope. The slip band density
and height measurements were obtained from a Zeiss Interference Microscope.
Areas containing slip bands were photographed in white light and in green

"'.-.monochromatic light. Pictures taken in white light gave the actual image of
/" the slip bands. Pictures of the same areas :aken in monochromatic light

gave interference fringe patterns (Fig. 3). Thus the correlation between
slip bands and interference fringes was established which enabled a

~determination of the height of a given slip band.

Experimental Results and Discussion

"-'J Bond Strength

The experimental technique adopted in this work for the Al/SiC inter-
face bond strength estimation was based on the determination of local

""stresses durinu 5lastic deformation under a triaxial stress sta t e( 15
) . The

bond analysis ( ) showed that the interfacial stress aor can be expressed as

-rr

rr - 0 T + Y(e ) pI

where a_ is the local negative pressure (tr(ax)al tensile stress) Y( ) is
true flw stress in tension corresponding to the local average plastc p

strain, had the second phase particle been absent. is analysis was based
on the assumption that: () particles have an equliaxed shape, and (2)

volume fraction of the second phase is small.

gav inerernc fring patensi g.3.Tutecreato:ewe
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Figure 3 - Slip bands (a) and interference fringe
-" patterns (b) of different areas around SiC.

The distribution of the triaxial tensile stress along the radial line
in the plane of the groove was obtained from the theory of stress concentra-
tions on circ tirentially grooved elastic bars originally given by Neuber
and expresed

T f' as

as

n / at z = 0, (2)a o [ (r j211/2

a
where T /, represents the triaxiality. aT is the negative pressure, a is

the flow s ress or average ligament stress, "z" is equal to the vertica?
distance along the z axis and "r" is the half width of the groove (Fig. 1).

S Parameters c and a are defined as follows:

S+a + (1 + 1/2

a" 1/2 and (3)
2[ 2 + R + +] R- ) ]

+ a1/2

a (a) 1/2(4

where "a" is the radius of the specimen in the plane of the groove and "R"
is the groove radius.

The longitudinal sections of the tested specimen are shown on Fig. 4.
In general, the number of voids associated with debonding of SiC particu-
lates was much smaller than the total number of voids related to the frac-
ture. Several examples of the areas where debonded SiC particulates can be

". observed are shown in Fig. 5. Debonding shown in Fig. 5 is a rather rare
event and is not typical of AI/SiCp fractured samples.

According to the Neuber analysic, the largest negative pressure occurs

at the outer surface of the groove (see Fig. 1). Since, in general, no
separation between the SiC particulates and Al matrix was observed, it is

reasonable to assume that for Al/SIC bond:
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Fiurot-Eetroomcorah of the grov.ffepprent aeodngi resn

at the position of maximum triaxial stress. (b) - taken
." below the fracture surface away from the groove. (c,d)-
• : taken far away from the fracture and represent the bulk of

the specimen.

.4%

max
a r> aT  + Y(C

-"Value of Y(e )was obtained from stress-strain curve asp Pf
(e- f =--- v - flow stress ,(5)

p Af 0

Swhere Pf will equal the load at failure which will equal 750 kg and Af will
,"equal the area across the grooved region. T'e values of "c" and ""we get

from expressions (3) and (4), respectively. At the bottom of the
,.circumferential groove (z 0 ) these values are c 0.48 and a 0.09.

~ ~ 1%
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Figure 5 - Electron micrographs of the areas below
fracture surface at the bottom of the groove (a) and
away from it (b) where debonding was observed.

U Substituting Eqs. (5) and (2) into Eq. (1) we obtain:

c0 rr = a°o r 2 172 + o 1690 MPa (6)

a
Thus, the lower bound value for Al/SiC bond strength is 1690 Mia. This

q value is a minimum of 40 times larger than the yield strength of the Al 4
matrix. Therefore, it can be safely stated that the bond is fairly good.

Plastic Zone Size

The experimentally determined values of combined plastic shear strain

c are plotted vs. distance in the form of histogram on Fig. 6. On the
sa e figure we nave a plot of effective strain r, which was determined
theoretically (2 6). The histogram represents the actual discrete character
of the measurement of Y c Each horizontal portion of the histogram

corresponds to the averae value of y obtained from the increment of the
area of the specimen.

The largest combined plastic shear strain y 1.3% was observed at
the SiC-Al interface in Group A samples. Group EPRowed the lowest amount 3

". of strain = 0.99%. In addition, the extent of plastic zone (i.e., the larg-
est distance from the interface at which slip bands can still be measured)
was smaller in samples from group C than in samples from groups A and B.

". This result corresponds to the effect of strain rate (which is proportional

L. to the cooling rate) on the relative amount of plastic and elastic strains
during deformation. Generally, higher heating and cooling rates will cause '1

. elastic stresses to be lari and lower heating and cooling rates will allow
greater plastic relaxation s).

The height of the slip bands was measured to ± 0.1 band interval. This
gives an error of ± 0.1 x 0.27 um = - 0.027 um in the height values. As was

. mentioned before, the slip band density measurement introduce much less
error.

r
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Figure 6 - Theoretical c vs. r and experimental
Y s VS. r profiles around SIC in Al-SiC composite

di.k thermocycled between 298 K and 823 K.

.,=,

6h6 7fore, the error range for y determination can be evaluated as
?., --.-r x 100 -20% where 0.135 pm [s taken as an average slip band height.

- J

, h { s obviously a big range for an error.

The resultant profile of the effective plastic strain c around the SIC
""particle and the extent of the plastic zone are shown in Fig. 6. As one can

see p 1.15 mm, and c - 2.5% at the interface. The theoretical plastic

, strain is higher than the observed plastic strain, and the theoretical
' -. plastic zone radius is smaller than the observed one. The theoretical

" plastic zone size is estimated on the assumption that deformation is
homogeneous, i.e., uniform around the SIC particle. In the real case we

- have "bursts" of plastic flow in accordance with a particular crystallo-
e, graphic situation. Thus, the extent of the "burst" of plastic deformation

,p. can be larger than that of homogeneous deformation since the same amount of
plastic flow must be accomodated. The explanation of the difference between
observed and calculated strains can be given as follows. On heating, due to

differential expansion between Al and SIC, the matrix tends to pull away
from SIC. If the bonding between Al and SIC Is sufficient to resist the

a. NTEFAC
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pulling action, the matrix undergoes deformation proportional to 6T of the
cycle. If, on the other hand, bonding is weak, the matrix breaks away from

SiC at a certain temperature TB and subsequent temperature increase has no
effect on matrix deformation since it is now free to expand.

Hot stage observations showed that slip band formation started under
373 K. Accurate evaluation of the temperature at which slip became visible
was not possible because thermocouple in the hot stage was not sensitive

enough in the temperature range between 298 K and 373 K. It was noticed

that more slip bands were formed on the heating half of the thermocycle than

on the cooling half. The slip band arrangement on the cooling half repeated

the one developed during the heating half. When the temperature approached

- 773 K, slip bands began to disappear.

MR mAnother possible explanation of the stoppage of slip band development
is that the Al matrix breaks away from SiC and continues to expand freely

without any restraint from SiC. It is also possible that very fine slip

bands still continued to form (high temperature creep, for example), but we

-. "did not see this due to the limitation in resolution of our optical system.

K' It should be mentioned, however, that disappearance of the slip bands re-

sponds to similar observations made by Vogelsang, Arsenault and FisherM 'in

their in situ TEM investigation of Al-SiC composites. They observed "slip

lines ' in thermal-cycled TEM foils, and these slip lines disappeared at high

temperatures.

The fact that slip band patterns formed on cooling repeat themselves

shows that the same slip systems are engaged in the "reversed" deformation,

proving at least partially that there is a certain reversibility of the

plastic deformation that occurs when the load is reversed.

Fractography

The observations from the fracture surface can be divided into four

groups (almost independent of test method, SiC morphology and volume frac-

tion of SiC): 1) There appears to be initiation sites, 2) macroscopically

very brittle but microscopically ductile, i.e., dimple formation, 3) no
-[ indication of fracture of SiC; if the SiC particles are < 10 Um in diameter

4) some secondary cracking.

The observations of fracture initiation sites come from three modes;

one is fracture of large intermetallic inclusions "fish eyes"; second,

clumps of SiC whiskers or particulate and third, void initiation at the SiC

whiskers or particulate.

"- Low magnification observations of the fracture surface shows a single

stage appearance. The deep pits of approximately 40 to 100 Wm in diameter

can be seen throughout the fracture surface (Fig. 7). Each large pit

contains an inclusion that has a flat surface (this indicates a brittle

character of these inclusions). X-ray analysis revealed a high
concentration of Fe and Cr in these inclusions. Subsequently, these

inclusions had been termed as "fish eyes" (Fig. 8) due to their shape, and

it is believed that they are insoluable intermetallics (Fe, Cr) 3 SiAl 2 .

This compound is encountered in 6061 Al cast and wrought structures.

Metallographic examinations of the longitudinal cross-sections of the

fractured halves of the tensile samples reveal a large number of the "fish

eyes" cracked in the direction perpendicular ot the tensile axis, as shown
on Fig. 8. It is possible that these cracks can act as the originators of
the fracture.
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Figure 7 -Fracture surface of DWA 6061 AI/20 V% SiCp
in T6 condition.

50si

In a whisker reinforced composite material, a cluster of whiskers can

be observed (Fig. 9). These clusters have the appearance of large voids

(- 20 Wm) containing clusters of fibers that have not been wetted by matrix

during the manufacturing process.

The macro appearance is that of a very brittle fracture, i.e., there is

very little reduction in area on fracture. However, at high magnification

one can see that the fracture surface consists of very fine dimples, where

dimple size is comparable to the size of the SiC particulates (3 to 5 um).

SiC particulates can be seen inside some of the dimples as shown on Fig. 10.

In general, SiC whiskers or particulates are not readily seen on the

fracture surface which indicates the presence of the strong bonding between

SiC and Al matrix and also shows that fracture of SiC does not take place

during the fracture of Al/SiC composite.

At this point an apparent discrepancy between the difficulty of
observing SiC particulates on the fracture surface on one hand and a

requirement that each dimple must have a nucleation site (partiles,
inclusions, imperfections, etc.' )n the other hand will be addressed. At
the bottom of the dimples in low volume fraction composite, one can notice
very fine (fraction of the micron) openings as shown on Fig. 11.
Observation of the dimples at high magnification shows that these openings

can be traced to the SiC particulates which can be seen on Fig. 12. Etching

of the fracture surface and more delicate ion sputtering of the specimens in

the chamber of the Auger microscope indeed reinforces this observation (see

Fig. 13).
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Figure 8 - (Fe, Cr) 3 SiA1 2 intermetallics ("fish
eyes") on fracture surface (a) and on metallographically
polished cross section of the tensile samples (b,c,d).
Fracture "fish eye" (d) exposed on the fracture can be
seen on micrograph (d). Material is DWA 6061 AI/SiCp -

*5 V% and 20 V% SiC.

Voids nucleated in the very small region of the Al/SiC interface grow
into the matrix surrounding the particulate as far as interparticle spacing
allows them to do so. Thus, in low volume fraction composite these voids
grow to the size somewhere in the order of one half of the interparticle
spacing as shown on Fig. 14.

On the other hand, in high volume percent composite material, packing of
the particles is very tight and, therefore, voids do not have room to grow
limiting themselves to the size of the particles on which they initiated
(see Fig. 15).
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Figure 9 - Cluster of whiskers observed on the fracture
surface of Silag 6061 Al/SiCw - 5 V% tested in annealed
condition.

_.

..p..

Figure 10 - Typical appearance of the fracture surface
of DWA 6061 Al/SiCp composite material viewed under SEM
at high magnification.

In addition, it should be pointed out that during the manufacturing
process not all SiC whiskers or particulates form a satisfactory Al/SiC bond

and, therefore, there is a number of pre-existing voids that do not have to
be nucleated to participate in fracture process.

It seems that aforementined observations can be related to the fracture
toughness of the composite material. The more room for the void to grow,
the higher the resistance of the material to fracture.

4-, '. .: : ' '::i ; ,r , ;. > " ,'",- . ,,.: -
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*" Figure 11 - Dimpled appearance of the fracture surface
with fine openings in the bottom of the dimples at low
(a) and high (b) magnfication (1 V% 6061 AI/SiCp).

To further determine if fracture of the SiC whiskers o. platelets was
occurring, several samples were fractured in the scanning Auger microprobe.
The SiC whiskers which could be found as "pulled out" whiskers or at the

L bottom of dimples were examined, and in most cases Si or C could not be
detected on the whisker. Detection of Si and C was possible only after
considerable sputtering.

Some fine cracks can be observed on the fracture surfaces of many
tensile and/or compact tension specimens. These cracks are oriented
perpendicular to the fracture surface and subsequently received the name
"secondary" cracks. Several of them are shown on Fig. 16.
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Figure 12 -High magnification of dimpled fracture
surface reveals SiC particles.

IOP

Figure 13 -Chemically etched fracture surfaces of
1 V% 6061 kl/Si~p composite.
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"-' Figure 16 - Secondary cracks on the fracture surface
'' of compact tension test sample of DWA 6061 Al/Sl~p -

25 V% composite material in T6 condition. Both low

(a) and high (b) magnifications are shown.

Conclusions

Providing that the above-mentioned assumptions concerning the Neuber

analysis ae reasonable (and there is no reason to question the assumptions)

it can be concluded that the 6061 Al/SiCp bond strength is at least 1690

k" MPa. (Ths is 40 times higher than the yield stress of the annealed 6061 Al

"'.',alloy.) It is thought that debonding can be attributed to the defects dur-

ing fabrication of the composite material. Ductile fracture of low-volume

.e' percent 6061/SiCp occurs by void nucleation at SiC particulates and also at

the matrix imperfections (preexisting voids, inclusions, MgSi2, etc.).

From the experimental data obtained concerning the plastic zone size

-" and the theoretical model of plastic zone, it is possible to conclude the
following: First, the theoretical treatment of the short composite cylinder
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gave the distribution and etent of the plastic strains, which are In fair
agreement with experimental results. There is, however, a disagreement
between experimental and theoretical values of plastic strains immediately
at the AI/SiC interface. Secondly, an AI/SIC bond is a very important
factor influencing the plastic deformation arouod SIC particles.

The fractographic data when examined on a microscopic level gives an
impression of void nucleation and growth on the fracture mechanisms, but the
observations of voids about SIC is a rare event due to high AI/SIC
interfacial bond strength.

Void nucleation and growth is identified as the mechanism governing the
fracture process and nucleation part is significantly supplemented by pre-
existing voids due to manufacturing defects. Growth of the voids is
dependent on the concentration of the SiC particulates or whiskers
diminishing almost completely when concentration reaches high (20 V% and
higher) values.
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